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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
The elementary schools of this coimtry
are faced with
a continuing crisis.

One out of four students, nation-wide,

has significant reading deficiencies.

In large school

systems, up to one half of the students read
below expect-

ation.

deHirsch points out that, depending on the
authority
consulted, fifteen to thirty percent of the elementary
school

population has serious reading difficulties,^
Many of the children

v:ho

have reading deficiencies do

not have observable, gross sensory, intellectual,
emotional
or neurological defects.

These children are generally found

In the normal elementary school track
of sucti gross defects.

because of the absence

Special instructional aid should be

provided for these children at the earliest possible level
in their educational program.

Failure to remediate these

deficiencies tends to cause many in this group to exhibit

hostility and become serious discipline problems in the
succeeding school years.

Most of these students ultimately

drop out of school or graduate from high school as functional

^"Target for the 70 ‘s. The Right to Read," American
Educa tion December, I969, pp. 2 - 4
See pp, 3 ?-l 6 B'^”low
for a more detailed description of this report by James Alien,
Former U.S. Commissioner ci Education.
*

,

p

.

Katrina K. deHirsch, Jeannette J. Jansky & vrilliam S.
Harper & Rov.’,

Langford;, Pr cd ic ting Reading Fai^lure (New York:
*”.
1966), p. x 3

<
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illiterates.

Quite possibly, this group of students

contribute to many of the current social problems vjhich
exist in the secondary schools and beyond.^
j.he

evidence indicates that the remedial teciiniQues

used currently with the disabled reader group are not

working effectively as the elementary schools are still
populated

V7ith

children

no apparent reason,

vxho

are failing to learn to read, for

A new approach to solving: the learning

problems of this group is needed.

Better tools are needed

to diagnose the underlying cause or causes of the specific

problems or combination of problems faced by each student
in the disabled reader group.

A qualified

remedial teacher,

equipped with information concerning the specific problems
facing the child, vrould become rauch more effective in attacking these problems and reducing the number of children who,

for no apparent reason, can not read at the apT;i‘opriate
level

.

Sta.tement of the Problem

The purpose of this paper is to solve the problem

of Identifying the underlying factors which are contrib-

uting to the learning failures of children

vrho

are

disabled readers and who exhibit no gross sensory,
intellectual, emotional.

03;

neurological defects.

These

undorlv;lng factors will be identified t’nrough the

‘Target

the

The Right to Read,'' pp. 2-4

,

3

development of a battery of tests that will systematically
diagnose Specific Learning Disabilities

.

Definition of Specific Learning Disabilities
For the purposes of this paper, Specific Learning

Disabilities (SLD) will be defined as the failure of a child
to master the basic skills presented on the elementary

school level due to disturbances in one or more of the

cognitive processes such as perception, memory, or concept
formation.

According to this definition, these disturbances

are confined to specific combinations of cognitive

processes. These combinations of cognitive processes may be

assembled in a variety of patterns of failure peculiar
to specific groups on the basis of age, sex, socio~economic

class and IQ,

The children in this category have average

or above average intelligence and have been enrolled in

classes where other students with similar background and IQ
Furthermore, the SLD

have learned to read at grade level.

cases have no gross neurological, psychological or sensory

defects

Children who are failing in the classroom for no
apparent reason should be subjected to an interdisciplinary

^Dorls J. Johnson, "Treatment Approaches to Dyslexia,"
in Heading Disabili_ty and Perce p t i on ed. by George D,
"^'nTerna Clonal Heading Association,
SpaclTe (TlewafK7*'DelaI'j^
,

19^9)

t

P»

95.

^

.

set of examinations by qualified psychologists,

doctors, and neurologists.

Diedj

cal

The purpose of this examination

is to screen out gross sensory. Intellectual, emotional

and neurological defects that may be contributing to the

malfunction.

V/hen

gross problems are diagnosed, they should

be treated by the appropriate specialists as part of the

special remedial programs developed for children with gross

defects
Once the group with gross defects has been screened
out of the general population, there remains another group

left in the population of disabled readers who are failing
due to a number of secondary causes such as emotional, social,

physical, and/or educational causes.

The group with reading

disabilities due to secondary causes can be separated from
the SLD population by evaluating a child’s basic cognitive

processes.

Proficiency in these areas indicates that the

child is not a SID case.
The group of disabled readers that remains, after the

group vrith gross defects, and the group with secondary causes
have been eliminated, consists of children

Learn i ng Di sabilities

vrho

have Spec ific

.

child vrho has Specific Learning Disabi lit ies usually
exhibits some emotional disturbance. i't^T“arTfflcult if not
impossible, to determine vrhether the emotional problem is the
cause or the result of the Specific Lear nin g Disabilit ies. In
0
any event, the child should be given remedTal therapy for th 0)
Speci f ic Learning Disabilities based on the results of the t )
,

s

.

Uhsn the term "Specific" is used in conjunction
with
SLD in this thesis, it will refer to the specific
patterns
of errors exhibited by disabled readers in the
various

combinations of communication modalities and cognitive
processes measured by the Specific Learning Disabilitie s
Test Battery.^

The SLD Test Battery results vrill be plotted

on a profile so that comparisons can be made with popu-

lation norms to identify deficiencies in specific cognitive
processes.

The profile may also be useful for identifyinp:

patterns of errors in SID cases which may be related not
only to reading failure but also to independent variables
such as sex, age, grade level, socio-economic class and
IQ.

An examination of the pattern or patterns of

errors related to SLD cases will be discussed in Chapter
Five,

Need for the Specific Learning Disabilitie s Test Battery

General inspection of test batteries, such as the

Hampden County Battery, the Schiffmann Battery and the
Cruickshank Battery,

indicates that the available batteries

battery to be developed in this thesis. In addition, a
qualified psychologist should determine whether the child
should also be treated for the related emotional problem,
^The battery of tests to be developed in this thesis
will be called the Specific Learning Disabilities Test Battery,
Hereafter, the Specific Learn ing" Pi saTbi 1 'itTe Te"s t Battery
will be referred to as the SLD~Test Battery.

^See Appendix III for a description of these
batteries

53

do not directly approach the subject
matter through the type
of cross sectional grid system which
will be developed in
this paper.

The objectives of the batteries have often

been more limited and the methods of test
selection apparently
more informal. The portions of the batteries
which measure
v^ognitlve processes are not detailed enough
and the results

are less significant, not only in terms of
identifying the

child with SID, but also in pointing out the specific
areas
of weakness.

One of the most important objectives of the battery

developed in this thesis is to identify specific areas where
the learning function has broken down.

Once these area-s of

weakness are identified, the remedial therapist will be able
to organize an individual program for each child designed to

concentrate remediation on those areas that are deficient.
The test data will also identify areas of strerigth which the

therapist can capitalize on when teaching the child with
SLD,

Development of the Thesis
The following is a brief discussion of the topics that

will be covered In subsequent chapters of this paper.
Chapter Two will present a review of the research dealing

with the relationship betvreen cognitive process deficiencies
and academic achievement in the elementary school.

This

revicv7 v;lll help determine vrhich tests of cognitive processes

5b

sncula be included in the test ’oattery.

Chapter Three

will deal with the development of the
two dimensional grid
system, the review of available tests
of cognitive

processes,

and the subsequent incorporation of
these tests into the
grid system. The rationale for the selection
of tests for
the final test battery will be developed
in Chapter Four,

Chapter Five will deal with a primary research
study designed
to ascertain the effectiveness of the test
battery
for

Identifying the segment of the population with SLD.

Chapter

Five will also include a description of a profile
developed
for use with the battery.

Chapter Six will deal with a

reconstitution of the SLD Test Battery on the basis of
statistical evidence presented in Chapter Five.

Finally, the

summary and conclusions will be given in Chapter Seven.

CHAPTER II

EXPLORATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
PROCESS

DEFICIENCIES AND READING FAILURE
This chapter will present a review
of the empirical

studies that explore the relationship
between process
deficiencies, such as deficiencies in
perception, memory
and concept formation, and academic
failure.
The review
of the literature is confined primarily
to children

attending elementary schools,^
The studies reviewed in this chapter can be
sub~

divided into two broad categories:

Predictive studies

involving research to determine whether process
deficiencies
as diagnosed by various measures can predict
future academic

success or failure, and concurrent studies involving

research to determine whether process deficiencies are
present in children

vrho

are currently failing academic

subjects in elementary school.

Most of

t!.

studies

^Footnotes for the numsrous
studies cited in this
chapter will be presented at the end of the chapter in order
to facilitate the readability of the material.

7

selected sampled populations of non bra In -injured children

stratified on the basis of high and low achievers.

Only a

minority of studies dealt with brain-damaged subjects.
The validity of the studies presented in this paper

varies in terms of thoroughness, quality, size of sample,
and control of variables.

Except for brief general statements,

a detailed analysis of the study data is beyond the scope of

this thesis.

The follovring outline will be followed in

subsequent sections to facilitate the review;

Section
A.

Perception

I

Visual
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
B.

Auditory
1.
2.
3.

4.
C.

Discrimination
Part-whole
Perceptual Constancy
Closure
Figure -ground
Left-right Orientation
General Perceptual Ability
(Perception incorporating 1-6 above)
Brain Damage and Visual Perception
Part-whole Visual Perception
a.
Figure-ground Perception
b.
Discrimination
c.
General Visual perception
d.
Summary of Visual Perception Research

Discrimination
Closure
Brain Damage and Auditory Perception
Summary of Auditory Perception Research

Tactile
1.
2.
3«

Discrimination
Figure-ground
Summary of Tactile Perception Research

8

1.

D*

Visual-Auditory
2*
3«

Section II
A,

5.
6.

Section III

Auditory-Vocal Automatic
Naming Letters
Hearing Sounds and Words
Learning Tasks
Research on Brain Damage (Short vs, LongTerm Memory)
Summary of Long-Term Memory Research
Concept Development

Predictive Studies
1,
2,
3.

4.

B.

Sequential Memory
Blending
Other
Summary of Auditory Short-Term Memory
Research

Long-Term Memory
1.
2.
3.

A.

Memory for Designs
Visual Sequencing
Summary of Visual Short-Term Memory
Research

Auditory Short-Term
1.
2.
3.
4.

Co

Memory

Visual Short-Term
1.
2.
3.

B,

Auditory-Visual Integration
Visual-Auditory Integration
Summary of Visual-Auditory Perception
Research

Vocabulary and Classification Skills
Higher Cognitive Functions
General
Studies That Tend To Deny Predlctivity Of
Concept Development

Concurrent Studies
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Speech Factors
Vocabulary and Classification Skills
Higher Cognitive Functions
General Language Facility
Studies That Tend to Refute The Concurrent

9

Relationship Between Concept Development
and School Achievement
C.

Summary of Concept Development Research

General Summary Of The Revlev; Of The
Literature On Perception, Memory and
Concept Formation
A.

Perception
1.
2.
3.

h,

Visual
Auditory
Tactile
Auditory-Visual

B.

Memory

C.

Concept Formation

D.

Conclusion
Section One

Perception
A.

Visual
1.

Visual Discrimination

The predictive group of studies Involving visual

perception will be discussed first.

Study data which

supported a significant relationship between first grade

visual discrimination skill and future reading success in
the primary grades, one through three, were presented by

Alshan,^ Ashlock,^ deKlrsch,^^ Goins,

Morency^^^ and Olson.

The results of one study by Welner^"^^ pointed out a significant

relationship between low first grade visual discrimination
scores and poor fourth grade reading skill.

Ashlock^ was the

only researcher identified in the revlevr of the literature

,

10

who found no significant correlation betvreen first grade
di s cr iminati on ability and third grade readinc: success.

Concurrent research data showing a significant

relationship between poor visual discrimina tion and
achievement in reading

vrere

lovr

presented by Ayres, ^ Davol,^'^

Fildes,^® Kass,^® Wechsler and Hagin^^^ and Whipple and
Kodman.^"^®

The ages of the subjects in these studies ranged

from five to ten years.

Concurrent research studies, showing no significant

differences between high and low achievers on visual

discrimination tasks
Kalmquist
et

T
,

ft

v:ere

Ombredane

1ft
,

conducted by Eall and Owens,

Eachmann

1ft

and Santostefano

The Ombredane and Santostefano studies involved

subjects over nine years of age.
In summary, the studies in the area of visual

discrimina tion point to a significant relationship between
poor visual discrimination and poor reading in the primary
The study data also indicates that children

grades.

vrho

exhibit poor visual perception in first grade tend to be

poor readers in the primary grades.

It is difficult to

reach any conclusions about the relationship between poor
reading and poor visual discrimination in older children
since the research in that area is limited.

2,

Visual Part“V?hole Perception

A number of studies in this section involved the use

of such tests as the Bender Gestalt, Draw a Kan, Kohs Block,

11

Wlnterhaven Perceptual Forms Test and other measures of
part-whole perception.
DS

The studies reviewed in this section

classified in terms of specific tests whenever a

test has been used a sufficient number of times to warrant
such individual classification.

The studies will be broken

down into age groups whenever possible.
Predictive studies supporting a relationship between

high achievement on measures of part-whole perception and
reading success in the primary grades will be discussed
first.

Koppitz,^^^ deHirsch^^ and Smith and Kecgh^^^ found

that the Bender Gestalt Test was highly predictive of

reading success in the primary grades. Coleman^^ and
4q
deHirsch
found similar information about the predictive

validity of the Draw-a-Man Test.
copying test, and Berry,

Barrett,

using a form

using the Developmental Test of

Visual Motor Integration, came to the conclusion that these
tests were good predictors of reading success.
One study supporting the long term predictive validity
of the Bender Gestalt Test was conducted by Keogh.

She

found that very high and very low kindergarten Bender scores

were highly predictive of sixth grade reading achievement.
Study data showing no significant relationship

between part-whole perceptual measures and future reading
achievement were presented by Keogh^®^ and Somwaru.^^^
found that

lovx

Keogh

first grade Bender scores were not highly

predictive of low third grade reading achievement.

Somwaru

follovjed a group of children for several years
and found

no relationship between kindergarten Draw-a-Man scores
and

reading success in later years.
Concurrent research studies identifying a significant

relationship between reading problems and deficient part-whole

perception in the primary grades were conducted by several
Investigators.

Chang. ^3 Galifret-Granjon,^^ Koppltz^®^ and

Lachmann^®'^ found significant correlations between the Bender

Gestalt Test and reading proficiency in children six to
eight years of age.

Lowder^^^ and Kagerer^®^ reported

similar results using the VFinterhaven Perceptual Forms
Test.

Benger,^'^ using the Spatial Relations Subtest from

the Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception.

Galifret-Granjon,^^ using the Kohs Block Test, Manekln
and Profile Tests from the Arthur Scale and Graubard^^- and
Wolf,

18

using the Mazes Subtest from the Wechsler

Intelligence Scale for Children (VriSC), found that poor

readers scored low on these measures.
Concurrent studies dealing with older children which

pointed out a significant relationship between poor part-

whole perception and poor reading ability were not as

plentiful as studies dealing with primary grade children in
this category.

Most of the studies discussed in this

category involved youngsters between the ages of nine and
eleven.

Gallfret-Granjon^® and Lachmann^^"^ found a

significant relationship between poor Bender scores and poor

13

reading performance.

Graubard®^ and

found that

Inadequate readers tended to perform poorly on the
Mazes.

VII

SC

Gredler^^ reported that low achievers in reading

performed poorly on the Minnesota-Percepto Diagnostic
Test.

Other concurrent studies, not broken dovm by age
groups, which demonstrated a significant correlation between

poor part-'whole perception and poor reading performance will
be discussed next.

Crosby,

deHlrsch,^® and Clements and

Peters, 35 Lachmann^®"^ and Fisher^^ found a significant

relationship between low Pender scores and poor reading
achievement,

Fabian,

^

using the Wlnterhaven Perceptual

Forms Test, Zangwill,^9 using the Kohs Block Test, and
Flsher^"^ and Silver, ^^0 using the Draw a Man Test, reported

results similar to those of the Bender studies.
Concurrent studies Involving primary grade children

which supported no significant relationship between poor
part-whole perception and poor reading
topic under consideration.

n

vrill be the

Chang^' and Connor

42

next

found little

correlation between Bender scores and reading achievement
in the primary grades.

Benger,^*^ Lyle^^^ and Singer and

Brunk,^53 using the Frostlg V, WISC Block Design and an

elastic design test, respectively, also reported that poor
readers did not fall these measures any more frequently than
good readers,

Cohn, 3^ using a controlled experimental

design^ analyzed pre and post experimental scores, and

14

arr^^ed at the conclusion that visual
perception did not
Influence success or failure in reading.
Concurrent studies involving children above
the
primary grade level which demonstrated
no relationship
between poor part-whole perception and
poor reading

achievement will be the last topic of
discussion in the
area of visual perception. Koppltzl05
and Lachmann^O^
little relationship between Bender scores
and reading

achievement in fourth grade.
by Sutton,

Similar results were reported

Lyle,^^^ Van De Riet £t

and Kosiba^®^

who employed various measures of part-whole
perception such
as the Wise Design and the Winterhaven Perceptual
Forms

Test.

In conclusion, the research indicates that measures
of part-vfhole perception are good predictors of future

reading success in the primary grades.

Due to the lack of

research data in this area dealing with older children, it
is impossible to reach any conclusions concerning the predictive

validity of these measures vrhen dealing with more mature
groups.
The concurrent validity studies, on the other hand,

involve both primary and intermediate grade youngsters.
The majority of the studies favored a significant relationship

between poor part-vrhole perception and inadequate reading
skills.

,

15
3»

Visual Perceptual Constancy

The literature in the area of perceptual constancy

through the usual sources was exceedingly sparse.
one study by Olson.

Hovrever,

indicated that the Pros tig Constancy

Subtest was not a substantial predictor of future reading

achievement

Visual Closure

All the research reviewed in this section involves
concurrent studies.

Some researchers have found a

significant relationship between visual closure disabilities
and reading disabilities.

Galifret-Gran jon^^^ and Goins’^-

found that young children with reading probloins

often had

poor visual closure and Kass^® and Rochford and VJilliams^^^
identified closure disabilities in reading problem cases

when dealing with both older and younger childreno
Galifred-Gran jon^^ and Santos tefano, £t
the other hand, found no relation between readirig problems

and poor visual closure when studying older children<>

Interestingly

,

two different researchers, McLeod

119

and Wolf,^^^ found that poor readers scored signif icantly

higher than successful readers on the WISC Picture

Completion Subtest, but that they did not score higher than
normal readers on any other WISC Subtests c
involved older childreno

These studies

^

16

The limited study data reported in this
section

does not allow for significant generalizations
concerning
the relationship between visual closure
and skill in

reading.

5.

Visual Figure-Ground Perception

Two predictive studies, by deHirsch^^ and Olson.

indicated that first grade figure-ground perception tests
did not accurately predict reading failure in the primary
grades.

There was no research identified in the usual

sources which supported the predictive validity of figure-

ground perception tests.

Several concurrent studies supported a significant

relationship betvreen poor figure-ground perception and poor

reading achievement,

Ayres^ and Benger^*^ studies primary

grade children and found a high and positive correlation

between reading and figure-ground perception,
Benger.^"^ Elkind.

^

Santostefano.

Ayres.

^

Silver

and Hagin.^-^^*^^^ and Stewart^^^ reported the same results

with intermediate grade children.
In conclusion, concurrent studies provide a great deal
of evidence to support a significant relationship between

figure-ground perception deficiencies and reading disabilities.

Only two predictive studies in this area were
identified in the review of the literature.

Although these studies indicated that first grade

figure-ground test scores were not good predictors of
future reading success, :nore research is needed before any

valid generalization can be made in this area.
6.

Left-Right Orientation Involving the Position
of the Body in Space

Hermann and Norrie,^® Benton and Kemball,^^ Silver
and Hagin,^^^ Cohn,^"^*^^ Belmont and Birch,

Dugas^^ and

Fildes°° reported concurrent study data supporting a
significant relationship between poor left-right orientation
and academic failure,

Benton^® and Harris
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found this

disorientation to be only slightly higher in poor readers
than in the normal population.
The concurrent research data tends to indicate that a

significant relationship exists between poor reading and
other academic failures and left-right orientation
confusion.

7.

General Perceptual Ability

A number of investigations in the area of visual

perception involved a general classification of perceptual

ability not broken into components such as discrimination,
closure, part-whole perception, constancy and right-left

orientation.

These general studies will be discussed

below.

Predictive studies in this area, dealing with young
children, vihich showed a significant relationship between

A

.
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general perceptual ability and future
reading success were
presented by Bryan. ^9 Calveri:-^ Frostlg'^^
and Rosen.
A predictive study, dealing
with older children vrhich showed

general visual perception to be a good
predictor of future
reading success was conducted by Somwaru.
Predictive studies supporting no significant
relationship between general visual perception
and future reading
success in the primary grades were conducted
by Ohnmacht
Wilson.

Deputy^® and Olson.

predictive study,

dealing with older children, which yielded no
significant
relationship betvreen perceptual ability and future
reading
success was conducted by Ashlock.^
In the concurrent research data. Ashlock.^ Justison."^
Lyle and Goyen.^^^ Marantz.^^^ and Reed^^^ found that children
in the primary grades with reading problems tended to exhibit

general perceptual problems.

Similar results were found

with older children in research studies by Thurstone and
Thurstone.^^^ Werner

^

Harootunian.

Hagin,^^^- Doehring.^^ Ellenhammer

Silver and

Feldman^^ and Frostig,'^^

.

A concurrent study failing to support a significant

correlation between general perceptual defects and reading
failure in primary grade children

vras

conducted by Trussell.^^^

Concurrent study data dealing with older children, which
were presented by Belmont and Blrch^^ Gates.
Satterly.

and

indicated no significant correlation between

general perception and reading achievement in this age
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group.
In conclusion, the concurrent
research data seemed to
support a significant relationship
between general

perceptual defects and reading problems
at both the primary
and Intermediate grade levels. The
research data presented
In the predictive area provided
no conclusive evidence to
show that general perceptual ability
predicted future
reading success,
8.

Erain Damage and Visual Perception

A number of studies in the area of
visual perception

have involved children with cerebral palsy
and other types
of brain damage.

Most of the studies that vjill be under

consideration in this section provided no information
concerning the degree of reading retardation or other
types
of academic retardation exhibited by these youngsters.

It is

very probable that academic retardation was present when
the brain damage was diffuse.

Research on brain damage will be

presented throughout this paper for two reasons:

1)

Even

though the test battery has been developed for use with

children with specific, and not general, learning disabilities,
it is conceivable that such a battery could be used to

Identify areas of strength as well as areas of weakness in
the brain damaged group in order to provide a more effective

program for these youngsters;

2)

Many experts in the field

of learning disabilities; such as Cruickshank,^^ and McCarthy
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and McCarthy,

stress that children with specific learning

disabilities exhibit the same kind of process
deficiencies
as children diagnosed as being brain
damaged.
These

experts conclude that these children could be
suffering

from minimal brain damage which is not easily detected

through the usual neurological test battery, but
which can
be detected through the use of the appropriate
tests of

cognitive

processes.

The review of the literature in this area will be

classified by type of perceptual problem,
Part-whole visual perception

a.

.

Some researchers

found that bra in- damaged subjects exhibited poor performance
on the Bender Gestalt Test whereas normal subjects did not

exhibit such tendencies.
Hanvick,

^

Koppitz

^

These researchers were i\nglin,-^

and Pascal and Suttell.^^®

Wise^®^

found that a copying stick designs test differentiated

between brain-damaged and non brain-damaged groups,
Pascal’s study also indicated that the Bender did
not identify brain-injured subjects after nine years of age.
No other studies were identified which supported Pascal’s

findings in the review of literature,
b.

Figure-ground perception

.

Figure-ground perceptual

deficiencies were found to be more prevalent in the braindamaged group, as opposed to the normal group, by
Cruickshank, Bice, Wallen and Lynch,

Dolphin and
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Crul ckshank^^ and Werner and Straus

Sii^

—yj-Sual

disc rimination .

Gaddes*^^ measured visual

discrimination in brain«damaged and normal groups and
found
the brain -damaged group inferior in this area.

^

general visual perception

general visual perceptual skills
and /Alexander and Money. ^

.

Two studies involving

vxere

conducted by Frostig"^^

The Pros tig Developmental Tests

of Visual Perception identified bra in -damaged subjects.

Alexander and Money found a defect of visual perception in
children with Turner *s Syndrome who did not have reading
problems.

There is a good chance that the disease did not

effect the association areas of the brain, thus explaining
the absence of any related reading problem.

In summary, the research in the area of brain damage

points out that brain-damaged children do exhibit deficiencie
in visual perception.

The two areas most often mentioned

in the research as being deficient in brain-damaged children
are part-whole and figure-ground perception.
9.

General Summary of Visual Perception Research

In general, concurrent studies Indicate that both

younger and older children with reading problems tend to
exhibit deficiencies in part-vxhole perception, figureground perception, right-left orientation and in general

visual perceptual skills.

Visual discrimination problems

.
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tend to ce prevalent in the younger
age group of disabled
readers but are not apparent in older
disabled reader
groups
The research in the areas of visual
constancy and

closure is sparse and, thus, no conclusions
can be reached
concerning the relationship between deficiencies
in these
functions and reading failure.

Concurrent research data in the brain damaged category
indicated that brain damaged subjects showed deficiencies
in part-whole perception and in f igure-ground perception

more often than non-brain damaged subjects.
In the predictive study category, the research data

was less plentiful.

In many instances there was an equal

number of studies supporting and rejecting the predictive
value of measures of visual perception.

The only tentative

conclusion that could be drawn from the study data presented
above is that visual discrimination and part-whole perception
tests tend to be good predictors of future reading achievement
in the primary grades.

More research is needed with older

children in the area of predictive validity.
B.

Auditory Perception
1.

Auditory Discrimination

Most of the concurrent research data supported a

significant relationship between poor auditory discrimination
and poor reading.

Studies dealing vjlth younger children,
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ages six to eight years, which
yielded a positive relationship between poor reading and
poor auditory discrimination
were conducted by Benger.^^
Christine and Christine,’**
Deutsch.51 Harrington and Durrell.^S
McLeod. ^70 Monroe,
Morencyl22 and Wepman.^73 studies
dealing with older children
ages nine to fifteen, which also
supported a positive relation
ship between reading and auditory
discrimination were
con-

ducted by deHlrsch,**^ Deutsch.51
Goetzlnger et al,78 and
Wolf, b other studies, not broken
Into specific age groups,
which revealed a significant relationship
between these two
factors were executed by Dykstra.57
Katz and Deutsoh,^®*
Orton,77
Sonenberg and Glass.

Bryan 29 conducted the only concurrent study
identified
in this review of the literature which
failed to support
a significant relationship between poor
reading and poor

auditory discrimination.
No predictive studies were identified which negated
the effectiveness of measures of auditory
discrimination as

being good predictors of future reading success.

Studies

supporting the predictive validity of measures of auditory

discrimination in the primary grades were conducted by
deHirsch, ^ Dykstra,^"^ and Thompson,

Somvraru^^-^ followed

youngsters past the primary grades and found that tests of

auditory discrimination administered in kindergarten
predicted the success of the same youngsters several years
later.

Somwa 2 ‘u*s study

vias

the only one,

identified in the
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review of the literature, which followed the subjects
for
such an extended length of time.
2.

Auditory Closure

One study, identified in the literature, which

indicated that poor readers tended to have poor auditory
closure was executed by Golden#

Golden used second grade

subjects in his study.
3.

Research on Brain Damage and Auditory Perception

Boydstun,

^

al^^ found that subjects, ranging in

ages from six to twelve years, who vrere diagnosed as being

minimally brain damaged, exhibited poor auditory perception
whereas normal subjects in the same age range did not exhibit
such a dysfunction in auditory discrimination.

Sabatino^^^

studied children between the ages of six and twelve who
had brain damage and compared them with normal subjects

with no identifiable brain damage.

He found that the brain-

damaged group exhibited significantly poorer performance on

an auditory discrimination task, executed with and without
background noise, than did the normal, control group,
4.

General Summary of Auditory Perception Research

The concurrent research reported in this section

unquestionably indicates that a significant number of
children

viho

have reading problems also have poor auditory

discrimination.

Research on brain damage, although limited

.
,
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in terms of the nunber of studies presented,
suggests that

subjects who have brain damage, minimal or severe,
also

exhibit poor auditory perception.

The predictive studies,

also limited in terms of number presented, suggest
that

auditory discrimination tests are good predictors of reading
achievement in the primary grades.

More research is needed

to determine the effectiveness of auditory di scrimination

tests as predictors of reading success in the intermediate

grades
C.

Tactile Perception
The research in this area was limited.

Some studies

dealt with tactile-visual modalities whereas others dealt

with tactile-kinesthetic modalities.

All the studies were

of the concurrent type and thus no breakdown by study type

was necessary.

The studies will be discussed below under the

type of process involved in the execution of study tasks.
1.

Tactile Discrimination

Studies conducted by Ayres,

8

Birch and Belmont

77

showed

a significant relationship between poor tactile discrimination

and poor reading ability.

Ayres' study involved the tactile-

kinesthetic modality vjhereas Birch and Belmont's study
involved both the tactile-visual and tactile-kinesthetic

modalities,

Ford,^^ on the other hand, found an insignificant

correlation betvieen tactile-visual integration and reading
scores
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Studies by Wllson^^^ and Relten,^^’^
dealing with
Draln.damaged subjects, pointed out
that brain-damaged
subjects scored significantly lower
on tasks Involving
tactlle-klnesthetlc discrimination than
did non brain-damaged
subjects.
The Reltan research dealt with
brain-damaged
adults whereas the Wilson research
dealt with brain-damaged
children.
Conners^^ and Crulckshank^^ found that
braindamaged childrens* performance, was
significantly poorer than
non-brain damaged childrens’ performance when
transmitting

information from touch to vision.
2.

Figure-ground Tactile Perception

One study by Cruickshank, Bice and Walen^^ dealt
with

cerebral palsied youngsters.

These researchers found that

the cerebral palsied youngsters had signlf Icantly
lower

scores on tasks requiring the differentiation of figure

from the background when the background was confused,
3.

Summary of Tactile Perception Research

Although the amount of research data is limited, the
five studies in the area of brain damage indicate that there
Is a correlation between brain damage and poor tactile

perception.
In the reading disability research, on the other hand,
only two studies supported a significant relationship between

poor tactile perception and poor reading ability.

Therefore,

It is impossible to draw any sensible conclusions based

,
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on the limited data.
D._

Visual-i^.udltory Perception

The studies In this area are concurrent
In nature snd

deal with all agg ranges,

1.

Auditory-Visual Integration

Most of the studies of auditory-visual integration

deal with translation from auditory stimuli, like beeps, to

visual stimuli, like dots.
Flower,

Kahn

ejb

Berry,

Birch and Belmont

,

•

^3

Muehl,^'^^ and Sterritt and Rudnlck,^^?

reported research data which supports a significant relationship between auditory-visual Integration and reading ability.

Kahn found a significant relationship between this function
and word knowledge

Studies in auditory-visual Integration, failing to
indicate a significant relationship between this function

and reading success, were conducted by Birch and Belmont,

Bruinlnks,^^ Ford,^^ Sterritt and Rudnick,^^”^ and Sterritt,

Martin and Rudnick.^^®

It should be noted that the Birch

and Belmont study concerned older children and that, when they

studied younger children, as noted above, a correlation was
found betvreen this function and reading skill.

The other

studies dealt with all age levels,

2.

Visual-Auditory Integration

Berry,

Katz,^^^ Muehl,^^^ and Sterritt, Martin end
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Rudnlok,

found significant relationships
betv;een

visual-auditory integration and reading
ability. However,
Sterrltt, Martin and Hudnlok only
found this relationship
«hen the transition occurred from
visual-temporal to auditory
temporal data and not when the
transition was from visualspatial to auditory-temporal data
or from auditory to visual
data o

Summary of Auditory-Visual Perception
Research
One can tentatively conclude, on the
basis
3.

of the

study data, that auditory-visual and
visual-auditory integration are signif icantly related to reading
achievement.

Section Two
Memory
«

Visual Short-Term Memory
The studies reviewed for this section employed
memory

for designs tests or visual sequencing tests as measures
of

visual short term memory.

The studies will be presented binder

these two test classifications.

There will be no classificati

by age as the studies in each section represent both
primary

and intermediate grade levels,
1.

Memory for Designs Tests

The group of concurrent studies employing memory for

designs tests which pointed out a significant correlation
betv.'een

poor test performance and poor reading performance

.

,
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were conducted by Bronner.^S Golden,
and Trleschmann.’-®5

^

!L1»

Lyle, Shartoeller,’-'^^

other hand, Suttonl^2

X8 2 failed
to find a significant relationship between

poor reading and poor visual short term memory.
One predictive study by Weiner^"^^ indicated that a

memory for designs test administered in first grade did not
predict fourth grade reading success or failure.
2o

Visual Sequencing Tests

The visual sequencing studies can be subdivided into

those involving linguistic symbols and those involving

designs

When the subject matter involved linguistic symbols,
such as nonsense words, all the research, reviewed, supported
a significant relationship between visual sequential memory

and reading proficiency.

The researchers were Eakker,^

Kolers,^®^ Lyle and Goyen,^^^ McLeod,

Rosenberger

Golden®^ and Alwitt.^

When the subject matter involved designs, the research
data were equivocal,

Bateman,

Graubard,^^ Kass^"^'^® and

Kolers^^^ presented research data to support a significant
correlation between the low Illinois Test of Psycholingulstic
Abilities (ITPA) Visual Sequencing Subtest scores and poor
reading performance.

Hov^ever,

Sutton^^^ and Golden^^ found

no significant relationship betvreen low ITPA Visual

Sequencing Subtest scores and low reading performance.

,
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3*

Summary of Visual Short Term Memory Research

The concurrent research generally supported
a significant

correlation between poor visual memory and poor
reading ability
for both primary and intermediate grade children.
B.

Auditory Short Term Memory
The studies in this area have been subdivided
into

studies dealing with auditory sequential memory span,
involving the repetition of series of letters or numbers;
auditory

blending studies, dealing with the synthesis of words

pronounced in parts by the examiner; and studies which used

various measures not falling into categories one or
above.

tvro

The studies, collectively, dealt with a vrlde range of

age levels within each classification system, thus, negating
the need to break down the studies by age groups,
1,

Auditory Sequential Memory Span Tests

Bateman, ^3 deHirsch,^^ Ellehammer

,

Golden,

McLeod,

Wolf,^®-^ Johnson^^ and Reynolds^-^® all conducted concurrent

studies which showed a significant relationship between poor

auditory sequential memory span and poor reading ability.
There were no studies refuting the findings of these

researchers
A predictive study was conducted by deHlrsch^^ who

found that imitation of tapped out patterns was significantly

related to future reading success at end of second grade.
However, deHirsch found that auditory memory span for three
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of four nonsense words was
not significantly related to
second grade reading success.
2.

Auditory Blending

Concurrent research by Chall

Golden.80 Kass.^^

^ al,^^

Bateman,
^ significant

correlation existed betx^een poor
auditory blending skill and
poor reading. Flower and Braubard
produced study data which
showed no significant correlation
between
these factors.

Alshan

found that first grade blending
scores were
highly predictive of reading success
at the end of the first
year in school.

3

»

Studies Not Falling into Categories One
or
Above

Bronner.’-’^ Cabrlnl,^® Sandstedt,®°
Shepard,

McLeod 118

and

found significant relationships between various

measures of auditory memory and reading achievement.

were concurrent studies.

These

No concurrent studies with negative

results were identified in this review of the
literature.
One predictive study by Morency^^^ indicated that

measures of auditory memory devised by the author,
administered
in first grade, predicted reading achievement in third
grade.

Summary of Auditory Short Term Memory Research
The majority of the concurrent studies in this section

supported a significant relationship betv^een poor reading and

poor auditory short term memory.
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The limited number of
predictive studies presented

In this section showed that
short term memory tests

administered in first grade do tend
to predict reading
achievement in the primary grades,
C

,

Long Term Memory

The studies in this section will
be broken down into
subtopics by type of learning task
involved in the studies.

Age classifications will be
presented only when there Is a
high concentration of research
studies dealing

with either

the primary or intermediate
grade levels,
!•

Auditory-Vocal Automatic

Graubard,®^ Bateman’-® and Kass^'^ found
that children
with reading problems exhibited poor recall
of automatic
speech patterns. Sabatlnol'*'+ was the only
researcher.
Identified In the review of the literature, who
found a
low correlation between these two factors.
No predictive
studies have been identified in this area,
2o

Naming Letters

Durrell,-^^ Monroe,

Silvaroli

and Alshan^

found that the ability to name letters in the beginning
of
first grade was a good predictor of the end of first grade

reading success.

One concurrent study by Sutton^^^ supported

a correlation between poor letter naming ability and
poor

reading at the second grade level.
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3.

Hearing Sounds in Words

Alshan^ and 01 son ^29

ability to recall

letter sounds Is a good predictor
of future reading success
at first and second grade levels
respectively. Concurrent
research data by Sutton^^^ pointed
out a significant
correlation between reading success and
recall of letter
sounds in second grade children.
.

4,

Learning Tasks

The studies in this category deal with tasks
designed

to test the subject *s ability to learn words and
to associate

symbols with responses as in the WISC Coding Subtest.
Olson,

Gavel’^^ and Nicholson^^^ found that

proficiency on learning tasks was highly predictive of
reading success in the primary grades,
Morgan,

Shakweiler

,

Altus,

^

Kallos, et

Whipple^"^® and Roberts^^^ executed concurrent studies in this

area which showed a correlation betvreen reading failure and

poor performance on specific learning tasks,
5*

Research on Brain Damage and Memory

Researchers who found that brain-damaged subjects
scored significantly lower than normal controls on tasks of
short term memory are Anglin,^ Aten,"^ Sabatino^^^ and

Forrest,

Hutt,®^ on the other hand, found that brain-

damaged subjects had difficulty with long term memory and

habituation and not

vrith short

term memory.
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6.

Summary of Long Term Memory
Research

The predictive research Indicates
that letter naming,

sound Identification and certain
learning tasks are predictive of reading success In the
first and second grades.
The concurrent studies suggest
that the areas of

automatic speech patterns and specific
learning tasks are
significantly correlated with reading
achievement at all
age levels.

Although the research data presented here
are limited,
there Is a strong Indication, based
on these studies,
that

brain damaged subjects perform poorly
on short term memory
tasks. It would seem to follow logically
that brain-damaged
subjects would also perform poorly on long
term memory
tasks but more research must be presented
before any such
conclusions can b© reached.

Section Three
Concept Development

Studies In the area of concept development and Its

relationship to academic success are subdivided Into predictive
and concurrent study categories.

Most of the studies Involve

language functions such as listening, comprehension, ability
to tell a story, vocabulary proficiency, syntactic competence,

analogies and speech development.

Only a few studies deal

with tne classification of Items Into categories.
Studies concerning language functioning will be
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included In this section because
nany experts in the area of
cognitive development espouse the
theory that a strong relationship exists between language
development and the development
of higher thought processes such
as conceptualization and
inductive and deductive reasoning.
Plaget'^'^ indicates that
"it is quite possible that language
is a necessary condition
for the achievement of logical
structures. But this does not
by Itself make a sufficient condition
of logical formation
•

.

Bruner

.

states that “language is a necessary medi-

ator for higher level thinking,

.

.

Bannatyne^^ asserts

that "although language is not thinking,
it is a symbolic

medium for facilitating, expressing or communicating
thought,"
Although the final test battery will not include
measures to evaluate

cognitive

processes beyond the level

of concept development due to time limitations,
studies

Involving thought beyond the perceptual level will be
Included in this section.
The studies vrill be broken down and discussed by type
of study (concurrent or predictive) and by the language

function being studied.
A,

Predictive Studie s
1.

Vocabulary and Classification Skills

Johansson^^ found that a synonym and antonym test given
in grade two was highly predictive of reading success
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or failure

m

fo-orth grade.

dcHlrsch'^9 used a Categories

Test and found a low but
significant correlation between
first grade performance on this
measure and second grade
reading achievement.
2,

Higher Cognitive Functions

deHlrsch'*9 and Weiner^^® found that
story telling

highly predictive of reading success
in the
primary grades.
3.

General

Alshan

2

found general language proficiency to be
a

good predictor of reading success in first
grade.
Studies That Tended to Deny the Predictivity
of
Concept Development

Studies rejecting the predictive

\'-alue

of certain

language functions in relationship to future
reading success
were conducted by Bengerl'?’ and deHirsch.'^^ Both
researchers
found that Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test scores
were not

significantly related to future reading success,

deHirsch

also found that oral comprehension, naming pictures,
sentence

elaboration skills and definitional skills were not
significantly related to future reading success,
B,

Concurrent Studies
A wealth of concurrent studies are available to support

a significant relationship betvreen language skills and reading
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achievement.

Collectively, the studies involve
children in
the seven to fourteen year
old age range.
The favorable concurrent studies
will be classified

by type of language function in
the review of the literature
presented below.
1.

Speech Factors

Several researchers have reported
a significant
correlation between speech factors and reading
achievement,
Eisenson’^'^ and Ingraham'^’^ found that
poor readers often

exhibited articulatory speech defects, whereas,
Saunders
^
49
Shire
and Strictland
found that poor readers were weak
*

In the area of grammatic construction.

Shire^^ and Strickland"'^

axso pointed out that poor readers displayed an inability
to
use complex sentences.
2.

Vocabulary and Classification Skills

A second group of studies in the favorable, concurrent

category deal with vocabulary and classification skills,

deHirsch,^^ McLeod.

Morgan,

Saunders

Wolf^®^ and Zeddler^®"^ reported study

data

Winter.

,

iirhich

Wood,^®^ Sabatino,^^^

revealed a significant correlation between

vocabulary skill and reading achievement.
Rablnovitch,

132

and Braun

26

Graubard,^^ Kass,^"^

reported significant correlations

between classif Ication ability and reading success.

Blank

and Bridger^^ and Wieder^*^^ found that disabled readers
have difficulty assigning verbal labels to describe perceptual
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data.

3.

Higher Cognitive Functions

The third group of studies
in the favorable con-

current category deal with
higher cognitive functions,
such
as the ability to sense
relationships between concepts
and reasoning. Brown, 2?
ElEenson,^^ Erhard,^- Ingraham,
.
Lxmdsteen^^*^’^^^ ana
and winter
founa a significant relationship between the auditory
receptive comprehension function
and reading achievement.
deHirsoh.''^ Craubard^l and Kahn^S
found that poor readers tended to
have poor expressive
ability. Lundsteen^ll found a
relationship between adequate
abstract and concrete thought
processes and reading

proficiency In a study of sixth grade
students.
General Language Category
The last group of studies in the
favorable con-

current category deal with general language
ability rather
than with specific components of language
such as those that
were discussed above. Belmont, and
Birch,
Heed.^^^ Holroyd.
McLeod.
and Warrington^^^ presented research data
to show
a significant relationship between
general language ability
and reading success.
5.

Studies That Tended to Refute the Relationship
Between Concept Development and School
Achievement

Three concurrent studies revealed no significant

,

Q
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relationship between reading
achievement and higher thought
processes
Kess9- found that most of
the higher level
process tests on the ITPA did
not identify disabled readers
in the seven to ten year
old age group. Reed^35
first graders who were
experiencing difficulty
learning
to read and found that they
showed poor performance on the
Wise Performance rather than
on WISC Verbal Scale. 'iolf^®5
found that the WISC Verbal
Subtests, other than the Vocabulary
Test, did not differentiate
between high and low achievers
in reading in third and fourth
grades.

m

——

L_Qpflg€pt Development Research

In the area of predictive studies,
tasks such as

story tellirig, vocabulary and
categorization skills, and
listening comprehension were found
to be good predictors of
reading success in primary grades.
Concurrent studies, dealing with measures
of various
language functions, indicated that a
significant correlation
exists between concept formation and reading
achievement
for children ranging in ages from seven to
fourteen years.

Section Four

General Summary of the Review of the
Literature on Perception, Memory and
Concept Formation
A

.

Perceptio n
1.

Visual Perception

ConcuT’rent studies in the area of visual perception
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Indicate that children in both the primary
and intermediate
graces v;ho are poor readers tend to have
deficiencies in
pa^

t-.'j’hole

skills.

,

i

igure-ground and in general visual perceptual

Poor visual discrimination

vras

correlated with

reading failure at the primary grade level
only.

The study

results suggest a need for the inclusion of
higher level
measures of visual perception in a battery
of tests designed
to identify Specific Learning Disabili ty.
This need is the
result of the fact that perceptual deficiencies
in older
subjects are apparently more efficiently identified
through
the use of more sophisticated, higher level,
part-whole

perception and figure-ground tests.
The brain damage concurrent research in visual

perception also points out a deficiency in part-vrhole and
figure-ground visual perception in brain damaged subjects.

Non-brain damaged control groups did not exhibit such
deficiencies.

It should be noted that both studies dealing

with disabled readers and studies dealing with brain
damaged subjects tended to identify parallel defects in
figure-ground and part-whole visual perception.

As indicated

earlier, on page 29 of this chapter, it is this type of

parallel data that led many in the field of learning

disabilities to conclude that children with serious reading
problems have minimal brain damage which can be identified

through the administration of tests of cognitive
processes, including tests of visual perception.
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The predictive studies In the area of
visual

perception dealt mainly with primary grade subjects.

The

conclusions, based on the study data, are that
part-x^hole

visual perception and visual discrimination tasks
predict
reading achievement in the primary grades,
2,

Auditory Perception

Concurrent studies, presented in this section,
indicate that poor readers in both the primary and inter-

mediate grades tend to exhibit poor auditory discrimination.

Although the number of studies dealing with braindamaged subjects presented in this chapter were limited,
there is some indication that bra iru damaged subjects tend
to have poor auditory discrimination.
The results of the limited number of studies dealing

with prediction suggest that auditory discrimination tests
are good predictors in the primary grades.
It should be noted that there appears to be a

sparsity of research involving higher level auditory,

perceptual skills such as closure and figure-ground perception,

However, the research studies, presented in this

section, point out the necessity of Including measures of

auditory discrimination in a SLD test battery,
3.
A

Tactile Discriralna tion

tentative conclusion, based on limited research

data, is that tactile
discrimination tends to be related to
a brain-damage syndrome.
However, very little research

was identified to support a
relationship between poor
tactile discrimination and poor
reading ability. Measures
of this function should be included
in the final battery
until evidence is available to indicate
that there is no

significant correlation between reading
and tactual percept!
The time spent in evaluating tactual
perception should be
held to a minimum until the relationship
is more strongly
established.

Auditory-Visual Perception
The concurrent research in this area presents
data

to support a significant relationship between
poor auditory-

visual and visual-auditory integration and poor reading
achievement.

The research indicates that measures of these

functions should be included in a SLD test
battery.
B.

Memory
Concurrent research in the areas of long and short

term memory indicates that there is a correlation between
poor memory and poor reading.
studies in this area

is

The number of predictive

limited.

There is some Indication

that long term memory tasks, such as letter naming, sound

identification and learning tasks are good predictors of
reading achievement in the primary grades.

No predictive
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research

vras

identified which dealt with intermediate

grade children.

There was not enough data available
to draw

any conclusion about the predictive
validity of measures of
short term memory.
The brain-damaged subjects studied tended
to perform

poorly on measures of short term memory.

As suggested

earlier, one would expect that brain-damaged
subjects would
also perform poorly on long term memory tasks
but more

research data must be made available in this area
before
any conclusions can be reached.
The research indicates that measures of various

memory functions should be included in a

SIjD

test

battery,

C.

Concert Formation
The predictive studies in this area dealt with

primary grade subjects.

Most of the studies show that

various measures of concept development tend to predict
reading success in the primary grades,
A number of concurrent studies indicate that there
is a significant correlation betvreen reading failure and

poor concept development for both the primary and inter-

mediate grade levels.
These studies point to a need for diagnostic evaluation
of concept development as part of a Specifi c Le arning

D isabilit ies test pattern.
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D«

Conclusion
The review of the literature
points to a significant

correlative relationship between
deficiencies
cognitive
processes and poor reading
ability. Measures of each of
these processes should be
Included in a sill test battery
designed to Identify perceptual,
memory and conceptual
process deficiencies.

m

In most of the areas there is
considerable evidence
to indicate that deficiencies
in cognitive processes are
significantly correlated with reading
failure, in a few
areas, such as tacHle discrimination
and visual constancy,
the correlations with reading are
not significant or the
research evidence is sparse. Tests
of these functions will
be included in the SLD Test
Battery because one of the chief
purposes of the battery is to identify
specific areas of
weakness that might yield to remediation.
If the test of a

specific process is excluded prior to the
development of
hard data that Indicates that there is no
relationship

between failui'e in that process and reading
failure, then,
by exclusion, the diagnostician might fail
to identify the

area that requires remediation.

V
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CHAPTER III

examination and classification
op alternative tests
BY COGNITIVE PROCESS AND
MODES OF COMMUNICATION
Chapter Three will be subdivided
Into two sections.
Section one will deal with
the developn,ent
of a two

dimensional grid system which
cross-correlates cognitive
processes and channels of
communl cation. Section two will
deal with i,he placement of
tests, reviewed In the thesis,^
o the appropriate sections
of the two dimensional grid
system.
Development of the

Tito

Dimensional Grid System

The two dimensional grid system
which will be

developed in this section of Chapter
Three, provides a
systematic framework for delineating
all the possible
process-modality combinations which should
be evaluated
when diagnosing alternative types of
Specific Learning
Disabilities .
The grid system, as presented in Grid

A',^ is

laid out

within the framework of a two dimensional
cross sectional
system.

The row sections of the grid identify the
cognitive

^The review of tests has been confined to Appendix
A
to facilitate the readaoility of the chapter.
2

Grid A is presented on p« ?0a.
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processes to be evaluated whereas the columnar sections

identify the modes of communication to be evaluated o

Each

Individual cross sectional compartment within the grid represents a process-modality combination.

Each process-

modality combination is represented by a number written in
its corresponding grid compartment.

For example, the

grid segment labeled "two” represents the tactile-constancy

process-modality combination whereas the segment labeled
"seven” represents the visual discrimination process-

modality combination.
The remainder of this section will deal with a
di scussion of the cognitive processes and modes of com-

munication incorporated in the grid system.
The cognitive processes will be discussed first in
the order that they are presented as row headings in the

grid system.

Perception
"The process of perception stands midway in a

continuum betvreen direct sensing to thinking

by which we

organize and give meaning to inform.ation we receive

through our senses.”^
dovjn into

several components which are listed

Psych olo gjy^ a nd Li fe (Glenvievr,
Scott, Foresman and Company, I967), p. 332.

^F-loyd L, Huch,

Illinois:

The act of perceiving can be broken

65

as row headings on the grid.

These components are

discrimination, constancy, figure-ground,
closure, and
part-whole perception. They will be
discussed below in the
order that they appear on the grid.

Discrimination involves the ability to perceive
differences and likenesses among sensory stimuli.
Visual
discrimination involves the ability to identify

Identical

forms from among a group of similar forms.

Auditory dis-

crimination Involves the ability to differentiate between
similar sounds,^

Perceptual constancy involves being able to recognize
a stimulus when there are slight alterations
in that stimulus.

Visual constancy, for example, involves the recognition
of
a visual stimulus when it has been altered in terms
of

texture, shading, size, context, script (when letters are

involved), or position in space.

Auditory constancy

involves the recognition of an auditory stimulus when it
has been slightly altered in terms of pitch, loudness,

No attempt will be made in this chanter to s’lve
examples of tasks representing a process such as discrimination using each modality listed in the vertical column
section of the grid. Examples of tasks renresentlng each
process-modality process combination will be presented in
Chapter P our.

^Marianne Frostlg, V/elty Lefever, and John R.B.
V/hittlesey, A dminis tration and Scoring Manual for the
MaM anne Fros tia- Deve~ l7 pment al Test of V i sual Perce ption
Tpalo Alto, Calif., Consulting Psychologi'sts Press, 196’S),
j>

P.

5.
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direction, or context.

rigure-ground perception involves the
recognition of
a stimuli when it is embedded
in a structured or complex
background. Visual figure-ground
perception tasks would
involve the identification of pictures
embedded in a
complex

background.

Auditory figure-ground perception

would involve the ability to select a
relevant auditory
stimulus from a background of irrelevant
stimuli."
Closure is the ability to fill in the missing
elements
to form a whole stimulus.

Visual closure tasks involve

recognition of familiar objects when portions
of these objects
are missing. Auditory closure can be measured
by asking an
individual to identify the whole word when parts
of the word
are pronounced.
Part-whole perception encompasses the ability to
break

a

whole into its component parts, recognize the

relationship between these parts, and then to combine these
parts into a meaningful whole.

Visual part-whole

perception tasks, such as copying tests and puzzle and
block design tasks, include the breaking dovm, analyzing and
combining of visual elements.

Auditory part-whole perception

would, involve the synthesis of sounds into a word,

^Richard M. Flower, "The Evaluation of Auditory
Abilities in the Appraisal of Children with Reading Problems,"
on a nd Read i ng ed. by Helen K. Smith (Nevmrk,
Delav/are:
Internationa Reading Association, I 968 ), p. 22,
3

.

.

6?

Memory
Memory can be defined as »the
mental capacity or
facility of retaining and revising
impressions, or of
recalling or recognizing previous
experiences
The two
types of memory emphasized in the
grid are long and short
term memory. Long and short term
memory differ in terms of
o

the time interval between the
initial presentation of a

stimulus and the subsequent retrieval
of that stimulus.
These time Intervals can range on a
continuum from one
second to a year or longer. The problem
which arises is
the delineation of the time interval
along this continuum

which separates long from short term memory.

Generally,

for the pujrposes of this paper, long term m^emory
tasks will
Involve a time Interval of a full hour or longer
between the

initial presentation of the stimulus and the expected

retrieval of that stimulus.

Conversely, short term memory

tasks will involve a time interval of less than

full houi’

a,

between the stimulus presentations.
There is one exception to the foregoing rule in this

paper as the WISC Coding Subtest, with a time interval of
less than an hour, has been Included as a test of long term

memoryo

(Nevr

The rationale used for this classification is

^Clarence L. Barnhart, The ;\merican College Dictionary
York;
Harper and Brothers Publishers, I950; p. 7 5 o,
'

,

«
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presented on page 122 of Chapter Four,

Visual short term memory tasks Involve the
recognition
of stimulus figures within a minute after
presentation.

Visual long term memory tasks involve retrieval
of visual
stimuli an hour or more after the initial presentation
of that stimuli.

Auditory short term memory tasks usually involve the
recall of auditory stimuli, such as the recall cf a tapped
out sound pattern, within a minute after presentation.

Auditory long term memory tasks, on the other hand, involve
the retrieval of auditory stimuli, an hour or more after
the initial presentation of that stimuli.

Concept Formation
"A

concept is an abstract idea derived from the

grouping of objects in terms of some common property.”^
Tests of concept development include classification tasks,

analogies and vocabulary tests.

Higher Cognitive Processes

Higher cognitive processes, such as comprehension,
synthesis, analysis and critical thinking, have not been

included in the grid due to time limitations^ and, thus,

^Ruch, Psychology and Life

,

p,

723

^See Chapter Four, page 80, for a detailed discussion
of the time factor.

.
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will receive no further consideration
in this paper.
The second topic under consideration
in section one
of this chapter concerns the identif
ication of the channels

through which communication flows.

These channels are

presented on the horizontal or columnar segments
of the
grid.^
The avenues of communication include the
receptive

modalities through which sensory data is received and
the
expressive modalities through which a response is made.
The receptive modalities are the tactile, visual
and auditory

pathways.

The expressive modalities are the vocal and motor

pathvrays

Many times two or more modalities are involved in
the processing of information.

For example, a visual

copy--

ing task involves both the visual and motor channels of

communication and an oral reading task requires the use of
the visual-vocal modalities.

The combination of channels

represented in the grid are the auditory-visual, visualmotor, visual-vocal,

modalities,

A detailed

auditory- motor

,

and auditory-vocal

discussion of each of these modality

combinations will be included in Chapter Four when tasks

representing each grid segment are individually presented.

^The terms, modes of communication, channels of
communication and modalities, will be used Interchangeably
throughout this paper.
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A review of tests of cognitive processes
will be

presented in Appendix A.^

Whenever possible, the

information about each test has been provided:

folloxv^ing

title,

author, publisher, date of publication, ages
suitable for,

purpose, brief description, and statistical
information.

Including norms and reliability and validity data.

In

addition, each test has been classified in terms of the

process— modality combinations it appears to measure.

Placement of Tests into the Grid System
The last section of this chapter v;lll deal with the

placement of the tests, identified in Appendix A, into the

appropriate sections of the grid system based on the

process-modality combination they purport to measure.
In cases where no formal measures were Identified,

informal measures

vrere

constructed.

These informal measures

can be found listed alphabetically by title in Appendix B.
Since placement of the tests into the actual grid

would prove cumbersome due to the large number of tests to
be classified,

they will be outlined below the grid.

grid segment in Grid

A

has been numbered.

Each

Tests representing

a specific function will be grouped in the outline under the

^The test reviews have been confined to Appendix
to facilitate the readability of the chapter.

A
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numbers corresponding to the numbers in the grid
system
Itself,

For example, Grid Twelve represents auditory

discrimination.

The tests to be included in that grid. The

Halstead Rhythm Test, the Vfepman Discrimination Test
and
The Gates Discrimination Test, will be classified
in the

outline under Grid Twelve.

^
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TESTS INCORPORATED INTO GRID SYSTEM

A

Grid 1
a.
b.

Grid

2

a.
b.

Grid

The Halstead Tactual Performance
Test--?art One
The Modified Hals bead Tactual
Performance TestPart One
The Halstead Tactual Form Recognition
Test
The Modified Halstead Tactual Form
Recognition Test

3

Ini ormal Test of Tactile Constancy^

Grid 4
Informal Test of Tactile Figure-gound Perception
Grid

5

Informal Test of Tactile Closure

Grid

6

Informal Test of Tactile Part-Whole Perception
Grid

7

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

Marianne Frostig Developmental Test of Visual
Percept ion--Five
Kuhlmann-Finch Tests Two and Five
SRA Primary Mental Abilities Perceptual Tests
The Ilg and Ames Developmental Examination Tests
The John Hopkin’s Perceptual Test
The Slingerland Test for Identifying Children with
Specific Language Disabilities part IV
The Horst Reversals Test
The Gate*s Word Matching Test

—

—

g*
h.

Grid

8

a,
b.

Grid

Kuhlmann-Finch Subtest Seven
The Marianne Frostig Developmental Test of Visual
Perception Three

—

9

a.
b.

The Marianne Frostig Test of Visual Perception
Closure Flexibility Test by Thurstone

— Two

tests, for which credit has not been
Inform*al
given in this section, are tests vjhich have been developed
by the author.
Those test descriptions are j.n Appendix B.
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Grid 10
a.
b.
c.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilities
Space Subtest
The Kuhlmann-Finch Test Three
The Thurstone Closure Test

Grid 11
a.
b.

International Performance Scale-Subtest
Four^^^^^^
Informal Puzzle Test

Grid 12
a.
b.
c.

The Halstead Rhythm Test
The Wepm.an Test of Auditory
Discrimination
The Gate’s Test of Auditory Discrimination

Grid 13
No tests included

Grid 14
Informal Test of Auditory Figure-Ground PercsDtion

Grid 15
Modified ITPA Auditory Closure Test

Grid 16
Modified ITPA Auditory Sequencing Test
Grid s 17 through 26
No tests included

Grid 27
Buzzer Test IV
G rid 28

Auditory-Visual Constancy

Grid 29
Visual Closure Test from the Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA)

Grid 30

Auditory -Visual Closure
Grid 31
a.
b.

Buzzer Test IV
Buzzer Test III

a.

The Arthur Point Seguln Goddard Form Board Test
Modified Arthur Point Seguin Goddard Form Board
Test

Grid
b.
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Grid 33
No tests Included

Grid 34
The Embedded Figures Test
a.
b.
c.

The Lei ter International Performance
Scale Subtests VII-3, X-4, and XVIII-3
The Ilg and y\mes Developmental Examination
Tests
Subtest 2d Man Figure Com.pletion Test
The SHi Primary Mental .Abilities Space
Subtest

Grid 36
a.
1,
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

g.
h.

k.

l.

m.
n.

Slingerland Screening Tests for Identifying
Children vrith Specific Language Disability
Detroit Tests of Learning /iptitude-DesignsPart a
Bender Visual Motor Gestalt Test
Ilg and Ames Developmental Examination Tests
Copying Six Basic Forms (Test 2c and 3c)
Benton Revised Visual Retention Test-Administration C
The Marianne Frost ig Developmental Test of Visual
Perception Five
Winterhaven Perceptual Forms Test
Minnesota-Percepto-Diagnostic Test
Reitan's Modification of Halstead-Wepman Aphasia
Test--Copying Simple Forms
Berry Test of Visual Motor Integration
Block Design, The Object Assembly and the Mazes
Subtests from the Vfechsler Intelligence Scale
for Children
The Tvio Figure Form Board, Manekin, Mare and Foal,
Porteus Maze, Kohs Block, Stencil Design and
Causist Form Board Subtests from the Arthur
Point Scale
The Strauss and V.’erner Marble Board Tests
The Golstein-Scheerer Kohs Block Test

—

Grid 37 throug:h 38
No Tests Included
Grid 39
a.
b,

Cruickshank Syracuse Figure-Ground Test
Strauss and Lehtinen Visual Figure -Background
Test

—

Grid 4 0
The V/echsler Intelligence Scale for Children--Picture
Completion Subtest
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Grid 41
Informal Test of Part-Whole
Visual Vocal Perception

Grids 42 thrnuo-b Uk
No tests included

Grid 46
Informal Test of Part-Whole
Audltory-Hotcr Perception

Grid 4?
The Informal Sound Identi
f ication Test

Grid 48
No tests included

Grid 49
The Informal Auditory-Vooal
Figure-Ground Perception

Grid 50
"he Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA)

Grid 51
No tests included
Grid

52

Agnosia,

A

stereognosis

and Finder

Tic
ri ting Subtests from the Halstead
Modification

b.

,

oi the Halstead-Wepman Aphasia
Test
The Tactile Agnosia Subtest from the
Eisenson
Aphasia Test

Grid 53

Modified Halstead Tactual Performance Test-II
Grid 54
Informal

Visual Long Term Memory Test

Grid 55
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

ITPA Visual Sequential Memory Test
The Bannatyne Visuo-Spatial Memory Test
The Durrell Visual Memory Test
Slingerland Screening Tests for Identifying Children

with Specific Language Disability
The Lei ter International Performance Scale
Subtest XIV-3

Grid 56
The Informal Auditory Long Term Memory
Test
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^ici___57

a.
b.

Basic Conce'Dt Inventory-^-Part
Three^ -Number
Nineteen
Buzzer Test I

Grid 58
The Ilg and y\rnes Naminc:
An5Tnal<?
Developmental Examination

mcio-t-

f'

Tests

Grids 59 through
No tests included
Grid 62
a,
b.

TheX?i?<.^a°r'^^
The Audi tnrv

Subtest from the ITPA
Sounds Discrimination Test

llf ^f^T

SllngerJnf
Children .ith

''-2
VI-2
McKillop Reading Diagnostic from the
Tests

Grid 62
Buzzer Test V
Grid 64
a.

‘

Meptatlon of
zne
thrHSs?eir./''°“
naisteac-Wepman Aphasia Test

sLi^forchUd^en*""

Intelligence

Grid 65
a.
b.
c.

The Knox Cube Subtest from the
Arthur Point Scale
The Bearea Visual Motor Gestalt
Test
The Visual Memory Subtest from
the Slingerland
Identifying Children Kith
Specific

Language Disability

d.
e.

ihe Durrell Visual Memory
Test
The Designs Subtest from the
Detroit Test of
Learning

f.

The Visual

Aptitude

g.

m

(Lb) Subtest from the
Ames Developmental Examination Tests Ilg and
The Benton Visual Retention Test
(Administration

Grid 66
a.
b.
c.

d.

Reading Items from Halstead’s Modification
of
the Halstead-V/epman Aphasia Screening
Test
The Durrell Naming Letters Subtest
The Naming Parts of Body Subtest from
the Ilg and
Ames Developmental Examination Tests
The Reading A Subtest from the V/ide
Range
Achievement Test

.

.
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L-rid o/

a,
b.

^ubteets from
the Detroit
coxolu ^es?s
iests o?\«^
of Learning >^ptitude

Grid 68
^'riting Sentence Component'^
of
b.

d.

The y\uditory Memory Subtest
frnn

th*.

•,

Disability list Battery
Th^iiri?Address Test fron the Ig and
Ames Developmental Examination
Tests
Durrell
Analys’s
'-^J-ys.s 01
of
Heading Difficulties

Grid 69
a.
b.
c.

Copying Tapping Patterns Subtest
from the Bas-ic
liasxc
Concept Inventory
'^®PP®‘l-°bt sound Sequences Test
from
Jh“dam"S
the
deHirsch Test Battery
Buzzer Test VI

Grid 70
b.
b

Components from the Halstead
Halstead-Vfepman Achasla Test
PI eo
The Eisenson
/mditory Agnosia Test

Grid 71
a.
b.

d.
e.
f

h.

Digit Memory Suan Lists
Thl Ecnolalia Test from
The
the Halstead Modification
01 the Hals tead-V/epman Aphasia
Test
Tne Echolalla Test from the Sllngerland
Screening
Tescs .or laentifying Children with
Specific

Language Disability
The Monroe Blending Test
The Gates Blending' Test
Tne Auditory Attention Span for Unrelated
Words
and Auditory Attention Span for Related
Syllables
from The Detroit Learning: Aptitude Test
The Rosewell Chall Auditory Blending Test
The V/echsler Intelligence Scale for
Children
Digit Span Subtest
ihe ITPA Sound Blending and Auditory
Sequential
Memory Subtests

Grid 72
No tests included

.

om
( (

Grid 73
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f

g.
h.

xhe Halstead Catesorles
Test
The ITW Visual Rioeption
and Visual Association
Subtests
The Detroit Learning .Aptitude
Pictorial Opposites
Subtest-3a

Object Sorting
oorting Test
The
Color
Sorting: Test
The SRA PriDiary Mental
Abilities
Intermediate
Ro!o .
Reasoning
Subtest
The Raven Progressive Matrixes

Kuhlmann^Finch Analogies—Subtest
Four

Grid 7^
a,

Reception Subtest
Intermediate

b.

Grid 75
The ITPA Verbal Expression
Subtest

Grid 76
No tests are included

Grid 77
a.
b.
c.

d.

The Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Test
Finding Things Described Subtest from
The Basic
Concept Inventory
The SRA Primary Mental Abilities
Primary and
Intermediate Verbal Subtests
Full Range Picture Vocabulary Test

Grid 78
a.
b.

c.

Healy Picture Completion Subtest from the
Arthur

Point Scale
Eleven Subtests from the Lelter Interna
Periormance Scale Subtests
1.
V-0 Genus Test
2.
VI-l Analogous Progression Te
VI-2 Pattern Completion
3.
VI-3 Matches on Basis of Youtl
VII-7 Circle Series
5.
6.
vii -3 Series of Radii
7.
IX-1 Dot-Estimation
8.
IX-2 Analogous Designs
XII-2 Similarities
9.
10.
XI 1-4 Matching Animals
11.
XIV-2 Analopcous Designs
ITPA Visual Association Subtest

?8

Grid 79
a.
b.

The btraub's and V/erner Obiecc
Sortiru*^
The Goldstein-Scheerer Color-Form
Sorting Test

Grid 80
a.
b.

c.

d.

deHirsch Categories Test
Opposites and Likenesses and Differences
Subtext from tne Detroit Learning i^ptitude
Pictorial Opposites
The Similarities and Vocabulary Subtest
from the
wise
The Auditory Association Subtest from
the ITPA

Grid 81
ITPA-4 Auditory Association

CHAPTER IV

SELECTION OF TESTS FOR THE FINAL DIAGNOSTIC BATTERY
In Chapter III above, the various tests which are

candidates for inclusion in the final battery were
identified
and placed in the appropriate grid segments.
The object of this chapter is to select the individual

tests to be included in the final battery.

In Grid A, Chapter III above, the tests were not

evenly dispersed into the alternative grid compartments.

When a grid segment contains more than one test the following criteria will be utilized to select the test which will

appear in the grid segment in the final battery (Grid

E)

at the end of the chapter.

Criteria For Final Selection Of Tests To
Appear In The Test Battery
1.

Availability of the Tests in Question
Some tests were not easily obtainable because of

restrictions imposed by the publisher or because they were,
as of this writing, not in published form.

In cases v;here

the publisher did not give permission to use a specific

test in the final battery, it is possible that an inferior
test might have been substituted for Inclusion in the final

battery.
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2

ty of the T^sr.

.

Factors such as administration
time, cost, and ease of
scoring were extremely
important when selecting a test
for
inclusion in the final battery.
the t e^.

if two tests appeared to be

acceptable measures of the same
f-onction the least
expensive test was selected,
some cases superior
tests had to be omitted because
of their obviously
Inflated costs, if a battery of
fifty

m

tests or

subtests is to be a useful diagnostic
tool for
school age children the cost must
be realistic in
terms of school departments’
limited budgets.
A.^giinlstration and scoring time

.

If tvro tests

seemed to be equally efficient, then the test

which took the least amount of time to administer
and score was selected.

In some cases even a more

®^^^^i®nt test was discriminated against because
it took too long to administer.^
3«

Validity

Validity refers to the degree to which the test

is Important to attempt to limit the amount of
time allotted to any individual test because the
eventual
battery will contain approximately fifty identifiable tests
or subtests.
The total length of the administration time must
be kept within reasonable limits if it is
to be operative and
useful.

.4:

_ J**-
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neasui-es ivhat it is purported
to measure 1

The types

of validity are listed below.

Validity.

Construct Validity refers

to the degree to which a test
measures the trait
or consoruct it purports to
measure. A construct
is a human characteristic
ass^omed to exist in

order to account for some aspect
of h^oman behavior.
If a test purports to measure
a trait or quality,
It is possible to develop theories
about this

construct and then to make predictions based
on these theories.

If the predictions and the

data produced by the instrument agree,
the

evidence supports the construct validity
of the

Instrument .2
Concur rent Validity

.

Concurrent validity refers

to the degree of correlation betvreen behavior

measured by a test and an independent current

criterion measure of the same trait.
c.

Predictive Validity .

Predictive validity refers

to the degree of accuracy the instrument exhibits

^Robert L. Thorndike and Elizabeth Hagen, Keasurement
grd ^
Eval uation in Psycholog y and Education (New YorFl John”
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1966), p. 160'.
2

J. Stanley Ahmann and Marvin D. Clock, Evaluatino:
Zi^^_3_Crov;th (Boston, Mass.;
Allyn and Bacon, Tnc, 1^3),
pp. 297-'29B.
,

^ Ibid

.

,

pp. 296 - 297 .
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in predicting future behavior on the basis of
test data.^

This type of validity is established

by correlating test scores with a criterion

measure which represents some specific future
outcome.

For example, a Kindergarten test of

visual perception for predicting reading achievement in grade three might be validated by

correlating the scores on the kindergarten test

with scores on a reading achievement test administered
In grade three.
d.

Content Validity .

Content validity refers to the

degree to which the content of the instrument
samples the subject matter which it purports tc

measure.

Usually this type of validity is reported

In conjunction with measures of achievement.
ever, when developing tests of

How-

cognitive

processes, it is first necessary to Identify
tasks which seem to measure these processes and

then to construct an instrument containing these
tasks.

2

The next step would be to establish the

construct validity of the instrument.

^ Ibld

.

.

p.

It is

295 .

^G. C. Helms tadter, Pri nciples of psychol o gcical Measure -

ment

(Nev7

York:

1964), p.
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entirely possible that this instrument’s
validity
would not be verified through empirical
research.

When developing the final battery,
in cases
where there is no empirical research
available to
validate the test of a particular cognitive
process, it vrill be necessary to rely
on the

inherent content validity of a measure,
4,

Reliability
Measures of reliability determine the stability
of

the test.

There are various methods of estimating the

reliability of a test.

Some of these methods are thorough

and Identify many sources of error, vrhereas other
methods

Identify only a few sources of error, thus providing a
less accurate picture of the tests’ stability.

Below is

a brief outline of the various measures of reliability

listed in order of importance from most accurate to least

accurate measures,
a.

Alternate Form Reliability

Vfith a

Lapse of Time

Between First and Second Testing .

This type of

reliability provides the best measure of test
stability as it identifies the following sources
^ error,
of

1.

1

Error due to variations arising within the

measurement procedure itself.

^Thorndike, Measuremen t and Eva lu ation

,

p,

Examples of

182,

.
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Such errors include errors in giving

directions and errors in scoring.
2.

Error due to changes in the individ*oal
from day to day.

Examples of such errors

include emotional or physical factors
that influence the day to day performance
of an individual,
3.

Error due to changes in the specific
sample of tasks.

For example, one sample

of reading passages in a silent reading

test might be related to the subiect’s

experience background whereas another
sample of reading passages may not deal

with a topic that is unfamiliar to the
testee
4.

Error due to changes in the individual's
speed of work.

For example, when testing

is done during two different time periods

there may be a change in the individual's

speed of response,
b.

Alternate Form Reliability With No Lapse Of Time
Between the First and Second Testing

.

This type

of reliability reflects all sources of error

presented under "a" above with the exception of
sources of error due to changes in the individual
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from day to day.

with a Time Interval Using th e Same
T^jb,

This form of reliability reflects all

sources of error under "a» above with the exception
of errors due to changes in the specific sample
of tasks,

2

Test-Retest xfith no Time Interval Using the Same
Te_^,

This type of reliability reflects all

sources of error presented under

"a'»

above except

changes in the individual from day to day and
changes in the specific sample of tasks.

Split-half Reliability Coefficients .

This involves

the division of a particular test into equivalent

halves.

An estimate of total test reliability can

be then attained by applying the Spearman-Brown

Prophecy Formula.

This form of reliability reflects

all the types of error presented in

”a'’

above

except changes in the individual from day to day
and changes in the Individual's speed of worko^
5.

Norms

When evaluating the norms provided for a specific test

^
^

Ibid ., p. 182.

Ibid ., p. 182.

^Ibid.. p. 182.

,
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one should consider
both the tvne^
^.^pes Oi norms
provided and the
size and representativeness
of the nornlng
population.
Since It is the
responsibility of the statistician
or expert
In the area of test
construction to determine
whether the
normlng population was
of adequate size and
to determine
whether the sample used
represented the various segments
of
the population, this
parameter will not be considered
when
Choosing the tests for the
final battery unless the
test
has been reviewed by an
expert In the field.
The types of norms used In
conjunction with standardized
tests will be delineated below
order of their acceptability

m

from the most acceptable to the
least acceptable types of
norms
Score Norms.

Standard Score norms

provide information concerning the
number of
standard deviations an individual falls
above
or belov; the mean of the single age
or grade

group to vrhich he belongs.^

Equal standard

score differences represent equal
differences in
raw score points, thus facilitating
interpretations

based on these norms.

When raw scores are con-

verted to standard scores with the same
mean and
deviation, one can compare perf ormances
on two
tests standardized using the population.

^ Ibid

. ,

p.

127.
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b.

Percentile norms represent
the percentage of a population
surpassed by an

individual in the single age or grade
group to
which he belongs.^ Unlike standard
score norms,

percentile norms do not have equal raw
score
points

percentile score points.

betx-^een

For

example, many more raw score points are included

between the ninetieth and ninety-fifth percentiles
than between the fiftieth and fifty-fifth

percentiles.

This unequal score point factor

makes interpretation of percentile norms more

difficult.^
Grade Norms .

Age and grade norms represen

the matching of an individual test performance
to the successive age or grade group in terms of

raw score points.^

V/hen using age and grade norms

one years growth does not represent a standard

unit of growth.

These norms are most appropriate

when measuring traits which exhibit a normal
grovrth curve such as reading or math skills.

significant disadvantage of the age or grade

^
^

Ibld ., p. 127.

Ibld ., pp. 135-136.

3 lbld .,

p,

127.

A
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norms is that the individual
is net compared
With the individuals of the
same age or grade
group.
Therefore, a grade equivalent
score
does not have consistent
meaning for an individual
In terms of his own reference
group.
For example,
a grade equivalent score of 4.2
on a reading test

might place an individual in the fortieth

percentile in terms of his own reference
group

whereas the same grade equivalent score
on a math
test might place him in the seventieth
percentile
in regard to that same reference group.

These

^^^^®^®nces can be attributed to differences in
the rate of growth in both mathematics and

reading.

Rationalization And Selection Of Tests To Be Placed In
The Final Grid For Use In The Test Battery

The remainder of this section will address itself
to the rationalization and selection of the tests to be

included in the final battery.

The final selection of tests

will be chosen from among the alternatives listed in the grid
in Chapter Three.

The chapter will be organized by first

identifying the function to be tested, and then by discussing
each of the tests of a specific function in terms of the
criteria for selection that was discussed in the first

section of this chapter.

The number of the grid section

-
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under consideration as well as its
corresponding processmodality combination will be delineated
in order to facilitate
the presentation.
1»

P ercep tio n
2.“ “Tactile

Discrimination

The Halstead Tactual Performance Test—

Part One is the only formal test
incorporated
into grid segment one.

Validity data indicates

that this is a fairly good predictor
of brain
dama.ge.

There are no norms for this test

and reliability data is not available.

The

test is economical in terms of administration

and scoring time, but is uneconomical in terms
„

of cost.

1

Because of the cost factor, an

informal test of tactile discrimina tion has

been substituted for the Halstead Tactual
Performance Test in the final test battery.
The informal test is patterned after the

Halstead Test but less expensive material has
been substituted in place of the relatively
expensive Seguin Goddard Form Board vrhich is
used in the Halstead Test.

See the appendix

for a complete description of the Modified

^See Appendix B for a complete description of the
Modified Halstead Tactual Form Recognition Test.
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Heals tead

Tactual Performance Test--?art One,“

Grid_2— Tactual Visual Discrimination
The Halstead Tactual Form
Recognition Test
is the only alternative in
grid section

tx-/o.

There are no norms or reliability
data avail-

able for this measure.

The test has been

validated as a measure which identifies
brain damaged subjects.

The test is practica

in terms of administration and scoring time
as well as cost,

A modified version of the

test has been selected for use in the final

battery with adjustments in the directions
and in the original test material.

See

Appendix B for a complete description of the
Modified Halstead Tactual Form Recognition
Test,

Grids

3

Through

6

— Tactile

Constancy, Tactile Figure-

ground Perception, Tactile Closure and
Tactile Part-Whole Perception

Grids three through six have been deleted
from the final test battery due to the

unavailability of formal tests to measure
these functions.

Although informal tests of

^All informal test descriptions can be found in

Appendix B.
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these functions are included in the
grid

sections three through six in Grid A,
above,
they have not been included in the
final

battery because it is essential to gather
the
most pertinent inf ormation during the
initial

diagnostic test sessions.

Immediate informati

about the tactile channel in conjunction with

all the above mentioned areas is not essential
since disabilities in this channel probably

would not be debilitating if the visual and

auditory channels were intact.

The time

factor was the major reason for deleting these
informal tests from the final battery.

It

would be advisable to administer the informal
tests once remedial therapy has been initiated
if the therapist needs information concerning

the feasibility of using the tactile modality

as an adjunct to other deficient modalities

in the learning process.

Grid

7 ’--Visual

Discrimination

Alternative measures of this function incorporated into the grid are the Mariann Frost3g

Developmental Test of Visual Perception
Kuhlmann-Finch Tests

— Two

— Five,

and Five, The SRA

Primary Mental Abilities Perceptual Tests,
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The Ilg and Ames Developmental Examination

Tests-- iV-a-Visual 1), the John Hopkin's
(

Perceptual Test, The Sllngerland Test for
Identifying Children with Specific Language

Disabilities— Part

IV,

The Horst Reversals

Test and the Gate’s Word Hatching Test,

The

visual discrimination items in the tests
listed above can be separated into two
categories;

tests dealing with pictorial

material and tests dealing with words.
The tests dealing with pictorial

material v:ill be discussed first.

These tests

Include the Frostig, The KiJihlmann-Flnch, The

Primary Mental Abilities, the

John Hopkin's

Perceptual Test, and the Ilg and Ames

Developmental Examination,

The John Hopkin's

Test can be eliminated immediately as an

alternative for the final battery because
there are no norms available for this test.
The remaining tests, involving pictorial

material, are economical in terms of admin-

istration and scoring time and in terms of
cost,

A comparison of these measures on the

basis of the adequacy of their validity,

reliability and normlng data, will follow;
1,

Validity;

The Frostig Five is Included

9^

a battery of tests that has been

validated as a measure of visual
perception.

The remaining measures

are pax'ts of total batteries which
have

not been validated as measures of

perception out which have been validated
as measures of general intellectual

growth,
2.

Reliability:

The Frostig Battery uses

test-retest as vrell as split-half

reliability coefficients.

The other

tests use split-half reliability only.

All measures exhibit acceptable
reliability coefficients, but the Frostig
Test's coefficients are slightly superior

because a more accurate measure of

reliability was utilized for determining
these coefficients,
3.

Norms:

The Kuhlmarm-Finch, Ilg and Ames

and Frostig Tests provide age norms.
Hovrever,

the Frostig also provides means

for determining the perceptual quotient
for children becv^een the ages of three and
ten.

The Primary Mental Abilities Test

provides deviation IQ and age norms.
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In summary, the Pros tig is

superior to the other tests in
the
areas of validity, and reliability.
The Primary Mental Abilities
deviation
IQ norms are superior to The Pros tig

age norms.

However, The Pros tig Test

does provide a Perceptual Quotient

for the total test which is a unique

feature peculiar to this particular
test battery.

Tests dealing with word forms rather than

pictures are The Slingerland Screening Test
for Identifying Children with Specific

Language Disabilities, The Horst Reversals
Test and The Gates Word Matching Test.

None

of these tests were acceptable alternatives

for the final battery.

The Slingerland has

not been standardized and thus is not a useful

measure for the final battery, when standardized
tests are available.

The other

tw^o

alternatives,

although standardized measures, are standardized
for the first grade population, thus making
the norms useless for older children.

In

conclusion, The Prostig Test V has been selected
as the measure that will be used in the final

.
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battery because of its superior reliability
and validity coefficients and because the

total test battery yields a perceptual

quotient which may be useful for interpreting
the maturity of a child’s perceptual

function.

Grid

8 --Visual Perceptual.

Constancy

The alternatives for this grid segment are

KUhlmann-Finch Subtest Seven and The Marianne
Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception

— Three.

The Frostig has been chosen as

t?ie

measure of this function for the final battery.
Since the rationale for choosing the Frostig

and not the Kuhlmann-Finch Test is essentially
the same as that expressed in the grid segment

seven, above, the reader is referred to that

section for details about the selection
process
Grid 9

— Visual

Figure--Ground Perception

The two alternative tests in this grid segment

are The Marianne Frostig Test of Visual

Perception

—

Tvro

and the Closure Flexibility

Test by Thurstone.

Since the Closure Flex-

ibility Test was standardized for adult males
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rather than for children. The
Frostlg II was
selected for use in the final
battery.
10

—Visual

Closure

The alternative measures
included in grid

segment ten are the SRA Primary
Mental

Abilities Space Subtest, The
Xuhlmann-Finch
Test Three, and the Thurstone
Closure Test.
The Thurstone Closure Test can
be

ruled out as an alternative because
the norms
were established for adult males
and not
for children.
The other two alternative measures

are economical in terms of cost and adminis-

tration scoring time.

Both used split-half

reliability coefficients which appear
adequate and both have been validated as

measures of general Intelligence.

However,

the Primary Mental Abilities Space Subtest

has been selected for the final battery

because it shows high correlations with

reading and mathematics achievement at the

seven to eleven age range whereas no such

validity information is available for The
Kuhlmann-Finch Test, and because the Primary
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Msnoal i'ibilities Space Subject deviation
I.Q. norms are superior to the Kuhlmann-

Finch age equivalent norms.

Grid

i

3ual Fart-V/hole Percent ion

The only formal test of this function in

grid eleven is the Leiter International

Performance Scale

— Subtest

Four,

However,

The Informal Puzzle Test has been selected

for use in the final battery in place of the

Leiter because the Leiter Subtest has no
separate norms and because the subtest is
part of an expensive test battery.

Grid 12

—Auditory

Discrimination

The alternative measures incorporated into

grid twelve are The Halstead Rhythm Test,
The Vfepman Test of Auditory Discrimination,

and The Gate's Test of Auditory Discrimination.
The Gates Test can be eliminated as an

alternative because there are no norms
available for this subtest of The Gates

Diagnostic Test Battery.
When comparing the remaining two
alternatives in terms of the selection criteria,
the Vfepman can be rated as slightly superior

to the Halstead Rhythm Test.

In the first
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place, the Wepman age norms cover a wider
age range than the Halstea.d critical score

norms.

Secondly, the VJepman validity studies

deal with normal subjects who have learning
problems while the Halstead validity studies

deal specifically with brain damaged children.
Non- bra in injured subjects who are

experiencing learning problems are excluded
from the Halstead study data.

Thirdly,

while the two tests appear to be economical
in terms of administration and scoring time,
the Halstead Test is more cumbersome to

administer as it requires the use of a tape
recorder which might prove to be an additional

burden for the diagnostician who must travel
from school to school.

Lastly, this writer

has no information about the reliability of
of the Halstead Test.

Hovrever,

the

reliability coefficients for the V/epman
Test appear adequate.

For the reasons cited

above, the V/epman Test has been selected

over the Halstead Test for inclusion in the
final test battery.

Grid

1 3-

—i^uditory

Constancy

This writer was unable to locate a test
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designed to assess this function.

One

possiole explanation for she unavailability
of such a test is that it is relatively

difficult to delineate the test tasks which

appear related to this function.
Grid__l^- -Auditory FI gui'e -Ground Perception

No formal measure of this function is

Included in this grid segment.

measure has been developed.

An informal

However, due to

time limitations, this informal test should
be administered during remedial therapy if

other auditory channels have been diagnosed
as Inadequate or if the child seems to be

easily distracted by a high noise level.

When Informal tests have been included in
the final battery, specific rationale for

their inclusion has been presented.

Grid 15 and I6

— Auditory

Closure and Auditory Part-

Whole Perception
There are no formal measures of these

functions Incorporated into these grid
segments.

Informal tests of these functions

have been developed which are modified versions
of the ITPA Auditory Closure and Auditory

Sequencing Subtests.

These tests should be
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fidminl s oered as part of th© linal
battery

If che suDject falls the ITPA Sequencing
or

Closure Subtests.

i\ltho>osh there are time

limitations which must be considered, when

constructing the final battery, the

Inclusion of these informal measures is
Justifiable because they measure the recsntive

aspects of two important processes involved
in the act of decoding words.

Grids 17 Through 26 -~Vocal and Motor Expression of

Perceptual Abilities
There are no tests of these functions

because perception must involve the inter-

pretation of incoming sensory data before
this data can be expressed through the vocal

and motor channels of communication.

Grid 27

—Audi tory-Visual

Discrimination

Two different tests of this function, cited
in the research literature, will be discussed

below.

These tests were not included in the

test review section because they have been

used in the laboratory situation for research

purposes and, to the best of this writer's
knowledge, are not in published form.
The first test under consideration is

.

.
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a test of vi sual~aud.it ory Integration
vrhich

was developed by Sterritt and Rudnick."
This test involves the use of anparatus,

such as audiometric devices and NE thirty-

four lamps for measuring the subject's

ability to match visual with auditory
stimuli.

The experimenters found a relation-

ship between the ability to match visual-

temporal data with auditory-temporal data and

reading scores obtained nine months later
for third and fourth grade boys.
The Sterritt and Rudnick measures

are still in the experimental stage but,

even if the test were available in published
form, the equipment would be expensive and

cumbersome to manipulate for the learning

disability diagnostician who must be prepared
to provide diagnostic evaluations in various

locations
The second measure of the function

under consideration is a visual-auditory

^Graham M. Sterritt, Virginia E. Martin and Mark
Rudnick, "Sequential Pattern Perception and Reading," in
Re adlnr Disability an d Perception ed. by George D. Spache
71Tcwarif7”Delaware
19^^ p^. 61-71
,

;

,
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i n i/0g27ci t i on

tost

whiicli ws.s

Birch and Belmont.^

cisvsloosd. by

This test involves the

matching: of visually presented dots to

acoustically presented taps.

Birch and

Belmont fomid a significant relationship

between low reading scores and low scores
on above mentioned tests for primary grade

children.

An informal buzzer test

'oased on the

Birch and Belmont technique has been

developed for use in the final test battery.
This informal test is called The Informal

Buzzer Test II.

This informal test has

been included in the final battery in spite
of time limitations because the auditory-

visual integration function appears to be an
essential component of the acts of reading
and writing.

Grid 28 and 30

—Auditory-Visual

Constancy and Auditory-

Visual Closure
No published tests of these functions have

been incorporated into the grid system.

One

^'Herbert G. Birch and Lillian Belmont, "Auditory-Visual
Integration, Intelligence and Reading Ability in School
Children," Perceptual and Motor Skills, 20 (Feb, 1965)#
295-305.
,
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possibl.e reason for the apparent
lack of

tests in these areas is that it
seems

difficult to delineate the tasks
that appear
related to these functions,

Grld__^

-Auditory-Visual Figure-Ground Perception

The only formal measure of this
function

incorporated into the grid is the ITPA

Visual Closure Test.

Although this is

called a closure test, the test task

resembles a f igure-ground test as the subject
must identify parts of familiar objects

which are embedded in
of visual stimuli.

a

complex background

The auditory component

of this test involves the examiner's naming
of the familiar object which must be identified

by the subject.

It should be noted that in

this test the auditory stimuli are not

presented in a confused background as are
the visual stimuli.
The ITPA Closure Test has been chosen

for the final battery because it is part of
a well standardized test battery.

Grid 31 *’“Visual-Audi torv Part-Vfhole Perception
There are no published tests of this function

incorporated into this grid segment,

IVro

,
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inforinal tests included' In the grid system

involve translating from visual to auditory
stimuli and translating from auditory to

visual stimuli.

The first test is called

The Buzzer Test III, and the second

test is called The Buzzer Test IV.
These informal tests have been included in
the final grid because they seem to measure

functions involved in such tasks as learning
to read (visual to auditory Integration)

and learning to write (auditory to visual
integration)

Grid 32 —'Visual-Motor Discrimination
The i\rthur Point Seguin Goddard Form Board
is the only formal test incorporated into

grid section thirty-two.

This test is part

of a well standardized test battery but is

not practical in terms of the cost of the
test material.

Due to the expense of the

Arthur Point material, a Modified Arthur
Point Seguin Goddard Form Board Test,

incorporated in this grid, has been chosen
for the final test battery.

The informal

test is patterned after the Arthur Point

Test but less expensive material has been
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substituted in place of the Seguin Goddard

Form Board.
33 ~~Vlsual-Motor Constancy

No formal tests of the function are

incorporated in the grid.

One possible

reason for the apparent lack of tests in this
area is difficulty involved in isolating the
test tasks which seem to measure visual-

motor perceptual constancy.
Grid 3^ --Visual-Notor Figure -Ground Perception
The Embedded Figures Test has been placed in

this grid segment as a measure of this

function.

This is a standardized test with

adequate validity and reliability coefficients.
The test has been standardized for children

ages eight through fourteen,

A

modified

version of the test is also available for
younger children.

Administration of this

test is very time consuming and because of
this time factor the test has not been included
in the final test battery.

This test should

be administered during remedial therapy if

the child has failed other figure-ground

tests or if he has failed the Visual-Motor
Part-V/hole Perception Tests which are included

,
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in grid section thirty-six.
G rid 35 -"Visua.l-Motor Perceptual Closure

The formal tests included within this grid

segment are Leiter International Performance

Scale Subtests VII-3, X-4, and XVIII-3;
The Ilg and Ames Developmental Examirxation

Tests —-Subtest 2d Man Figure Completion Test;
and the SRA Primary Mental Abilities Space

Subtest
The Leiter Subtests can be eliminated
as alternatives for the final battery due to
the expense of purchasing the material and

because no age norms are available for

individual subtests in the battery.
The Primary Mental Abilities Space

Subtest is not a suitable alternative as it
is only appropriate for children in kinder-

garten through grade two.
The Ilg and Ames Subtest is an

appropriate alternative.

As indicated in

other parts of this chapter, this test is

fairly well standardized.

The test will not

be used as part of the final battery due to

time limitations.

Hovrever,

the test should

be administered during the therapeutic program
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if the child has failed the
Visual-Kotcr

Part-Whole Perception Tests which are

discussed next in grid number thirty-six,
or if he has failed other visual
closure

tests included in the final battery.

^rid 36-~Part-Whole Visual-Motor Perceution
There are many measures of the function

incorporated into this grid section.

Tasks

involving part-whole perception are of the
following types;

puzzles, block designs,

mazes, marble designs, and paper and pencil

copying tasks.

In order to facilitate this

presentation, the material will be broken

down into two subtopics:

(1)

Paper and pencil

copying tests and (2) Tests which do not
require paper and pencil copyirig tasks.
The paper and pencil copying tests

will be discussed first.

Paper and pencil

copying tests incorporated in this grid
Include the following ten tests;
1.

Slingerland Screening Tests for
Identifying Children with Specific
La.nguage Disability

2.

Detroit Tests of Learning i\ptitude

Designs-Part a

—
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3.

Bonder Visual liotor Gestalt Test

4.

Ilgr

and

Tests

^'^ines

Developmental Examination

— Copying

Six Basic Forms (Test-

2c and 3c)
5.

Benton Revised Visual Retention Test-

Administration
6o

C

The Marianne Pros tig Developmental Test
of Visual Perception

—-five

7.

VJinterhaven Perceptual Forms Test

8.

Minnesota-Percepto-Diagncstic Test

9»

Reitan^s Modification of Halstead— Wepman

Aphasia Test-Copying Simple Forms
10,

Berry Test of Visual Motor Integration
Some of the above mentioned tests can

be immediately eliminated as acceptable

alternatives for the final test battery.
The Benton C, Reitan Aphasia and Minnesota

have been eliminated because of the lack
of norms for these tests.

The Winterhaven

has been eliminated because its reliability

and validity data are limited compared with
the remaining alternatives.
The Slingerland Screening Test will

not be eliminated as an alternative for the

final battery even though it is not a

standardized test because it is the only

,

.

.
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available measure of word copying
The remaining alternatives are well

standardized, economical measures of this
function.

They all provide age norms,

All

the alternatives, with the exception
of the

Detroit Subtest, tend to present data
supporting the construct validity of the
measure as tests of visual-motor perception.
The Detroit Test on the other hand, presents

study data supporting the validity of the
test as a measure of general intelligence
Adequs.te test— retest reliability coefficients

were provided for all of these alternative

measures
The three copying tests which have

been chosen for the final battery are the
Pros tig, the Bender Gestalt and the Slingerland Screening Test.

Each of these measures

can be administered in a relatively short

period of timCo

Each measure evaluates the

function of part-whole visual motor

perception but each test has been included
in the battery because it represents a

different level of difficulty.

The Bender

Ill
is the easiest measure because the

individual must copy simple designs.

The

Pros big Is more difficult because the subject

must copy a complex design vrithin the bounds

provided by a structured framework.

In The

Pros big, the framevrork itself might confuse
the individual who has poor figure-ground

perception.

The Slingerland should prove

to be the most difficult test because the

subject must copy complex letter forms in
the proper sequence.

As in The Frostig

Test, the person vrlth poor figure-ground

perception night become confused when copying letters embedded in a complex background
of other letter forms.

Tests which do not involve paper and

pencil copying tasks

V7ill be

discussed next

in an attempt to determine whether any of
these tests should be included in the final
test battery.

The tests in this section

include the Block Design, the Object Assembly
and the Mazes Subtests from the Wechsler

Intelligence Scale for Children; The

Tvro

Figure Form Board, Manekin, Mare and Foal,
Porteus Maze, Kohs Block, Stencil Design and
Causist Form Board Subtests from the Arthur
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Point Scale; The Strauss and Werner Marble
Board Tests; and the Goldstein-Scheerer
Kohs

Block Test.

The Strauss and Werner and

Goldstein-Scheerer Tests do not provide
nornio for

children and therefore, are not

acceptable alternatives for the final test
battery.
The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for

Children and The Arthur Point Scale are
the remaining two alternatives within the

category of tests which do not involve

paper and pencil copying tasks.

Although

both measures are well standardized, neither
one has been included in the final test

battery because it has been the assumption
throughout this paper that the learning'

disability diagnostician would be working
as part of an interdisciplinary diagnostic

team and that a child would be tested by a

qualified psychologist before the initiation
of Specific Learning Disability examination.

It has been further assumed that if the

psychological examination were to take place,
then the V/echsler Intelligence Scale for

Children vrould be included as part of the
examination because this is a superior and

,

13

generally accepted test of intelligence.
However, if for some reason, psychological

services are not available, the Wechsler

Intelligence Scale for Children should be

given as part of the total Specific Learning
Disabilities test battery.
In summary. The Pros tig. Bender and

Slingerland Tests have been selected as the

measures of part-whole visual motor perception
to be included in the final battery.
Gjrids 37 ^nd 3S

—Visual-Vocal

Discrimination and

Visual-Vocal Perceptial Constancy
No formal or informal tests of these functions
have been incorporated in these grid

sections because it is difficult to delineate
the tasks which seem to measure these

functions

Grid 39

—Visual-Vocal

Figure-Ground Perception

Two formal measures of this function incor-

porated into this grid are the Cruickshank
Syracuse Figure-Ground Test and the Strauss
and Lehtinen Visual Figure-Background Test,

Both of these measures provide no norms or

reliability data.

They both have been

validated as tests which differentiate
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betvreen Drain injured and normal subjects.

The Syracuse includes items which are more

difficult than the items on the Strauss
Test.

The Strauss Test has been chosen

for the final test battery because the

material is less expensive and less
cumbersome to manipulate.
Grid 40

—Visual

Vocal Closure

The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children

Picture Completion Subtest is the only formal
test incorporated into this grid section.
If this test has not already been administered

as part of a psychological examination, the

remedial therapist should administer this
test in cases where the child has failed

other visual closure of

f igure~ground

included in the final grid system.

tests

No test

of this function was included in the final

battery.

Grid 4l ~~Part-Vfhole Visual Vocal Perception
No formal tests of this function have been

incorporated into this grid segment.

An

Informal test of this function has been

developed which should be administered
during remedial therapy if the subject has
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failed other tests in the
visual-vocal
or part-whole perception areas,

Gr

M s_42

ThrouKh

;\udltory-Motor Discrimination,

Auditory-Motor Constancy, Auditory-Motor
Figure-Ground Perception and Auditory-Motor
Closure

No formal tests have been
Incorporated into
these grids. No Informal tests
have been

devised because it is difficult to
delineate
the tasks which seem to be
associated with

these functions.

Grld_J^

— Part-V/hole

Auditory-Motor Perception

No formal tests of this function are

available.

No formal or informal test of

this function was included in the final

battery.

An informal measure has been

developed which should be administered during
therapy if the subject has failed other

auditory perceptual tests Included in the
final battery,
Gr_id_Jji^--Audi tory-Vocal

Discrimination

No formal tests of this function are

incorporated in this grid section.

An

informal test of this process has been
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developed for the final battery, and
has
oeen included in the final battery
because
it seems to neas’ore fu?ictions
involved in

learning to read.

This test is called The

Informal Sound Identif ication Test.
Grid^jiS

—Auditory-Vocal

Perceptual Constancy

This grid segment includes no formal tests.

No formal test are suggested because it is
difficult/ to identify the tasks which seem
to represent this fimcticn.

—-Auditory-Vocal

Figure-Ground Perception

This grid segment contains no formal

measures.

An informal measure of this function.

The Informal Auditory-Vocal Figure-Ground

Perception Test, has oeen developed and should
be administered during therapy if the subject

has failed the auditory-vocal tests incor-

porated in the final grid system.

No formal

or informal test has been included in the

final battery.

Grid

5 0""Audi tory-Vocal

Perceptual Closure

The ITPA Audibory Closure Test is a standardized

measure of this function and is included in
the final test battery.

This

v^as

the only

11?

test in this grid segment.
5 1 --.Auditory-Vocal

Part-Whole Perception

This grid segment contains no formal
measures

No informal tests have been developed
because
it is difficult to identify the
tasks vxhich

seem to represent this function.

No formal

or informal tests of this function were

incorporated in the final battery.

Memory

^rid 52 -~Ta.ctile Long Term Memory
The tests incorporated into this grid system

are the Finger Agnosia, Astereognosis

,

and

Finger Tip Writing Subtests from the Halstead

Modification of the Kalstead-Wepman Aphasia
Test and The Tactile Agnosia Subtest from
the Eisenson Aphasia Test,

None of the tests

have norms; all are economical in terms of
cost and administration time; none of the

tests have any reliability or validity data
for the individual tests.

All the tests,

with the exception of the Eisenson Aphasia
Test, call for the naming of numbers, coins,

or figures.

Some of the students being

tested may not knovf the numbers, names, coin

denominations or the finger names.

The

.
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Eisenson Aphasia Test has been
chosen
because it involves naming only
familiar
figures
Grid^_^_

—-Tactile

Short Term Memory

The formal measure of this function
incor-

porated into the grid is the Modified

Halstead Tactual Performance Test--II,

The

Halstead Tactual Performance Test has
norms
for older children

a.nd

has been validated

as a measure which distinguishes
between

brain damaged and normal subjects.

This

test has been selected for inclusion
in the

final battery with one slight modification.
The form board used in the Tactile Discrimin-

ation Test (grid one) has replaced the
relatively expensive Seguin Goddard Form
Board included as part of the Halstead

Tactual Performance Test,

Grid 5^ -"Visual Long Term Memory
No formal measures of this function have
oeen identified for incorporation into this
grid.

An informal measure of this function

has been developed and should be administered

during therapy if the subject fails other

visual memory tests included in the final

—

7
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battery.

.

Grid_^~ -Visual Short Term Memory
The alternative measures of this function

are the ITPA Visual Sequential Memory
Test,
The Bannatyne Visuo-Spatial Memory Test,
The

Durrell Visual Memory Test, Slir-serland
Screening Test— Three and The Lei ter Inter-

national Performance Scale

— Subtest

XIV-3.

The only standardized measures of this

function is the ITP/i-3 and thus, this measure
has been included in the final test battery.

Grid 56 ~~Audi torv Long Term Memory
No formal tests of this function are included
in this grid.

The informal test incorporated

into this grid, called The Informal Auditory

Long Term Memory Test should be administered

during remedial therapy if the subject has
failed the auditory motor, auditory vocal
and auditory visual long term memory tests

which have been incorporated in the final
test battery.

Grid

5

--Auditory Short Term Memory
The formal test included in this grid

segment is the Basic Concept Inventory
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Part Thres—Nunber Nineteen.

No norms have

been developed for this test.

Although the

authors indicated that this test is
suitable
for older children who are slow
learners,
the test tasks are relatively simple
and

appear more appropriate for kindergarten
and first grade children.
The Informal

Buzzer Test

I

incorporated in this grid segment, was

developed for use in the final battery to
provide items which vary in difficulty from

relatively simple to more complex test tasks.
Grid 58 "”Vocal Long Term Memory
The Ilg and Ames Naming Animals Test from the

Developmental Examination Tests is the only
formal measure of this function incorporated
in this grid segment.

There are norms

available for this test and the validity
and reliability of this test have been fairly

well established.

This test has been

incorporated in the final grid.
Grids 59» 6o and 6l ~~Motor Long Term Memory, Vocal Short
Term Memory and Motor Short Term Memory
These grids have been deleted from the final
test battery because no formal measures are
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available and becauss it is difficult
to
develop an informal test to measure

memory unless the subject uses the
visual
and auditory channels as well as
the motor
channel when answering test items.
Grid. 62«-~Audi tory-Visual Long
Term Memory

The foimal test alternatives included
in

this grid segment are the Grammatic
Closure

Subtest from the ITPA, The Halstead Speech
Sounds Discrimination Test, The Auditory

Memory Test from the Slingerland Screening
Tests, and Letter Sounding Tests V-2 and

VI-2 from the Gates McKillop Reading

Diagnostic Tests,
The Halstead Test is extremely long

and is only suitable for older children.
The Slingerland Test has not been standardized.

Therefore, both of these tests have been

excluded as alternatives for the final
battery.

Both of the remaining alternatives
have been included in the final battery

because they are standardized measures of
two distinct functions.

The ITPA Grammatic

Closure measures the child’s automatic recall
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of familiar grammatical forme while the Gates

Tests measure the child’s ability to learn

sound symbol relationships which are not

reinforced daily as part of the child’s

automatic pattern of communication.
Grid 63

—Auditory-Visual

Short Term Memory

Since no formal measures have been incor-

porated into this grid segment, the Informal
Smith Buzzer Test V has been developed for
the final battery.

Grid 64

—Visual-Motor

Long Term Memory

The two formal alternative

measures in

this grid are the Math Examples from The

Halstead Adaptation of the Halstead-Wepman

Aphasia Test and the Coding Test from the

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children,
The VJISC Coding Subtest has been

selected for the final battery because there
are no norms available for the Halstead
Test,

This was the only economical, easy to

administer, standardized measure available
and since it required retaining visual
stimuli for a longer period of time than

many short term visual memory tests, this
measure has been included in the final

(
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battery as a measure of

loiig

term visual-

motor memory.
Grid 65

—Visual-Motor

Short Term Memory

The alternative measures of this f -unction

are the Knox Cube Subtest from the Arthur

Point Scale, the Berea Visual Motor Gestlat
Test, the Visual Memory Subtest from the

Slingerland Screening Test, The Durrell

Visual Memory Test, The Designs Subtest from
the Detroit Test. of Learning Aptitude, The

Visual III 4 b) Subtest from the Ilg and
Ames Developmental Examination Tests, and
The Benton Visual Retention Test (Adminis-

tration A

)

,

The Knox Cube, Slingerland, Berea,

and Durrell Tests have been eliminated as

acceptable alternatives due to lack of norms
and proper standardization.
The Detroit Designs Subtest is composed
of three parts.

Part one deals with

perception whereas parts two and three deal

with memory.

General norms have been established

for all three tests in the design section,
but no specific norms have been designed

exclusively for the memory sections.

Therefore,
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this test is not an acceptable alternative

for the final battery since there are
other

measures with appropriate norms available.
The Benton Visual Retention Test and
the Ilg and Ames Visual Subtest are the

remaining two alternative measures under

consideration for inclusion in the final
oa.ttery.

The Benton has been chosen because

it has been validated as a measure of visual-

motor memory which differentiates between
brain damaged and normal subjects.

The Ilg

and Ames Subtest has not been selected for
the final battery because no validity data
is available showing that it differentiates

either betvreen brain damaged and normal subjec
or between high and low achievers in reading

and mathematics.

One disadvantage of the

Benton is that no age norms are available
for the six and seven year age levels.
fore, it

vras

There-

necessary to set arbitrary cut

off points when scoring for these age levels.

Grid 66 --Visual-Vocal Long Term Memory
The formal test alternatives for this grid

are the Reading Items from Halstead’s

Modification of the Halstead-Wepman Aphasia
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Gcreening Test, The Dur'rell Naming Letters
Subtest. The Naming Parts of Body Subtest

from the Ilg and Ames Developmental Examination
Tests, and the Reading A Subtest from the

Wide Range Achievement Test,
The first

tvro

measures have been

eliminated as alternatives for the final
battery due to the unavailability of norms.
The third alternative, the Ilg and

Ames Test, has been eliminated because of inadequate normative data.

The only noimative

data available for this test is the percentage
of correct responses made by youngsters in each

age group.

It,

therefore, becomes difficult

to establish cut off points because no inform-

ation is provided to indicate the correct
number of responses typical for each age group.
The Wide Range Achievement Reading Test
A has been selected for inclusion in the final

battery because standard score norms are
available for the subtest and because the

reliability and validity data are excellent.

Another advantage of using this test is that
it includes a letter naming test for children
vrho

are unable to rend vjords.

If a child

above the first grade level who has had the
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opportunity to learn has failed to memorize
letters then he has a possible visual
memory
problem.

brid 67— -Vi sual— Vocal Short Term Memory
formal test alternatives in this section
are the Visual Attention Span for Objects
and

Visual Attention Span for Letters Subtests
from the Detroit Tests of Learning Aptitude,
Tke Detroit Battery is a well standardized
measujre of intelligence with age norms provided

for each subtest.

Both subtests have been

included in the final battery.

The Naming

Objects Subtest should be administered to

children

v:ho

do not know the names of the

lo’wer case letters whereas the Naming Letters

Subtest should be administered to children who
do know the names of these letters.

Grid 68

—Auditory-Motor

Long Term Memory

The alternative measures in this grid are the

Spelling and Writing Sentence Components of
the Halstead Modification of the Halstead-

Wepman Aphasia Test, the Auditory Memory
Subtest from the Slingerland Screening Test,
The V/rit-Name and Address Test from the Ilg

,

and Ames Developmental Er^amination Tests
and

Spelling Subtest from the Durrell Analysis
of

Reading Difficulties.
The Halstead and Slingerland subtests

can be eliminated as alternatives because no
norms have been developed for these specific
tasks
V/hen comparing the

Durrell Spelling

Test and the Ilg and Ames’ VJriting Name and

Address Test, the Ilg and Ames is superior
in terms of reliability and validity data

and economy of administration time vmile the

Durrell is slightly superior in terms of the
type of normative data provided.

The Ilg and

Ames norms indicate the percentage of correct
responses made at each age level.

Therefore,

it becomes necessary to establish the level

at which the child should be able to perform

these tasks based on the percentage of in-

formation provided in the test manual.

The

Durrell age norms are based on time factor
and not on number of items correctly answered,

Durrell

's

failure to take the number of correct

responses into consideration limits the

usefulness of these norms.

Therefore, based

on the above considerations, the Ilg and Ames
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Tests have been chosen for the final
test

battery.

-Auditory-Mo tor Short Term Memory
The alternative formal measures for this

grid are the Copying Tapping Pattern Subtest

from the Basic Concept Inventory and the

Imitating Tapped out Sound Sequences Test
from the deHirsch Test Battery.

These tests

lack adequate norms and reliability data.
The deHirsch test was found tc oe an adequate

predictor of future reading success.

No

validity data was available for the Basic
Concept Inventory Subtest,
A

modification of the deHirsch Test

has been developed for the final battery.
The modification involves the use of a buzzer

set for tapping out sound sequences.

This

test has been called the Informal Buzzer

Test VI.

Grid 70 --Audi tory -Vocal Long Term Memory
The formal measures included in this grid are
the Oral Spelling Components from the Halstead

Modification of the Halstead-VJepman Aphasia
Test and the Eisenson Auditory Agnosia Test.

Both measures have no norms or reliability
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and validity data available.

Since poor

spelling reflects a poor visual memory,^
as
vrell as a

poor auditory memory, the Ei sen-

son Aphasia Test is a more appropriate
measure
for use in the final battery because
these
test tasks do not involve the use of
the

visual modality.

It is possible that the

Eisenson Test tasks will not discriminate
between good and poor readers due to the
simplicity of the test items.

If this occurs,

then a more complex informal measure of this

function should be substituted for the test
as part of the Specific Learning Disabilities

diagnosis.

The Eisenson Aphasia Test has

been selected for inclusion in the final test
battery.

Grid 71

—Auditory-Vocal

Short Term Memory

The alternative measures incorporated into
the grid are The Terman and Merrill Digit

Memory Span Lists, the Echolalia Test from
the Halstead Modification of the HalsteadWepraan Aphasia Test,

cu3ty:

The Echolalia Test from

^Donald P, Durr ell, Durrell Analy si s of Reading D iffiManual of DirectionF~TlTew York; Harcourt. Brace A

v/oridTTTrr.TTir55TrTr^5^
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the Slingerland Screening Test,
the Monroe

Blending Test, the Gates Blending Test,
The

Auditory Attention Span for Unrelated

Vfords

and Auditory Attention Span for Related

Syllables from The Detroit Learniiig Aptitude
Test, The Rosevrell Chall Auditory
Blending

Test, the Wechsler Intelligence Scale
for

Children Digit Span Subtest and the ITPA
Sound Blending and Auditory Sequential

Memory Subtests,
The Slingerland and Halstead Subtests

have been eliminated as alternatix-es for the

final battery because no nonns have been

developed for these measures.
Since The Wechsler Intelligence Scale

for Children and ITPA are the only tests from
the group which have standard, score norms

developed for their subtests, alternative
measures with age or grade norms have not
been considered for inclusion in the final
battery.
The Sound Blending and Auditory

Sequential Memory ITPA subtests have been
chosen for the final battery because they
measure not only digit span memory as in the

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, but
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also Sound Blending; which is not
evaluated in
the Wechsler Intelligence Scale
for Children.
Sound blending skill is an important
aspect
of learning to read and thus
should be included

in an auditory memory test.

Another reason

for the selection of the ITPA is
thar the

scores on the ITPA subtests can be
compared
to determine whether a person viith
poor digit

recall also has difficulty in blending
sounds
into words.

Grid 72 -- Tactual Concept Formation
Measui’es of this function have not been in-

cluded in the final battery due to the

unavailability of formal or informal test

material to evaluate this function.
Grid 73 ~~Visual Concept Formation
The alternative measures available for

measuring this function are the Halstead
Categories Test, the ITPA Visual Reception
and Visual Association Subtests, the Detroit

Learning Aptitude Pictorial Opposites Subtest
3a, The Goldstein-Scheerer Object Sortirig

Test, The Gleb Goldstein-Scheerer Color Sort-

ing Test. The SRA Primary Mental Abilities

Intermediate Reasoning Subtest, The Raven
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Progressive Matrixes, and the Kidilmann-Finch

Analogies Subtest
The Gleb Goldstein-Scheerer Color

Sorting Test and The Goldstein-Scheerer
Object
Sorting Test can be eliminated as
alternatives
for the final test battery because
no norms

have been developed for these tests.

The

Raven Progressive Matrixes can be eliminated
as an alternative for the final
battery

because

,

although the norms have been developed

for the total test, no norms are available
for the concept items.

The Detroit and the

Kuhlmann-Finch Tests have age norms available
but can be eliminated because other alternatives

offer standard score norms.

The two tests

remaining in the grid as alternatives for the
final battery are the Primary Mental Abilities

and ITPA Subtests.

Both of these tests are

acceptable alternatives for the final test
battery based on the criteria presented in the

beginning of this chapter.

The vrriter has

selected the ITPA Subtests for the final

battery because these tests are part of a
total battery of twelve tests used to identify

deficiencies in various linguistic functions.
Since standard score norms are available for

«
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this test battery, It Is
possible to

compare a subject’s performance
in these
twelve areas and then to
Identify apparent
areas of weakness
Grid_7ii--Auditory Concept Formation
The alternative measures in
this grid include
the ITPA Auditory Reception
Subtest and The
SRA Primary Mental Abilities

Intermediate

Reasoning Subtest.

Again, as in the pre-

ceding grid, both of these measures
are

acceptable alternatives.

The ITFA subtest

has been selected for the final
battery for
the same reasons outlined in the
grid

segment seventy-three above.

Grid_75

— Vocal

Concept Formation

The ITPA Verbal Expression Subtest is the

only alternative incorporated in this grid
segment.

component.

This test does incorporate a visual

However, the test has been

Included in the final battery as a measure
of vocal concept foimiation as it is pre-

dominantly a measure of the subject *s
ability to express himself verbally.
Grid 76 --Notor Concept Formation
No formal or informal tests have been
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developed to measure this
function.

2m_2Z~~^^diuory-Visual Concept Formation
The alternative formal
measures of this

function are the Peabody
Picture Vocabulary
Test. Finding Things
Described Subtest from
The Basic Concept Inventory,
The SM Primary
Mental Abilities Primary and
Intermediate

Verbal Subtests, and the
Full Range Picture
Vocabulary Test.
The Basic Concept Subtest
has no

normative data, and, thus, can
be eliminated
as an alternative for the
final test battery.
The Full Ran-te Picture Vocabulary
Test has
age norms while the other
alternatives have

standard score norms and, thus, this
test
can be eliminated as an alternative
measure
for the final battery.
The final two alternatives. The
Peabody

Picture Vocabulary Test and the
Primary

Mental Abilities Subtest, both have
standard
score norms and are economical in
terms of

scoring and administration time.

However,

the Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Test has

superior reliability and validity data
and.
therefore, has been chosen for the final

.
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battery.

Slil^TS-^Visual-Motor Concept Development
The alternative measures of this
function

incorporated in this grid segment are
the

Healy Picture Completion Subtest from
the
i\rthur Point Scale,

ten subtssts from the

Leiter Scale, and the ITPA Visual
Association
Subtest
The Leiter has no norms for each

subtest and, therefore, can be eliminated
as an alternative for the final battery.

The Kealy Subtest from the Arthur

Point Scale is too expensive and, thus, can

also be omitted as an alternative for the
final battery.
The remaining alternative, the ITPA

Visual Association Subtest, has been selected
for the final battery because it meets all
of the criteria presented at the onset of

this paper.

Grid 79~-“Vocal Concept Development
The alternative measures in this grid are

The Strauss and Werner Object Sorting Test

and The Goldstein Scheerer Color-Form

Sorting Test,

,
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The Strauss and Werner
Object Sorting
Test can be elinins.ted as
an alternative
for the final battery
because it would be

extremely time consuming to
classify the
fifty-six objects included
in the test and
because of the lack of norms
and reliability
data
The Goldstein Scheerer
Color-Form

Sorting Test has been selected
for the final
battery, in spite of its many
limitations
in terms of lack of norms and
adequate

reliability and validity data, because
this
test is economical in administration
and
ocoring time.

This test has been modified

as, in addition to the sorting
tasks,

the

subject must also verbalize the concepts
involved.
i\uditory Vocal Concept Development

The alternative measures incorporated
in

Grid Eighty are the deHirsch Categories
Test,
The Verbal Opposites and Likenesses
and

Differences Subtests from the Detroit Battery.
The Similarities and Vocabulary Subtests
from
the Wise and the Auditory Association
Subtest

from the ITPA.
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The deHirsch Categories Test can be

omitted as an alternative for the final

battery because its norms are only suitable
for very young children which limits its
use with the total elementary school
popu3.ation.

The Detroit Subtests use age equivalent

norms, whereas the remaining alternatives use

standard score norms.

Thus, the Detroit

Subtests can be eliminated as alternatives
for the battery.

Both the Wise and the ITPA Subtests
are acceptable alternatives for the final

battery based on the selection criteria.
The ITPA has been selected for the final

battery for reasons outlined in grid niomber
seventy-one.

Refer to this grid segment for

further information.

Grid 81

— The

ITPA4

— Auditory

Association is the only

formal test incorporated into this grid
segment.

Therefore, this test will be

Included in the final battery,
\

S^Jimmary

The tests which have been selected for the Specific
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Battery appear in their appropriate
grid segments in Grid B below.

sumary sheet which delineates

Table B-1 below presents a
the extent to which the tests

in the final SLD Test Battery meet the
four selection
critei'ia. 9staolish6d. in

Chapt6r Four,

The final battery consists of tests or
subtests to

measure approximately fifty percent of the
process modality
combinations represented in the grid. It should
take between
four and five hours to administer this test battery.
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CimpTER V

RESEARCH DESIGN, SAMPLE SSLSGTION, ADMTNIS^STATISTICAL TEST PROCEDURE, AND HESUTUTS OF TEE
SLD BATTERY'S ABILITY TO DIAGNOSE AND Oil
PREDICT
SPECIFIC LEARNING DI5A3ILITI
The SLD Battery has been dovelcped as

ostia

a d is.

tool to identify specific cognitive process
deficiencies

thas are ccntri outing to reading
'•U

v>ha.ptei

One,

i-he

failvic'e,

inf orniat xori gained

A.s

trD.'’Cu£'h

suiggested
acini

in is'cra-™

tlon of the battery should serve as the ba.sis fcr planning

an effective remedial program for the child
T Pi sab i 1 i

bi

es

>vith

Specific

,

Gne purpose of the reseai'ch study in this thesis

determine vMiebher or not students Tcith severe

is

bo

learnin,Q'

problems do exhibit faii.ures in the orocecses measin
,;red

b\

the tests in the battery to a greater extent than students
in the same IQ range who are nob failing academi oally

there

i.s

,

If

a ^slgnlf leant correlation between achievement in
.

reading and performance on the tests on the SLD Battery, then
there is

some-

indication that the tests do, in fact, dirfer-

entiate between high and low achievers in reading.

Other G_uestions to be answered when evalurutlng the

effectiveness of this battery as a diagnostic tool Goncern
first, each test's ability to measure separate functions and

second,

the battery's ability to be shortened v/ithout
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destroying its effectiveness as a
diagnostic tool.
has any significant bias
developed in the

Third,

study on the basis

of parameters such as sex, age,
grade level or IQ? Fourth,
patterns of failure on the tests
in the battery for high
and
low achievers based on age and
IQ will be examined.
Finally,
two tentative shortened test batteries
will be developed.
The purpose of the first shortened
battery will be to
attempt to identify failures in learning
which are related
to maturation.
The purpose of the second shortened bat-

tery will be to investigate the causal
linkage between

SLD and related emotional problems.

The development of

these batteries should facilitate the diagnosis
and treat-

ment of disa.bled learners.
The SLD Battery was not designed to be administered to

every child in a particular school or on a system-wide basis
as a means of predicting future reading failure.

Prediction

of future reading failure is an important and worthy objective

that ought to be pursued.

Early identification of possible

learning problems and immediate attempts to remediate these
problems will help avoid the development of related emotional

problems,^

This battery, as a subsidiary benefit, may make a

contribution in the area of prediction of future reading
failure even if not constituted for this purpose.
Finally, the battery as presently constructed, does not

represent the final form for the piirposes of this paper.

The

results of the analysis of the SLD Bs-ttery will tend to expose
1

Related emotional problems usually accompany and complicate the academic problem.s of children vj-ho have a history
of failure in the school situation.
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weaknesses
Sir

wi.jJ

?.>i

the cakkery as present]

adetress itself

result of the

ana.lj'sis

to

j

eons tltuted.

,

Chapter

needed aiteratiuns exposed as a

in this chapter.

The remainder of this chapter will deal with the research
design, research admiiii strut ion, results, and disoussi.on of
oUl t s

,

Research Design
The rationale upon which the 3LD Battery has been
s

cor..--

true ted was that if we are to attack effectively 3LD problems,

we

ini.ist

identify logically the specific cognitive pi'ccess

def iclenoies wriich are causing the learning failures in students
77ho

,

by the ncrnal criteria such as IQ, should not be exhib-

iting failures.
The fie].d research v/111 address itself to

trie

follrsrlng

Is a battery constituted on this systematic

questions:

rational basis a useful diagnostic tool?
Spe cific Lear ning Disabilities in children

Does it identify
7-7i.th

serious reading

problens who are not responding to current dia.gncstic and
remedial techniopj.es?
this

-stiidy

as age,

Has any signiricant bias occurred in

because of variations in independent variables such

s?”,

grade level or IQ;

Fln-Oly. do children with

SID problems exhibit specific patterns of errors based on age
and IQ?
A primary testing of the 3LD Battery was conducted in
the fall

s.nd

/'inter cf 1969-19?'d

to answer tlie above quescicics.
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The subjects V7ere selected from the student population in the

second through fourth grades located in western Massachusetts.
The location of the population stretched from Pittsfield to
Ware, Massachusetts.

The major concentration tended to be in

the Greater Springfield Area,

Data concerning the geographical

distribution of the study sample will be presented below in
Table 5.1.
TABLE 5.1

Geographical Distribut ion Cf The Study Sample
Number of Subjects

City or Towm
Agawajn

7

Chester
East Kamo ton
East Longmeadow
Holyoke
Lee
Ludlow
Pittsfield
Springfield
Ware
Westfield

4
6
2
6
6

29
2

20
5
3

There were sixteen members in the field research team.
The research team selected to administer the SLD Test Battery
was, for the most part, composed of teachers presently employed
in the vrestern Massachusetts public school systems,

Tnree of

the sixteen field researchers were not currently emploj'Cd in

the school systems.

Fifteen of the members of the research

Inuenia"
team were, in addition, graduate students at American
special-uZlng
tional College or surrounding Institutions and were

in the flold of learnlns
disabilities.
1

f^mpxo^'ea

teachers

tViat

.All

but three of the

made up the research team

were employed as specialists in the
area of remedial reading
or learning disatilitiss
All but three of the menbers of
the
researcn team had received training
and were certified as being
qacJ.j..iea -.o adm^naster the ITPA,
The three persons vjho were
not certified to administer the ITPA
were assisted by a certi,

fied team member when administering this
battery.

All the members of the research team

graduate course

a.t

wore,

enrolled in a

Amerj.can Internet ional College which was

conducted by this writer.

This course, entitled, Education A35

Problems in Diagnosing Specific Learning Disabilities

,

was a

graduate workshop designed to provide specialized
training and
field research in the identif ication of SID.
The

administratici

of the 5 LD Battery was incorporated as a major
portion of this

course,

ihis procedure was useful because it provided a

measure of control and discipline over the field researchers,
It was a.lso useful because

inoerested in the SLD
A

tlie

fiej.d and

field team was enthusiastically
in

tiie

project,

series of ni)ie formal instructional sessions, two-and

one-half hours in length, were held in October and November,
r*i

.969

->^or

the purpose of treining the research team to administer

and score the tests in the battery.

The objective of these

sessions was to attempt to ccr.trol te.ster error.

,

,

1^5

During Uhese sesiionE tho
vesErr'-h
cof.c..x -1.
.

•*--or^can,

ins.ract.cno concerning the

-r-.

^

k-fac

adj:.

prccentsd
,

ini strati on and

scoring procedures for each
test in the SID Battery.
c.Oboi...ns

ohe researcn team admlnistereQ

the previous session on a
trial basis.

oession

Betueen

the tests cohered in

In the subsequent

problems experienced concerning
administration of
these tests were identified and
solved, A more detailed
description of each test session is
presented in Appendix F
Celow
uiic

,

Procedures for the selection of subjects
were also
delineated at the formal Instructional
sessions.
These
procedures will be discussed below.
The oample groups were to be selected
on the basis of
the following criterio,:
1

.

The subjects selected were to have an
iQ range

between ninety and one hundred-twenty

.

The object

of this requirement was to meet the average
and above

average IQ criterion specified

i..

Chapter One above.

Tne cut-off of one hundred twenty was Inserted
to

avoid extreme cases in the u.pper range of intelligence
scores
1

ihc suDjects could not ha.ve any gross iieurologj.ca,!

psychological, or sensory defects.

Children in

special classes for the blind, deaf or emotionally

disturbed wore excluded from the sample.

Although

children with gross problems, such as those presented

.,

,

1^6

above, are rot fcunb in the typical
classroom, each
.

subject’s school records were checked to
rule out
any possibility of severe defect
The object of this
«

soreentns was to s,gain meet the criterion set
forth
in Chapter One above*
3.

As mentioned above, the subjects were to be
selected

from the second ‘chrough fourth grades only.

The

objectives of this requirement were to provide a

reasonably homogeneous sample population and because
this is the time when remediation should be adminis-

tered to avoid secondary consequences
A.

The sample subjects -rere chosen on the basis of
reao.ing level.*

Two stratified groups were selected;

those who were high achievers In reading

who were

lew achievers in reading.

a,nd

those

The following

specific criteria were used to select the high and
low achievers.
a.

The subjects chosen for the high group had to
be in the high reading group.
The subjects
chosen for the low group had to be in the low
reading group.

b.

The subjects chosen for the high group had to
rank in the upper tsrenty-f is’-e percent of their
class in reading based on standardized read.ing
tests.
The subjects chosen- for the low group
had to rank in the lower twenty-five percent of
their class based on standardized reading test
scores

c.

The subjects chosen for the high group ruust have
achiev'ed. one-half year or more above grade level
scores on the tlosscn Oral Reading Testo The
subjects chosen for the low group must have achieved
three-fourths of a year or more below grade level
scores

;

1

h

.

Li.':

(Continued)

As a final check on the selection
criteria stated
ahove, the Bonn and Tinker Forraula
for Determining

orpecoed Headiiig Grade
T o iriTiul G. i 3
i‘,xpeci,ed

(is

r 0 1 3. o w s

administered

eras

»

The

:

heading; Grade =

(IQ x years in school

4-

1.0)

Arb;ltrary cub^off points were established
concerning;

the deggree of reading disability that rould
be used
to define a disabled reader

The cudn-off points are

c

presented in Table 5.2 below.

table 5.2

Verification Criterion for Sel'cetien of Disabled
Leaders by Or a d e L e y c 1 Us i g Forriiula.
i:i

Grade Level

2

V ^c^jL oQ Disabled
J.

G'i

of a year or over
year or over
3-1/2 years or o'/er
3/^'

1

The above final cliecL was added to make doubly sure
that the proposed subjects were not incorrectly
grow.ped in the receding area.

^Guy L. Bond and Mi.les A. T i r:k c r R oa d i n g D i f f i c u3 t i e s
r Dlap;nosis and Correction (New kerk:
Appleton - Century ts, 19o7), P. 91
,

(J.

1-!)

.

"Ine ac^..ual

field seiectiori,

testing of

sub-^o>

and

coc.ing of data nas accomplished
during December and Janua-^y.

1969 " 19 ? 0

.

The field activity progressed
smoothly, for the most part,
although spe-Dfic problems did arise
uhich required some
variance in the procedure. These
problems uin
identified

briefly

belcvr,

Ihe Hiendoers of rhe field research team
were not given
specific detailed instructions as to the
procedure for obtaining
caadidaues ro meet the criteria presented
above.
This procedure mas omitted because it beca?Tie apparent
early in the original design stage that the field research
team uas going to
ncxv'e

to octain the subjects from available sources.

As most

members of the research team mere presently i^orking
in a number
of different school systems,
merci

the available sources of subjects

located in each team member’s respective school system.

Due to

tiie

limitations in fimds and logistic problems no other

procedure mas feasible,

host of the school systems involved

in the study had thejr omn individual formal and structured
2uiles

concerning procedujres for selecting candidates for

incl.usicn in

suudy,

It should be stressed that

tlie

criteria

for the a.otual selection of candidates discussed above in the
the design seen ion mere strictly adhered to during the field

execution stage.

,

.

-n-o

...

^J

>

Appendix F below,

xin

tiie

.nstructed to hold the test sessions
in a
v.iLvh

wa.s

just the tester and testee present.
s tr es s ed

:ee.search

c^uiet

team

environment

The iihj.erest factor

e

The field researchers were carefully
instructed to avoia
opinions whenever possible when coding the
results in order to
reduce the halo effect. The research team
administered the test
independentiy and, therefore, there is no way of
determining

whether or not they adhered to the exact instructions.
should be stressed that in all cases the researchers

It

wrere

dedicated and conscientious persons and that
there is a very
high degree of probability that they did follow the
instructions
accurately.

Results of the Study

Description of the Population
The population from which the sample

Teas

tahen was composed

of stuc.ents betijeen the ages of seven and eleven who w'ere
locci, 1/60.

in

i.-j:

Oc-tn

Massachusetts.

,

suburba.n ano. rural settings in wesstern

The sample of students was chosen on the basis

of achievem.ent in readingo

An attempt was made to control

IQ by limiti.ng the range from ninety to one hundred- twenty

All other para.meters

,

such as age, sex, grade and socio-

economic, class, Tcere assumed to be selected on random basis

by

tile

field research team within the frame'.^orh of the IQ and

s

150
n

realir-a;

t

.

j.

•

outli;;.el

above,

The data resultixig from the study

analyzed to

vrere

attempt to identify any systematic
bias 3n the paramenters
assiuned to be held constant.
The statistical
resu].ts of

tnis aspect

^Arii],

-ae xo)

tssr,

be discussed belcv;.

vma used to identify

dixferences between the high and

Icxv

a>iy

signjficant

achievement groups In

reading that might be due to IQ, age, and
grade*
leouluing (t) values are listed below in
Table

The

5# 3,

TABLE 5,3

Fisher

'

1 1 sm

IQ

Age
Grade

Tiiere
loxv

T Eotio for High and Low Achiever Groups
Based on IQ, Age, and Grade

T Ratio

Significance

03

Significant at .01 Level

CO

Not Significant

.38

Not Significant

•

O'.

'-O

were no significant differences

achievement groups with reference

parameters.

to'

botTvecii

the age and grade

This indicates that age and grade bias

adequa.tely controlled

high and

wa,s

In the study.

'Detailed dlscaissicri of the selection and training of
the field researchers and field research administration is
discussed on pages 1^3 to l^t§
.Appendix F.

A? noted in Tobi--

--u,
,

^

t3*10C-

t

^ f-Tl
Hi 1-----

-ch.!.ei-£Jiiei-ii

Drobabl-y
V

w._

*f'V'’(a»

groups.
-i-

-le

.i.e_n

V'^'\
.1

,)

scores of

The sign! Ti
^

j.

.he-re.

can-l-

was a signif iocxnt
hig}-,

and

rotL-io

lovf
-•

xinainc" is

.

,,.,e

,act that aost of the 'fur,otions

^os„ea in the Slosson
Intelligence Test are also functions
tested by the SLD Batteryd
The 3L0 Battery, of course,
measures a greet nany cognitive
processes that are not
-ncluded in the closson Intelligence
Test.
The actual

relationship between reading
proficiency and IQ for each of
the tests will be presented and
discussed
in the next

sectioric

The relationship between high and
low reading achie-vo~
merit and sex was examined
through use of the Chi Square (x^)
oecause of the Inipllclt dichotomous
nature of this factor,
The Chi Square was 3.16 which was
Inslgnlf ica-nt
level,

ca-n

-//e

•’t

the .05

therefore assiime that bias due to differences

in sex was adequately controlled in
the study.
^n.t-Ui

1 j.c.t_eni.

data

;:as

available to test for bias result

from the soci o-economic factors.

Tester Bias
Sigriif leant tester bias was examined by determining
the

coeffici.ent of multiple correlation betv/een the twelve
ITPA

sub-rests and reading for each tester.

These tests were

Personal interview with Dr. Arnold Well, PhD, Professor
of Psychology, University of Ilassacliusetts on 5/20/7Q,
,

c:

>2

in the correlation
because they had
- vt

and v^ere
ve.,t„,

s

equ-.-'

o ^ancic’-rj

u-ardardized on the same
populoati-.n.

.
score

Other

in .he study were
not standardized on the
sane pomila-

tlon and were therefore
catted.

This technique was selected

sophisticated available.

emorn

The data did not

to the basic assumptions
concerning randomness r.eoessai

.or Other statistical
techniques such as analysis
of variance.
Table 5.'i below presents
the actual .multiple
correlations
obtained for fifteen of the
sixteen tester.^. One tester was
omitted becaiuse she tested a
smaller n'umber of subjects which
^^fould tend to distort
the findings,

Twelvel^A Subl'?ost^
Tester

the

Correlation Coef f id. ent

93
.88
•

P.o

§

.95
.99

o
r't

(

O

O

•

]1

12
13
1

U

9

"'

,84
.90
P,7

•

10

‘.‘C^

c;

(

.91
o<
.

.

99
8]

.93
.99

1

,

1

,
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The dependent variable being tested
is reading.

independent variables are the ITPA sub-tests,

The

A high

correlation coefficient would imply that the
tester administering the tests was successful in predicting.
reading success on
the basis of the tests administered.
To measure tester error the standard error
of multiple

correlation was found by first obtaining the mean
of the
correlation coefficients presented in Table 5,4 above.

mean was ,914,

The

Based on this mean the standard error of the

estimate was found to be ^.095. This means that one can
expect
^/3 of the sample R's to lie within ,095 of the population R,
One can also expect that 95 per cent of the sample R's will

lie t .19 of the population R,

Using these figures one can

assujne that the obtained R's are not close to zero or negative

correlations

Inspection of the actual obtained correlation coefficients
indicates that all but one of the coefficients lie within one

standard error of the estimate.

We can conclude on the basis

of this technique that no significant bias was the result of

tester error at the .05 level,

Presentation of Percentage Data and Dis ctission of Cautions
That Should Be Used When Interuretin.^ The Data
Results of the tests administered by the research team

were recorded on a profile designed for the SLD Battery.
See J, P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in
1,
Psychology and Education, (New York: McGraw-Kill Book Co. Inc,,)
1956 PP* 399-''l00, for further discussion of this statistical
process

.
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Appendix D presents a sample anc description
of
for sotting up the profile used
in the field

ti-e

study,

developing the profile

^

procedure
iften

the change from grade level to
age

level was made necessary because most
of the standardised test;
in the 3LD Battery are normed on the
basis of age. The Bond
and TiriKer Formula, described above, which
was used in
the

process of selecting each of the disabled
subjects took the
age into effect.
This original grade level procedure was
made
necewssary because the avaii.able reading tests
used, grads

equivalent norms
Table 5«5 oelow presents the percenba.ge of high and
low

achievers that passed each of the tests and the percentage

differential betvreen the scores of high and low achievers
in
reading.

If the differential

i-ras

positive then the

hiP^i

achievers on the average tended to perform better than the
low
achievers; if the score was negative the low achievers performed

better than the high achievers.
TA BLE

Test No,
On Profil,e
23

41
±5
33
17
46

Name of Test

9

29

/o

of Low

Wide Range
A-ch, Test
97
Ilgciames Writ, Address 75
Bender
81
Buzzer V
87
S linger land
Copying Test
89
ITPA 5~Aud.
Merjc

PPVT
Inf, Sound Iden,

Wise Coding
PIIA. Spatial Rel,
Buzzer IV

78
87
87
95
92
94

Differential
Between H & L
AeVv"

-

Seg.

34
43
18

% of nigh
Pass^nv

25
33
41

90
50
48
46

43

46

35
48
50
59
58
59

43
39
3?
p6
36
35

7

,
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Table

Continued -

Test No,
48
44
25
42
32

Name of

Tec

C7

ITPA 4Aud, Assoc.
ITPA 11-Aud, Glos.

2?

Detroit Letter
Buzzer VI
Gates V-'2
Buzzer II

35

Wepma.n

7

Frostig~3

16
11
22
13
49
32
39
38
50

Frostig-5
3“Vis, 3eg, Mem,
ITPA 7- Vis. Closure

6

20
5B-2
47
21
12
40
36
5E-1
8

24
45
26
10
28
4
1

19
3

14
2

37

ITPA.

6“ Vi s As 3 oc
'Naming Animals
I TPxA

,

of High
Pas Sinn:

89
76
89
89
95
89
86
84

84
81

84
78

65
92
70
68
49

Gates Vl~2
ITPA 1
Buzzer 1
ITPA 3-Ver, Exp.
Prostig~4
73
ITPA 10-dian. Exp.
87
Halstead -b“2
46
ITPA 12~Sound Blending 87
Strauss Figure -Ground 54
ITPA 2- Vis, Receotion 65
V/riting Name (IlgLAmes)97
ITPA Mod, Closure
50
Plalstead 5~6-l
70
Prostig-2
65
Detroit Picture
43
Ei sens on Aud. Ag,
92
Goldstein Scheerer
60
Informal Puzzle
100
Buzzer 111
92
Sisenson Tactile Ag.
97
Halstead a-1
97
Benton
89
Hal, Tact, Form Rec,
97
Inf Seg, God, Fm 3d.
100
Halstead a-2
84
ITPA-Mod, Blending
57

^

7o

of Low

Passin g
56

43
56
57
63
57
56

54
50
57
54
57
52

41
70
48
48
30
54
69
28
70
37
48
82
64
56
52
31
80
48
89
85
91
91
85
94
98
89
68

Differential
Between H d L
Achieve r s
33
33
33
32
32
32
30
30
28

27
27
27
26
24
22
22

20
1

o

19
18
18
17
17
17
15

-14
14
13
12
12
12
11
1
/

6
6

4
3
2

-5
-11

,
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On the basis of the above
table, it is clear that
there
was a Wide range of differences
in the percentage performance
on the tests and also a iTlde range
of differences in the
ability of the tests to discriminate
between the high and low

achievers
The nezt sections of this paper
will address itself to
rationalizing, applying, and analyzing
a series of statistical
tests designed to evaluate, reduce and
indicate specific areas
that need improvement in the battery.
Before we engage in this
,

activity several cautions should be made
explicit,
x*lrstj

although it was stated on page 151 above that

there was a significant difference between the IQ of the

high and

Iox'T

achievers, the sample was selected from a

fairly homogemeous IQ population.

One would expect that on

the basis of potential there would be no significant dif-

ference between the high and low achievers* performance on
the tests administered.

Logically, if each low achiever has

a small number of Specific Learning.- Disabilities in terms

of cognitive processes, then the low achievers would be

expected to do as well on the average as tn^ high achievers
on many of the tests.

If the

Ioxt

achievers are failing

to'

achieve in vSchool due to a diversity of different combinations
of disabilities, then

vre

would expect to find many of the

lox'f

achievers passing a greater percentage of the tests than if
they were, for example, failing from gross process deficiencies.

Secondly, it is conceivabl.e

,

that many high achievers may

have Specific Learning D isabil ity problems.

In fact, the

scanning of individual profiles indicates that most high

.

achiever, did fall .one teste
in the battery,
This group -aay
be achieving at a higher
than average level because
they do
ha.ve fe,.;er problems
on the average and because
they are' better
able to compensate for their
deficiencies. Effective
remediation of the deficient area may
even allo-.i this group

to achle-vo

at a higher level.

The implication in terms of
interpretation

of she data is that the
percentage of the high group
pa,sElng
the test Tfould tend to be reduced
to the extent that the
high
achievers have Soecifle Leagiing
Disability problems dispersed
throughout the cognitive functions
being tested.

A unird proolem with the data
concerns the Question of
what each of the tests is measur’ins.
A determined effort was
made in Chapters Three and Four to
select and develop tests
that are valid measures of specific
cognitive
processes.

In

some cases, particularly in the case of
the infornia] r-ests tost may not be measuring the cognitix'e
function it is purported
to test.
In other oases a test may be testing several
functions
at once.

A fourth problem concerns tests that might be
testing
the appropriate function but which a very high
percentage of

both high and

Iot:

achievers have passed.

This may mean that

the test is not sophisticated enough or that cnildren with

Lea rnin-i; Disabilities are not deficient in these

areas
A fifth problem deals with the establishment of cut-off
points.

In many of the informal tests, particularly, cut-off

15 «

points were established by
averasin- the medians of the
high
and low groups.
This procedure produced only
a rough estimate
of the 'actual norms
^
,

A sixth problea concerns tests
twenty-four, thlrty-slx,
and thirty-seven.

These tests, were administered
only if the
subject qualified by failins another
test.
The result was that
the sample populations in these
tests were very small.
Another
tesc, number forty-one was only
administered to the nine to
eleven year old group.
Im plementation a nd ResuJ ts of VP-rinno

^. int

Ce.o

J e e a in g Im-oro ve ment in tFs''"SLD
Batti^TT'

The first statistical procedure
that will be dealt with
IS the coefficient of multiple
correlation.
The multiple

correlation coefficient for the tests
in the battery is .9584
which means that there is an extremely
high correlation betweei
the independent variables taken together
and the dependent

variable, reading success.
the program

^rsion

BII DOIR

This estimate was gained through

hultinle Rerression with Case Combinations

.

of Aumust I5, I964, H e alth Sciences
Computing Facility
,

UCM.

The program was processed at the University
of Massachu-

setts Computer Center, May 2, 1970,
The second statistical proceduire that was utilized is the

coefficient of multiple determination.

The coefficient of

multiple determination indicates the proportion of va.riance
in che depeiio.ent varia.ole, rea.ding a.bility, that is explained

by the independent variables, the cognitive functions

iThis norming technique was used because the
size of the sample did not allow the use of other limited
more
sophisticated techniques.

'
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tested, combined with the
regression weights used.l As
would
be expected, the coefficient
of multiple determination,
which
is the square of the
multiple correlation multiplied
by 100
and stated in percentage
terms', is also very
high at 91. 85 ?
This means that only 8
15 .^ of the variance is
unexplained.
The third statistical measure
used to analyze the data
is a step-wise regression
technique.
The step-wise regression
formula used in this study
is entitled BMD02H
.

Sciences~..,.e~^^,
UCLA.

A description of the
program will follow:
This program computes a sequence
of multi
llnea-r
regression equations in a sten-w£se
step one variable is added to'
the -e^res<^iin
The vm-iable added is the
‘
one which
reduction in the error sum S?
sqiares£“lqSSl'r
Which has highest par^tial coT’rela^i
on
dependent variable partialed on Ihe
vSLb"e1
added? and equivalently it^is
tho^^o"—
tne
vapaole which, if it were added,
would have the
"
In addition, variables can be
forced
?nto^?]"
tie regression equation,. Non-forced
variables
are automatically removed when
their F values become too

Hu

A multiple correlation increases as
the size of the
correlations between dependent and independent
variables

increases and a multiple correlation increases
as the size of
intercorrelations of independent variables decreases.
It

is possible for an independent variable
to have a very low

correlation with the dependent variable but a very
high
I J, P, Guilford, Fundamental
Statistics in Psychology
and Education, third Edition, New York, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1956, p. 397.
^-

Ibid

.,

p,

A 03

.
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inter correlation ,,lth
other dependent variables.
Such a test
would have a low value when
used as a direct
predictive device
but high intercorrelation
May allow the test to
add substanpredictiviuy of other Independent
variables that
are x^alid.l

When assembling a large
number of tests that are
validated
Singly for the prediction
of a criterion, such as
reading,
into a regression equation
only four or five tests,
when
combined, often seem sufficient
as a predictive device.
Adding tests beyond the point
at which all the factors
that
the tests measure in common
with the criterion are covered
often merely contributes error
variance to the composite.
Even before this point has been
reached where there is no
apparent Improvement in prediction,
errors have entered the
p_ct-,re to help determine
the regression weights,^
The Step-vjlse multiple regression
formula used in this
study is similar to the i/herry-Doollttle
Method for
establishment of regression weights.
"In the V/herry-Doolittle Method one
starts with the
single test that seems to offer most
in prediction on
tne criterion.
The method then aids in selection
of
a second test that I'/ill have
more to add to prediction
first.
A third can be selected
most
by
way
of
prediction
when combined
i?
with
tne iirst two, and so on.
At each sten a shrinkage
formula is applied in order to determine whether
shrunken R is appreciably larger than the previousthe
H.
c the point where no further
gain according to these
standards is apparent, no more tests are added,

reason^why only five or six tests have seemed to be
the limit in a usei uT^^ttery is because only
a limited
number of human abilities and other traits that are
^

Ibid

.,

2 Ibif]\s

pe
p„

403.
411.

—

w

A

,
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represented
^Ithoagh
o- many tests iiiciy
may
nave
have
been tried
u.
out, the same lirm
t;pn nnTn’l->o»
limited
number of fundamental ^

in™hr?est
^©s t
.est.

^

i

/-N-p

-L

,

factors

have

duplicated several times over. If ^e.surelnTlr
a care;
study
criterio n i s m.ade
revealing allThe factors tha
.1^—
are
wor tn trvinv to predict, and ~TT~Tv;^;:r^
t
sufficient
variety in the test t.n i-avo
-r— .
tartn..,_u
be
ai
found
i
tlSVS^re
seeded.
If one knows that th~; are
~
then traI"L f
criterion that are worth covering
with testr and
takes ten tests to do it. then
oL
in a battery and expect that evet'v couirpu?’tef te^te
one would havp
thing to contribute toward
prediction. "I
'

*“

M

i

*

^

-1.

.

iv

ri

t.

—
c,

~

—

d

Table 5.6 below, presents the
revised battery which
resulted from the application of the
Step-wise regression
technique to the test battery.
Amazinglj'

,

the result of this procedure was to
retain

forty-five of the forty-nine independent variables
fed into
the program. 2 One possible explanation
for the program's
failure to substantially shrink the battery is
offered by

Guilford above.

The tests are measui’ing different functions

and have been carefully selected to try to eliminate
overlap
in the testing of the cognitive functions.

The writer

believes this to be the appropriate explanation.
The next subject that will be discussed concerns the

relationship between reading and the individual tests in
the battery.

The tests eliminated from the battery presented

in Table 5t7 will be examined first.
^ Abid,.

p.

Examination of the simple

412.

The ITPA-8 Verbal Expression was accidentally deleted
from the program by the Computer Research Center when the data
was processed.
The Detroit Ficutre S^b-test was deleted from
the program because the size of the sample was too limited to
produce valid information in the program.
2

s

«
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correlation relationship between
rhe individual independent
^ables a.'id the denenc^e nr variable
reveals that tests
twenl;y..elsht,

thirty. three, and forty-three
have eignifloant
correlations with the dependent
variable at the on e percent
level
TA_BL S

Z8,3j,‘;'y,&27

Name

o-e

X

es

u

^

28, Smith Buzzer Test #2

33

1

^3

1

27,

X

V->

ii

wltli'Srn
—
icance

_

,281

Level

.379

1^ Level

Smith Buzzer Test #6

,^64

1% Level

Goldstein-Scheerer Color
Form Sorting Test

.256

5^ xjcvel

Gatos

\f[„2

I.
xesl oi significance was found b^r use of
values of sTr--’T'
r ac the 3> and 1^ levels of signif icance Table
D, pa^'^
Ben't.on J. Underwood Elementary Statistics.
,

Included In the revised battery were eleven tests
that
did nor have significant simple correlation with
the depended

variable at the

level.

reserved until Chapter Six.

Discussion of these tests will be
These tests may make good predic

tive det^ices because, as indicated earlier, they add to the

predictivity of other independent variables.

However, comraor

sense dictates that if these tests are tc be used in a

diagnostic battery designed to identify Specific Lear ning
Di sabilities

,

then they need substantial improvement.

sense also indicates that the excluded tests should be

included in the battery because

t}iey

are signif icantly

Common

:
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correlated with reading and because
the step-wise regression
was unsuccessful in reducing the
battery sufficiently to make
the revised process useful as a
predicitve
tool.

The next objective of statistical
presentation and

analysis is 1) to identify any patterns
of success or failure
exhibited by the high and low achievers
in reading by age groups
and 2) to identify patterns of success
or failure exhibited by
the high and low achievers in reading
with high and
low IQ’s.

First the data will be presented in
graphic form by score point
differences between high and low achievers
in each group.
For example, Graph 5.1 presents the score
point differential
in performance on sub-tests in the SLD
Battery for the high

and low reading achievement groups in the
seven year age range.
Population norms are presented as starred points
on these
graphs.

After a brief discussion of the score point
differences,

the differences will be highlighted by presenting
percentage

differentials in performance on sub-tests in the SLD Battery.
.The differential percentages were found by use of the
following
f ormula

(High - Low)

Formula 5.1 Differential Percentage =
(High + Low)
2

The high represents the high group being tested and the low

represents the low group being tested whether for reading

performance or IQ,
Tfie

following criteria will be used in discussing the

percentage differential tables by age groups for high and low

164a

achievers

I

1)

Any test that discriminates above the 75^^

percentile level for two or more age groups and

shox-is

a fairly

consistent pattern of ability to discriminate between high and
low achievers will be judged as a good discriminator.

Incon-

sistencies in performance by age groups will be noted.

2)

Any

test that discriminates for two or more age groups at the 50 ^^

percentile level and shows a reasonably consistent pattern
(For example, see test sixteen, The Pros tig Five, Table 5,10)

will be judged to be a moderate discriminator.

3)

A test, such

as test number two on Table 5.6, which falls below the 50

percent level and/or has negative correlations will be judged
to be a noor discrimina.tor

age group but shovr no

,

Tests that perform well for one

or negative discrimation ability for

the other groups will be judged to be poor discriminators.

The cutoff points at the 75 percent and $0 percent levels are
as follows;^

TABLE 5.7a
Cutoffs at 75 Percent and 50 Percent Level Stated In Terms Of
Differential r‘ercenta ge Point Scores For Each Age Level
Age
75 oercent or better
50 percent or better

Eight

Seven
18
Q
>

•

Nine- plus

19
11

21
11

Graphs 5.1 to 5.3 present score point differentials in

performance on the sub-tests in the SLD Battery based

on

-See Appendix G for an explanation of the j^rocedure for
determining Vne 75^''^ percentile and 50 ^'^ percentile discrimination levels.
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reading achievement for each age group.

^

age group denote the cut-off points.^

Performance above the

The stars by age

cut-off point indicates that, on the average, the group

represented (i.e., high or low achievers in reading by age
group) did better than the average performance expected
for
that age group.

Performance below the cut-off point indicates

that the group being tested performed below the expected

average performance.

The cut-off points were based on popu-

lation data when norms were available.
One observation that can be made on the basis of the score

point differences for

lov;

achievers in relation to standardized

norms is that the seven year old group scored below the norms
on eleven of the thrity standardized tests in the SLD Battery.

The low readers in the eight year old range fell below the

norms on nineteen of the thirty standardized tests, whereas
the low readers in the nine-plus age range fell below the

expected performance on twenty-six of the thirty standardized
.

tests.
In general,

the high achievers tended to perform better

on the tests than the low achievers.

Further observations

concerning the differences between the high and low reading

achievement groups for ages seven, eight, and nine-plus will
be presented in terms of differential percentages on graphs

5.4 to 5t6 below:
^Due to
presented on
score points
2 see p.

space limitations actual score points are not
See Pages 256b-256d for actual
these graphs,
for each test in the battery.
256 belovi for a discussion of cut-off points.

r
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In order to facilitate analysis of graphs
5.4 to 5.6 above,

it will be useful to consider patterns in
each modality area

and variances that have been exhibited in the
data by each age
group.
Table 5.8 below presents the percentage differentials
for

each test in the tactile modality by age group.

Average

differential percentages by age groups are also presented.
TABLE 5.8

Percentage Differentials by Age Group for nigh and Low
Achievers in Reading in the Tactile Modality
Test
Number
1
2
O

J

4
5a
5^

Test Name

Halstead
Halstead
Halstead
Eisenson
?Ial stead
Halstead

Tactua? Performance a-l
Tactual Performance a-2
Tactual Form Recog.

Tactual Performance b-1
Tactual Performance b~2

9T

0

0

0

'‘j

s

•'7

0
0

0
0

16

16

0
0
0

—

Ta.ctile Agnosia

Average Percentage Differential
1

8

7

15
12

For full titl.es of tests see Chapter Three on.

4

9
71

**

oO
{u

0

Observation of tests one through four indicates that these
tests are poor discriminators.

Test five-a discriminated

moderately for the ^even and eight group but not for the nine
year old group.

Test five-b discriminates above the 75 percentile

level and, thus, can be considered a good discriminator for all
the age groups.

This test, which measures sequential tactile

memory, is nearly tvxice as effective in differentiating between

high and low achievers for the seven year old group.

The average

I

percentile differences tended to decrease with increase in age.
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It is clear that most of the tests in this
area need revision

or replacement.^

Table 5.9 below presents the percentage differentials
for

each age group and the average differential percentages
by age
groups in the visual modality.

TABLE 5,9

Percentage Differentials by Age Group for High and
Low
iichievers in the Visual Hodalitv
Test
Number
6
{

8
9

10
11
12
13

Age Gronu

Test Name
^
Pros tig Pou:
Pros tig Thr ee
Pros tig Two
X
Spat iai Relations hi
Inf ormal Puzzle Test
ITPA Vis ual Sequentia 1
ITPA Vis ual Recertion ...
ITPA Vis ual Associati on

8

9t

5

37

24

11
25

3

1

34

12

6

6

D

5
0

9

2^

0

X

:

0

Avera o'-- Percentage Differential

o

o

0

14

n

17

^
1

1
’

Observation of tests six, eight, ten, and twelve indicates
that they appear to be poor discriminators in terms of reading

achievement.

Test eleven. The ITPA Visual Sequential Memory

Test, would be judged to be a poor discriminator on the basis
of the criteria outlined above.

The perforinance for the nine-

plus group is interesting because it discriminates above the
75 percent level.

The performance on test eleven suggests that

persons with more pervasive learning problems may experience

difficulties in areas measured by this test.

Further discussion

^A mors detailed discussion of battery revision
reserved until Chapter Six.

x-iill

be
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of this point V7ill be presented on page 1«2 below.

Frostig

Three, which measures perceptual constancy, demonstrated
dii f erentiation above the 75 percent level for the
eight

and nine year old groups but proved to a poor discriminator
for the younger group.

This is a surprising result as one

would expect less mature students with reading problem.s to

perform poorly, on the average, on this test.

The ITPA Visual

Association Subtest has a pattern similar to that of Frostig
Three.

This is a difficult test which measures concept

formation.

Again, one vrould expect the younger students to

exhibit the same or greater differentiation in comparison with
the older groups.

The results of these two tests imply that

the problems associated with reading in the visual area differ

with the age groups tested and that the reading problems

experienced by the seven year old group in the visual area
are less pervasive than at the older levels.
Test nine, the PMA Spatial Relationship Subtest, tests

visual closure.

Inspection of graphs 5.1 to 5.3. reveals that

the lower differential in the nine-plus

gr-'""-^

was the result

of failure of the high achievers in reading to do better than

the high achievers in the seven year old group, while the dif-

ferences in the eight year old category were the result of high

achievers doing very well relative to the low group.

For this

reason catuion should be utilized when classifying test nine
as a good discriminator.

J

i

•

(

Further Inspection of Table
5.9 indicates that, in terms
Oi overall patterns, the
older students seem to be
experiencing
considerably more problems than the seven
year old group in thi
visual area.
The older groups' process deficiencies
are in the

perceptual and concept formation areas.
Table 5.10 below presents the percentage
differentials
for each age group and the average
differential percentages
by age groups in the visual-motor
modality.
table 5.10
Percenta ^-e
A chi overs i

High and Lon
ilodalit;

Test

11;

rCl

Test fame

h

I'odif i

15
16

Bender
Frost

9

31 inve;

1

1

i'a
1

o

20

1

^

J-

O

U

7

Board Te£

—

A-

*

w

9+

0

0

5

6?

90

O J)

12
23

15

9

p

7

10

33
35
12

39
49
11
12

17

2S

29

!

Benton
ITPA

f».

-A-veragi

differential

—

The data on Tahle 5,10 suggest that test fourteen is a poor

discriminator in terms of reading achievem, h and ought to be
replaced or revised.
appea,r

,

Tests sixteen, nineteen, and twenty

on the oasis of the above evidence, to be discriminating

only moderately

w'-ell.

Tests seventeen, eighteen, and fifteen

proved to be good discriminators on the basis of the criteria

established above,
5.3

fore detailed discussion based on graphs

to 5.3 for tests seventeen, eighteen, and fifteen will be

discussed

below.
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The high achievers in the seven year old
group scored
better than the high achievers in the eight
and nine year old

groups on the Slingerland Copying Test (test
seventeen).

For

the low achievers, the eight year old group scored
best while
the seven year old group scored lower^and the nine
year old

group scored nearly 25 percent' lower than the low
achievers in the
eight year old group. The high achievers in the eight year
ola group scored best on test eighteen while the seven year
old group ranked second and the nine-plus group scored lowest.

The performance of tne low group on test eighteen is of

interest.

The seven year old group scored highest with the

nine-plus group scoring 3? percent lovrer than the low scores
in the seven year old group.

The best test in this series and

in the whole battery in terms of discrimination

vfas

the Bender,

test fifteen, which is a test of visual motor, part-whole

perception.
Table
’

5.

IT below presents the percentage differentials

for each age group and the average differential percentage by

age groups in the

sual- vocal modality.
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TABLE 5.11

Percentage Differentials by Age Groups for High and
Achievers in the Visual-Vocal Modality

Age Group

Test
Number

21

22
23
25
26

Lovr

Test Name

8

9+

Strauss & Lehtinen Fig. -Ground
Perception Test
Q
y
ITPA Visual Closure
9
Hide Range Achievement Test
57
Detroit Letter Sub-test
2k
Golds tein-Scheerer Color-Form Sorting Test 11

13
19
51
17
Ik

13
13
40

_6

Average Percentage Differential-

23

20

7

—

On the basis of the data presented in Table

22

5.H

27

above

one can assert that tests twenty-one, twenty- two, and twenty-

six are discriminating moderately well in terms of reading

achievement.

Tests tx^enty- three and tx^renty-f ive are discrimi-

nating at or above the 75 percent level for all the tests in
the SLD Battery,

The Wide Range Achievemnt Test appears to

be a particularly good performer.

The tests in this modality

appear to be good performers.
Table 5.12 presents the percentage differentials for
eacli

age group and the average differential percentages by

age groups in the visual-auditory modality.

1?8

TABLE

5,3.2

Percentage Differentials by Age Groups for
High and Low
Achievers in the Visu.al~Auditory Modality

Age Groups

Test
Number

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Test Name

Buzze-r Two

Buzzer Three
Buzzer Four
ITPA Grarnmatic Closure
Gates V-2
Ga, tes

3/i.—2

—

8

11
4

8
0

11
4

1?

31
23

14
14

17
20
13
33

—

Buzzer Five
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

7

-

A.verage Percentage Differentials

15

9

8

:i3

7

33

13

24
11

13

1

j..

*'•«

The data on Table 5.T2 indicate that test twenty-eight
is not a good discriminator.

Tests twenty-seven, twenty-nine,

thirty, thirty-one, thirty-two, and thirty-four appear to be

discriminating moderately well.

Test thirty-three discriminate

above the 75 percent level for all the tests in the SLD Battery
In general, with the exception of Buzzer Three, the tests in

this area appear to be doing a moderate to a good job of

discriminating between high and

lovr

achievers in reading.

Table 5,13 presents the percentage differentials for
each

8-ge

group and the avera,ge differential percentages by

age groups in the auditory modality.
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TABLE 5.13
Percentage Differentials by Age Groups for
High and
-chievers in the Auditory Modality

Test
Number

35
36
37

Age Group

789+

Test Name

Wepman
Modification of TTPA Auditory Closure
Sub-test
...
I'lodii ioation of ITPA Auditory Sequential
Memory Test
Buzzer I
ITPA Auditory Reception -

...

38
39

Lo''r

Average Percentage Differentials

•---

9

C
0

10

11

11

2

-6
9

4
12

6

11

12

The data bn Table 5.13 suggest that tests thirty-six,

thirty-seven and thirty-eight are poor discriminators in terms
of reading. Test thirty-five, the Wepman, appears to be a

borderline-moderate discriminator because of its reasonably
consistent performance. Test thirty-nine, the ITPA .Auditory
Reception, is interesting because the test discriminated

above the 75 percent level for the nine-plus age group
while exhibiting

c"''v

moderate to poor performance at the

seven and eight year old levels. This suggests that the

disabled readers in the nine-plus group seem to be experiencing more difficulty in understanding the meaning of
questions presented to them through the auditory modality,
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In general, the performance in this modality indicates

that the seven and eight year old students, on the average,

do not seem to have clear patterns of differentiation while
the nine-plus groups exhibits a pattern of differentiation

that suggests some problems are the result of failures in
these areas.

Table 5.14 presents the percentage differentials for each

age group and the average differential percentages by age
groups in the auditory-motor modality.

TABLE 5.14

Percentage Differentials by Age Groups for High and
Achievers in the Auditory-Motor Modality
Test

Age Group

Test Name

Numb*er

40
41
42

9+

7

Ilg, & Ames V/riting Name Sub-test
Ilg, & Ames V/riting A.ddress Sub-test

—

Buzzer Test Six

10

—

19
15.

Average Percentage Differentials
(--)

Lovj

16

2?

29
100
6
.

45

Test not administered to this group
.

1

.

.

1

.

1

,

1

,11

..

— ..Q

1

"

Test forty-one is a good discriminator

I'or

the nine-plus

group but was too advanced to be administered to the younger
age groups.

Test forty is a good discriminator,

in which the subject

because

a.ll

’vrrites

his name, proved to be interesting

the high groups did

scores for the low group

'Test forty,

vrere

I'lel],

on chis measure.

The

.84 for the seven year old group,

the nine year
.83 for the eight year old group, and. .75 for
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old.

group,

TI1GS6 scor©s

lnd.ic 9.t© that th© old.©!* r©t&pd.©d.

rsad©rs w©r© having mor© difficulty than th© young©r group,
Buzz©r T©st Six is definit©ly discriminating at above th©
75
percent level in rh© battery for th© seven and eight s.g© groups.
However, the nine-plus groups seemed to exhibit less difficulty
in this area.
In general,

it seems that auditory-motor functions are

closely linked with reading achievement and that the low

achievers experience more disability in this modality at the
older age

.evels,

3

Table 5.15 presents the percentage differentials for
each age groups and the average differential percentages by

age groups in the auditory- vocal modality.

TABLE 5.15

Percentage Differentials by Age Groups for High and Low
Achievers in the Auditory- Vocal Modality
Test
Number
43
44
45
46
47
48

Age Group

789+

Test Name

Informal Sound Identif ication Test
ITPA Auditory Closure
Eisenson Auditory Agnosia Sub-test
ITPA Auditory Sequential Memory
ITPA Sound Blending
ITPA Auditory Association

Average Percentage Differentials

—

39

n

35

19
10
15

18

9

10

-6

18

1

16

15

7

15
20

333

Tests forty-five and forty-seven can be judged to be poor

discriminators in overall perform.ance by age groups.

Test

f orty-eight can be judged moderate for the seven and eight

.

161a

year old groups but definitely
is a poor discriminator
for
the nine-plus groups.
Tests forty- four and forty-six

can be
Judged to be disorlminatlng moderately
well.
Test forty-three
can be Judged to be a good
dlsorimlnator at the seven and eight
year old level but not at the nine-plus
level.

The tests in this modality tended to
discriminate better
in the lower age levels than in the
nine-plus age group. This
consistency of performance suggests that older
disabled readers
have very much less difficulty in this
modality than the younger
groups

Table 5,16 presents the percentage dif ferentails
for each
age group and the average differential percentages
by age groups
in the vocal modality.

TABLE 5.16

Percentage Differentials by Age Groups for High and Low
Achievers in the Vocal Modality
Age Grout)

Test
Number
49
50

Test Name

7.89+

.

Ilg. & Ames Naming Animals Sub-test' --

j-5

-4

12

ITPA Verbal Expression

P4

9

5

Average Percentage Differentials

20

3

9

Observation of the data on Table 5,16 indicates that test
forty-nine is a

])oor

discriminator

becai.ise

finding in the eight year old group.

of the negative

Test fifty is a good
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discriminator for the age seven group but a poor
discriminator
for the eight and nine year old group.

In general, the vocal

modality seems to be a better discriminator for the younger
rather than for the older age groups.
The foregoing analysis has been based on averages and
v;as

a basic exercise to identify patterns of failure through

descriptive statistical differential techniques.

Differential

percentages that were recorded may be the result of reading

achievement or IQ differences.

A test's failure to record

differences may not be a failure in the test but may be due
to the fact that children with Speci fic Learning Disabilities.
on the average, do not suffer from failures in the function

being tested.

o

.
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Again

I

it should, bo empha.siz6d that tho individual

performance on the SLD Battery is important because it allovjs
the remedial teacher insight into the student's specific

pattern of failure even if the student does not conform to

average patterns

Keeping these cautions in mind, a few general comments
will be offered below concerning patterns in differential

performance for the three age groups based on high and low

achievement in reading.
The seven year old group experiencing Suecif j.c

Learning Disabilities is likely to have a different pattern of errors than, for example, the nine-plus group.
The reason for this is that subjects in the seven

year old group could be failing due to immaturity of functions.
As one advances through the age groups, some of these disabled

students are likely to overcome their Specific Learnin-v D isa-

bilities through maturation.

The nine-plus group is more likely

to be composed of children with deep-rooted and stubborn

learning failures.

In addition, by this time secondary psycho-

logical failures may be blocking the channels of communication.
The -evidence presented above in tables 5.8 to

5»16 points to the conclusion that failures in the

tactual, audi tor y- vocal

,

and vocal areas may be linked

to problems of maturation,

The more select older group

experienced more difficulty in the visual sequencis-l niemoiy,
visual-motor, and auditory areas.

All age ranges exhibited

.
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differentials based on reading
aohleveiaent in the areas of
visual-vocal, visual-auditory and
auditory-motor channels.
One possible use of this Inforraatlon
is in early identification of children who are likely to
represent the most

persistent learning problem cases.

For example, seven year

old students who suffer specific
fallings in the modalities
In which older students experience
the most difficulties may

be likely candidates for long range
serious problems.

This

is not to imply that students experiencing
other patterns of

failure should not be aided but it does
suggest an area for
further investigation.
Graphs 5.7 and 5.8 present the score point
differential
in performance on sub-tests in the SLD Ba.ttery
based on

variations in 10 for high and low reading achievement
groups.
Here the attempt was made to allow the IQ to vary
while holding

reading achievement constant.

Graphs 5.9 and 5,10 present the

percenoage dii f erentials for high and low IQ groucs
the high and low achievers in reading.

fo.r

both

It would have been

useful to also separate this set of data by age groups but

sufficient data for each class was not available to allow this
breakdovni

Inspection of Grpahs 5.7 and 5.8 reveals several interesting
points.
lov7

First, it is obvious that in the case of both high and

achievers in reading, IQ in a quantitative sense seems to

make little difference.

Differences in IQ seemed to, on the

average, differentiate better for high achievers than for low

i
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achievers.

Second, review of the graphs indicates
that the
scores on the sub-tests lie very close to
the norms established
for the tests.

Inspection of graphs 5.9 and 5.10 reveals a very
interesting variation in patterns of percentage
differentials
for

high and low achievers in reading.

In the low groups almost

all differences are very low even with this
dramatic technique.
The data on 5.9 also indicate, that test 5.b,
one
of the

important discriminators in terms of age and reading
achievement, was dramatically negatively linked to IQ.
This negative
linkage was also present for the high achievers as
demonstrated
on Gia,pn 5*10,

The data on Graph 5*9 s-lso reveal that the

general failujre in the visual-vocal area by the low achievers
is ne^^atively .related to IQ,

Graph 5*10 indicates that there

is a moderate difference between the high and low IQ levels in

tne visual ' vocG-1 area for the high reading achievement vroun.
The relationships on Graph 5.10 indicate that in the high
IQ group there are moderate differences exhibited on many of

the tests based on IQ.

The variation in patterns for high achievers and low

achievers is extremely important because this 3LD Battery
vj-ould

normally be administered to low achievers in reading and

the evidence indicates that IQ has an extremely ins j.gnif leant

effect on performance for this group.

Therefore, one can

tentatively conclude that the battery is effective in terms
of identifying specific leariiing failures in the low reading

achievement group.
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The results of the statistical
analysis presented on
page 1 JTO above indicated that there
was a significant
difference between high and low reading
achievement groups
on the basis of IQ at the one
percent level.
It is possible
to develop a shortened battery
of tests which would differentiate at the 75 percent level in terms
of reading achievement,
holding IQ constant.

Such a refined battery should not be
used to replace the
SLD Battery for, as pointed out earlier
in this
chapter, if

we are to discover specific learning
difficulties, an extended

battery is necessary,
A shortened predictive battery might still
prove useful
for ohe purpose of screening out the dependent and
independent

rela oions.aips between specific learning difficulties
and related
eraotional disorders.

those tesus

tna.t

The object of such a battery is to select

tend to differentiate best between high and

low achievers in reading when IQ is factored out.

If a student

experiencing reading difficulties did poorly on such a battery,
then the cause of the reading failure would be assumed to be
a comoination of S uecific Learning Disabilities and
the related

emotional problems would be assiumed to be a dependent variable.
If a student experiencing reading difficulty performed well
on the tests in the shortened predictive battery, then the

emotional problems would be assiLmed to be an independent

variable and the Specific Learning Disabilities uould be
assumed to be the dependent variable,
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Graphs 5.11 and 5.12 present
percentage differentials
based on high and low achievement
in reading for high and
low IQ groups for all age groups.
Using this

data, the tests

were selected for the low IQ group
which differentiated above
the 75 percent level for all the
tests in the SLD
Battery.

A

battery was also developed for the high
IQ group using the
75 percent or better criteria for differentiation.

Prom these

two batteries coEinon tests were selected
and are presented
below in Table 5,17,

TABLE 5.17

%

Tests that Differentiated at the 7
Level for Both Hivh
and Low IQ Groups Based on Percentage
Differential in
Reading AchievemLent for All Age Groups,
Test
Number
5b
15
17
18
23
33
41
42
43

Test Name
Ha.lstead Tactual Performance b~2

Bender
Slingerland Copying Test
V/ISC Coding Sub-test
Nide Range Achievement Test
Buzzer Five
Ilg, & Ames Writing AddressBuzzer Six
Informal Sound Identification Test

Administered to

onl;/ the

nine-plus group.

If a child experiencing reading difficulties does poorly

on the above battery, then the cause of his difficulty should
be assumed to be the pattern of Specific Learning D i sabili tics

exhibited by his performance on the SLD Battery.

Treatxoent

would concentrate remediation on those areas that wore deflcicn
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If a child experienclns reading
difficulties dees wen on
the tests in the above battery
listed in table 5 17 it
night
be assujned that the child is
experiencing emotional problems
that are at least partially causing
the reading disability.
In this case a detailed psychological
examination and program
of therapy, where needed, should be
.

,

provided concurrently

with the remedial program.
It should be stressed that in both
oases remedial treatment of the SLD problems, when Identified,
should be provided.
If a child who exhibits the expected
failures on the predictive

battery fails to respond to extended' remedial
techniques, a
detailed psychological examination is advised.
Discussion of Results
Based on the BHD02R procedure, it was found
that all but
eleven of the tests in the SLD Battery viere
signif icantly
correlotted w^th reading achievement.

Suggested revision of

the tests that were not significantly correlated
with reading,
as well as discussion of fo'or tests that were
rejected under

the BK02R procedure will be the subject of Chapter Six
below.

Evidence, based on the BM02R procedujre, also indicates that
the tests in the battery are measuring separate functions as

only four tests were rejected,
Exarainat 3.on of age, sex, grade and IQ parameters in

relation to reading achievement revealed that only IQ uas
significantly correlated with reading success at the .01 level.
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Next, patterns of test
performance v,ere examined
on the
basis Of reading performance
by age groups.
It was found
that failures in the tactual,
auditory- vocal and vocal
modalities were linked to problems
of maturation.
Failures
in the visual sequential
memory, visual-motor and
auditory
areas were exhibited by
students in the nine-plus range.
All

students with reading disabilities
experienced difficulty
the Visual-vocal, visual-auditory
and auditory-motor areas.
Since there was a statistically
significant dif-

m

ference between high and low reading achievement
groups
on the basis of IQ, differential percentages

on the tests

for high and low IQ groups were examined,
holding reading

constant.

It was found that IQ made almost no
difference

for the low achievers in reading. but that
it made mod-

erate differences in performance for the
high achievers
in reading.

The observation was considered to be extreme-

ly important as the SLD Battery

x-^a's

designed for adminis-

tration to children experiencing reading problems.

The

implication was that the study results are more reliable
than suggested by quantitative statistical analysis.
Finally, an attempt

x\ras

made to develop a shortened

predictive battery by holding IQ constant while examining

differential performance by high and low achievers in reading.
The battery

X'jas

developed to aid in screening out students that

were experiencing reading problems caused by emotional problems
from those in

x-^hj

ch the basic cause of reading failure was a

pattern of S pecific Learni ng Disabilities

.

It was suggested
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tnat persons experiencing: reading
difficulty aho did well on
this battery should be subjected to
detailed psychological
examination and that a program of
psychological therapy,
ivhen needed, should be
administered concurrently with
the
remedial program based on the results
of the SLD Batter-/
V
•

,

,

CHAPTER VI

PROPOSED RECONSTITUTION OF THE BATTERY
ON THy
THE STATISTICAL EVIDENCE PRESENTED
Ilf CHAPTER

FIVS.

The evidence presented In Chapter
Five indicates that
the method of approach that was used
to develop this battery
IS a useful method and should
provide a very powerful set of
tools to aid in unders tanding persons
exhibiting Suecifio
Learning- Disabi 1 tl p.g
1

.

It is the object of this chapter to
investigate some

ways that the battery can be strengthened
zo further im.prove
its perf orm.ance

Computer Program BMD02R

x-ras

a very useful statistical

technique because it has highlighted not only the
areas

vihere

the tests contribute to diagnosis but it has also
provided

valuaole clues as to the tests that ought to be altered.

Some

of uhe tests, such as those included in the revised prog;ram,
ohat did not significantl.y correla.te

x-/ith

reading success need

to be re-examined and revised or replaced with superior tests,

ihe tests rejected througn the step—vrise regression process

need to oe re-examined to see if the high intercorrela.tions
can be substantially reduced by the revision of these tests
or,

conceivably, by the alteration of the tests with which

they are intercorrelated

I

)
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TABLE VI.
Correlations Betv;een Independent
Variables
(Tests of Cognitive Functions)
And Dependent Variable
xReading Scores on Slosson Oral Reading
Test
Name of Test

Tests of Cognitive Functions

Correla.tion of Independent

Variables with
Slosson Oral Reading Test

Halstead Ta.ctual Perf orma.nce a~l
Halstea.d Tactual Performance a-2

Halstead Tactile Form Recognition Test
Hisenson Tactile Agnosia Test
Ha].stead Tactual Performance b-1
Halstead Tactual Performance b-2
Frostig IV
Frostlg III
Frostig II
PM/wSpatial Relations Sub- test
Informal Puzzle
ITPA.-3-Hisual Sequential Memory
ITPA-2-7isual Reception
I T P A - 6 - V i s u a ] Association
Modified Segiiin-Goddard Form Board Test
Bender
Frostig V
Slingerland Copying Test
Wise Coding
Benton
I TPA - 1 0 Ma nua 1 Expression
Strauss & Lehtinen Fig. -Ground Perception Test
ITPA-7 Visual Closure
Wide Range Achiex^ement Test-Reading Sub-test
Detroit Letter Sub- test
Golds tein-S sheerer Color-Form Sorting Test
Buzzer Test-2
Buzzer Test-3
Buzzer Test-'^l'
ITPA-9 Grammatic Closure
Gates V-2
Gates VI-2
Buzzer Test-5
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
Wepman
Modification of ITPA Auditory Closure Sub-test
Modification of ITPA Auditory Sequential Memory
Sub-test

.129
.123
.010
.002
.191
.237'«u'-

.183
.406'--

.218----

396
.088
.

249^-:^

.093
360 ^.142

.

•

---

.

.

.

547 --

.387-".272--.

306'"‘'

.341^.218---^-

.151
.274>“.907^'^
.451^>‘
. 256
.281*
.125
352 ^-

^'^-^

.

.385^-

.457*
.379^-

.496*
.492*
.314---

.205---*

.235^"

26*
^able VI,

Continued

I

Name of Test

Tests o f Cosnitlve
Punotlo.-is

Correlation Of Independent
iabl.es with

Buzzer Test-1
ITPA-1 Auditory Reception
Ilg & tees Hriting Name
Sub-test
Sub-test
BufzJr

?eltir“"®

liRA-l_
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xA.udi

^'^®"tifloation Test
uory Closure

Auditory A.gnosia Sub-test
-^^^itory Sequential Memory
ITPA— x2-Sound Blendinp'

ITPA-4 Auditory Association
IlS S: Ames Neming Animals Subtest

Oral Readinp' T p Q

.

-H

*'5f

.30i^>-

222 *’"
.416*
,464*
.471*
316 *
216 **
.4^0*
260 **
.338*
,314*
.

.

.

,

Significant at the Ifo Level
Significant at the 3^ Level

Eleven of the forty-nine tests
included in the ooinputer
prograr„s discussed in Chapter
Five above, and presented
in
Table VI. I above, are not
significantly correlated with
reading
success at the five percent level.
Some sUt^ge^ted modifications and
comments on the prccedures needed to gain information
that will facilitate the

modification process will be presented
below,
•

Test Revi ew

I hg Halst e ad Tactual P er formance Test s (a-1 and a-2)
.

both Involve the placement of geometric
shapes into a formboard.
Host of the high and low achievers
in reading passed
this test indicating that the test
tasks are relatively simple.
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These tests can be strengthened by
utilising a time limit
when administering the tests. These
time limits should be
determined by administering the tests to
a large, random
sample of elementary school children end
by computing the
average time utilized by this group to
complete the tasks.
31lS.^alstgad, Tactile Fo rm Reco g nition Test
involves the

matching of visual with tactual stimuli.

This test must be

strengthened as most of the high and low achievers
in reading
passed the test. This strengthening process
could involve

the introduction of more difficult test material
and/or the

introduction of time limits,
Il2e_^enson Tactual A.ccnosia Test involves tactual

recognition of familiar objects.

This test is too easy and
«

should be revised to include more difficult recognition
tasks.
Such tasks might include tactual recognition cf
three-dimensional

wooden or plastic letters.
The Halstead Tactual Performance Test (Fart b-1)

requires the subject to reproduce geometric forms on paper.
These forms were introduced in part-a of this test.

The

statistical information gathered does not give us information

which

X'Till

allow a sensible judgment about why the test does

not correlate with reading scores.

The percentage data,

presented in Chapter Five, suggest that the test did appear
to discriminate between high and low achievers in reading.

Some suggested procedures to re-evaluate this test will be

suggested below in Section

B.

This test
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will be retained in the battery
since it is automatically
adininiy terecl as part of Halstead
Test b-2,
is a test of visual
discrimination.

This

test appeared to discriminate
between high and low achievers
in reading.
The statistical information
gathered does not
point out why the test does not
correlate significantly with
reading scores. The test should be
retained In the battery
until a more useful test, which more
closely resembles reading
tasks can 1)6 developed,

evaluates the suh.lect’s abilitv
to assemble visually, separate puzzle
parts into a unified
wnole.
This test failed to show a significant
correlation
T'rith

residing because it was too easy.

The test should be

strengthened by substitution of a more difficult
puzzle for
the original puzzle used in the study.
Heceution Sub-test involves abstract

matching of pictures on the basis of analogy.
01

Observation

results of this test in percentage terms in Chapter
Five

indicates that a slightly higher percentage of high
achievers

passed the test.

More information is needed to determine why

the test is not significantly correlated with reading.

usefulness

oi

The

this test in the battery as presently constituted

should definitely be questioned.

For the present, it will be

retained in the battery because of its low intercorrelations
with other independent variables.

,
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The.

—

st

involves the identification of simple
figures embedded In a
complex background. There is no
evidence as to why the low
correlation with reading has occurred.
More testing is
needed to discover why this low correlation
exists.

The test

Will be retained in the ’cattery until
it can be replaced with
a superior test.

The_Juz^i^Tesi^ involves
code pattern on a buzzer set.

the tapping out of a morse-

This proved to

easy task for both high and low achievers.

'oe

a relatively

This test should

deleted from the battery since another measure
of this
function is included in the battery,
oe

Fornboard
tes

u

for both high and

I077

Test,

achievers in reading.

was an easy
This test

can be strengthened by substituting more complex
forms for
the simple geometric forms used in the test.

The results of the step-wise regression program indicated
ohat four tests snould be deleted from the final battery
as

they proxaded no additional predictive value to the total
battery.

The tests which the program deleted were the Gates

T he Buz zer Test s 2 & 6. and The Goldstein-Scheerer

Col or- Form Sortin g Tes t
As pointed out in Chapter Five, the SLD Battery was not

reduced sufficiently to be an economical screening device and,
thus, the battery’s chief function is as a micro-diagnostic

tool to pinpoint specific areas of weaknesses in individual

learnins disability cases.

These tests will not be deleted

from the battery for the following
reasons!
1.

These tests scores were signif
Icantly oo.r.rated
oorr»lated
witn reading scores.

2.

Inspection of the table of interoorrelations
on
computer nr ogram BHD02H shows a low
correlation
oetifesn eaon variable deleted by
the step-wise
regression and other independent variables
in the
.

*C

0S

t

In all probability several similar
independent variables
in the battery incorporate some of the
functions measured by
each deleted test.
It is difficult to be absolutely
sure that
the individual subject has failed all the
test which include

functions measured by a deleted variable.
Sr nested Acuivities fo r PLirthsp Hefinement
The present constitution of the 3LD Battery should
be

considered as a first approximation of a final battery
that
will incorporate the procedures and processes discussed
above.
The next step uhat should be followed in the process
of

developing this battery will be to administer each one of the
tests in the battery to a large random samrole of elementary
schooj, children a.nd to develop standa.rd score norms
based on

the sa.me population for each of the tests so that a.ccurate

comparisons can be made between tests in the battery.

Secondly,

alternative structures for informal tests should be developed
and tested to determine which structure provides the most valid

measure of the functions being measured.

An attempt should be

made to reduce the intercorrelations between the independent
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variables and to increase the
correlation within the
dependent
variables.
Each of the empty grid
se,gments ought to be
re-examined to see if tests can be
developed
for tnese

fun.,tions.

Finally, the battery should
always be subjected
to res tructuririp’
thp hPQio
-o
oasxo of new cest material.
•

a.

,

,

CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary and Conclusions
The objective of this thesis was to
develop a battery
of diagnostic tests for the purpose of
identifying Spe cific
v;hich are contributing to reading

failure
The rationale for developing this battery
was that

better diagnostic tools are needed if the problems
of the
D i s a b i 1 i t y group are to be treated suc-

cesfully. Existing techniques for diagnosing these
failures

appaientlj are not working adequately for an important

percentage of the school population is falling to obtain
functional literacy.
The SID Battery is unique because, before the

battery was developed, a grid system was established crosscorrelating specific cognitive functions that are related
to the reading process and the receptive and expressive

channels of communication required in the learning process.

After the grid was established and rationalized
tests were revievjed

and.

placed into the appropriate grid

sections depending on the cognitive process-modality

combinations that

t)ie

tests purported to measure.
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A review of the available
tests left many of the
grid sections empty, other
grid sections contained
one or
more tests that were rejected
for Inclusion In the
final
battery based on the criteria
set up
Chapter Four. In
some cases Informal tests
were developed to Insert
Into the
empty grid segments. Informal
tests were also developed
to
replace tests which were
Impractical because of time,
cost or availability.
Some of the grid segments were
left
empty because It was difficult
to describe what tasks
should be used to test the
function identified In each

m

grid compartment.

Chapter Four addressed Itself to
the selection of
the tests for inclusion in the
final battery.
Once the battery was finalized,
the next task was to
field test the battery to determine
its effectiveness in

identifying

n_c__Learning Disabilities in
students

witn persistent learning problems.
in the study

vras

The sample group used

selected from among children with average

or above intelligence and without gross
sensory,

psychological, or neurological defects o

From this sample

population two stratified groups were seleci;ed on
the
basis of high and low achievement in reading.

The criteria

for this selection vxere stated in Chapter Five
above.
The persons ndminis tering the battery were, for
the

most paru, highly qualified teachers specializing
in the

area of learning disabilities!

The submitted to careful

1.3 ee pages
discussion of the qualiii
cations of the individual researchers.
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training in the administration procedures
to control
tester erroro The research team tested
students in the
fall and winter of I969 and I970.
The results were placed
on a profile designed for the SLD Battery.
The results of the field test were analyzed
utilizing

appropriate statistical techniques discussed
in Chapter
Five acove.
The results of the statistical analysis
tended
to confirm that the test battery was a very
useful tool

in the diagnosis of SLD problems.

A detailed examination

of patterns of differential performance based
on reading:

achievement, age, and IQ was undertaken.

Evidence was

uncovered which suggested that certain failures in
cognitive
processes within specific modalities could be linked to

maturation while others seemed to be more strongly linked
to persistent SLD problems.

Finally, in Chapter Five a

predictive battery was developed to be used in isolating
the dependent and independent variables between Spec ific

Learning Disabilities and related emotional problems.
Chapter Six addressed itself to reconstituting the

battery on the basis of the statistical evaluation in
Chapter Five.

It was found that while the battery

apparently had very important overall usefulness as an
approach to dealing with persistent reading problems, a
great deal of refinement of tests could conceivably

strengthen the battery and make it more useful than

presently constitutedo

The important contribution may not

20 ?

be the battery as now
constituted so nuch as the
systcatlo
approach to designlns the
battery for diagnostic
purposes.
For example, there is a
strong possibility that
in the
futur-e new and better
tests of some of the
cognitive

processes will be developed
and that the tests of
cognitive
processes in the present
battery will be replaced by
these
superior measures.
Impli cations for Further
Research
This author has spent many years
in the elementary

school classroom as both a classroom
and demonstration
teacher in three widely different
school systems and in
five different schools.
These schools were located in a
variety of settings such as
1) rural schools with the first
three grades in one classroom,
2) suburban schools in white
collar neighborhoods, and
3) city schools in lower socioeconomic impact settings. Dealing with
students in all
three settings has awakened this
writer to the heart-break
of children from many different walks
of life who physically

occupy the classroom but who fail to achitv.
academically.

Working in her present position in the college
situation,
this vrriter has had a chance to visit and
talk with

educators dealing with all levels of education.

Most of

these educators are also aware and deeply
concerned about
the problems of the persistent learning
problem popul^^tion.

Again, persistent learning problems respect no
socio-economic

.
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class or ethnic grouping.

These cases are found in rich

suburban areas and the ghetto of the core
cities.
Much vrork and great amounts of public and
private
funds have been expended, particularly
in the past

decade,

in an attempt to help these children obtain
functional

literacy,

Hovrever

,

many of these children continue to

proceed through the school systems vrithout learning
the
basic reading skills.
They finally drop out of school or

graduate as hostile, rejected, young adults lacking
the
tooi.s

necessary for survival in our highly technical society

beyond the subsistence level.
Tne battery that has been developed in this thesis

IS a step towards dealing vrith these problems.

The problem

of dealing with the reading disability cases has been

identified as one of the problems of the 1970’s,

The federal

government has set the tone.
Former U,
/illen,

S.

Commissioner of Education, James

E.

Jr.f reporting before the General Subcommittee on

Education of the

U.

S,

House of Represents. ...ves

,

Committee

on Education and Labor in October 19^'9, set the target for

reading for the 1970’s,

He said:

He should im.mediatcly set for ourselves the goal of
assuring that by the end of the 1970’s the right
to read shall be a reaJ.i.ty for all*--that no one
shall be leaving our schools without the skill
and desire necessary to read to the full limits
of his capacity.
I am calling for a total nations:! coiiimitment to and involvement in the achievement of the right to read goal

students

rearLlLf expectation!^'’

rn®oMu?r;,*^;^^^ 3 ^”llllon
16-21. '’!re

*''"®

Illiterates

?™oWomuf !^nte!a!e:

callers®"^

Forces prof^ran

men fell below ^rade -eir^S‘7^ ^
'in reading and
academic ability,

According

'to

Allen:

The tragedy of these statistics
represent a barrier to success is that thev
that for manv
young adults produces the
misery
of

SnrcIL'^:

Mfe

-1-nation: and

!a?ked
‘in

of yillen s objects Is
to target research dollars

toward a greater understanding
of the reading process.
on March 2. 1970 . the U.
s. Office of Education
Kas
reported to have released a
request for research and
development sources as follows;
V'^lfare has
Kun.ca that it
anno!^S!f’t“L”t
i1 fn?e'd’’
intends to support phase program

for the ’? 0 's, The Right to Read," .American
I969, pp,

Mucoti on. December,

.
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development on Reading- o reach
vne iOxiowing objective;
100/"^ of aij. persons
not
in pemanent care instl
n,oc niist pass,
by
age ten. a criterion-referenced
tesr
•^hich is

performance on a set of
ad-n
adalt
reading tastes selected to have
favorable
returns to the individual.The above comments and information
x-rom the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare have pointed the .ray
The SLD Battery has been developed
for the purpose of

iaentifying deficiencies in the cognitive
processes
related to reading. What is needed
now is more research
utilizing the organization and structure
of the research
conducted in this thesis project as a basis
for developing
better diagnostic and remedial techniques
in the area of
Learni nec Disabilities .
Apparentj.y, the U. S. Government has made

commitment that they
dollars.

a

firm

are willing to back up with research

The aims of the research are almost identical
to

the aims sought to be achieved by this battery.
The test battery development and the field testing

represented a pilot study that was conducted under several
serious handicaps.

First, it was conducted with no research

budget, vrhich necessitated the enormous voluntary contri-

bution of many highly qualified and busy specialists that
made up the research team.

IR/i

Even with the co-operation of

^International Reading Association Memorandum to
Members, (See Appendix F)
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this group, the number of samples that
could be collected
was limited. If these persons had
been paid for their
efforts and if other costs had been
covered, the total cost
of the study -.rou]d have reached the
five figure category.
To adequately test just the existing
battery would require

an expenditure of three to four times this
figure.
Secondly, the battery was designed and
developed

exclusively by this researcher.

Her area of specialization

is in the field of elementary education
and, in particular,

reading and learning disabilities.
Third, the informal tests were developed by this

researcher to fill a void discovered in testing programs.

Fortunately

5

many of these tests had a high correlation

with reading and low inter-correlations with other tests
in tne battery but these tests ought to be tested further
to see if they are measuring the cognitive functions and

process modalities they purport to test.

Many of the

formal tests in the battery also need to be examined

individually and redesigned to save time and to improve

validity and reliability data.
Fourth, the test battery is not the only component
of an effective program designed to aid persistent learning

disabilities cases.

Assuming that the battery, as now

constituted or as revised through intensive research effort,
does screen out the specific combination of learning

difficulties facing the student, then a set of systematic

o
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techniques are needed that

win

effectively remediate the

problem areas In the most efficient
and Interesting manner
possible.
Fifth; the results of the research
in Chapter Five
seemed to suggest that the goals
of remediation were micro
and different from the goals of
a screening battery
vrhich

tended to identify groups of problem
areas.

This does not

mean that the SLD Battery will not
offer valuable clues
and organizational discipline which
will allow the future
development and testing of a predictive
screening battery.
What is needed at this point in order
to
proceed

further with the development of the battery
is a research
team composed of well-qualified persons
from the fields of
education, psychology, and statistics.

Each of the team

members ought to be well-qualified in the area
of learning

disabilities.
The research team should be divided into three sub-

groups.

The first sub-group would work on the refinement

of the SLD Battery.
v:ith the SLD

Each member of the team that is workinc:

Battery refinement ought to be willing to

accept the concept of the micro-approach concerning the
testing of individual cognitive processes and channels of

communication as put forth in the two-dimens ionai grid
t

system developed in Chapter

Tvro

above

The second research sub-team should concentrate its

efforts on the development of a predictive battery that

can te used as a screening
device.
closely With the first
sub-team.
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This team

„1H

„ork

The third sub-team should
work closely with the
first
sub-team but its duties
should be to develop a
systematic
array of program units designed
to aid in the effective
remediation of the learners'
problems.

At the risk of being
presumptuous, and at the
slight urgings of informed
persons, this writer suggests
that such a research team
be formed and that a
proposal be
submitted to the appropriate
organizational agency in

keeping with the above
organization or some other even
more
suitable program.

Appendix A

Published Tests of
Cognitive Processes
Incorporated Into Grid A

Pertinent Information
about each test will be
presented
in Appendix A. A
separate footnote win
not be provided for
each test because the
footnote Information Is
given within
the format of each test
description. When information
Is
provided from another
source, such as a review
from the
Mental Measurements Yearbook,
credit to tne
crt-uim
thA autnor
a
will be
given in a footnote.
*

The tests will be presented
In alphabetical order
by
test name.
When Information Is not
available, the category
heading will be deleted from
the review data
order to
make the presentation as
brief as possible.

m

h
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—

Auditory Discrlminat Ion Test
Anthor:

Joseph

Wepman

M.

—
Date of Publication

Cost:

!

1953

15.00 per 50

Number of F orms

Malg lstratlon

Two

:

Time

;

7

minutes

^l-nmlnate
Description

:

Each form consists of
30 pair's of'wnvHo

.

Pronounced by the examiner are

different.

Statistical Data

:

Cut off points are presented in
the manual to
inaioate when children at different
ages (agesTs)
^he norming population conslsterofiaa'
grade children
in rural and urban communities.

Scoring is based on number of errors.
Cut
off points concerning the maximum number
of errors
allowed at each age level are presented in
the manual.
Test - retest administration
reliability coefficient of .91 (N-109)
:

yielded a

The author indicates that children with
speech and reading disorders often exhibit poor auditory Q iscrlralnat ion.
Several studies are presented to
indicate tnat failure to develop adequate sppech and to
learn to read are related to poor auditory discrimination

;
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The mean differenc es In
auditory discrimination
and in
reading presented in the
studies were significant
the
at
level.

Modality
Process

Auditory

;

Discrimination

;

Arthur Point Scale (9 Subtests)

Author

;

Grace Arthur

ZH^]J:Sher;

Psychological Corporation

Date of P ublication

j^s;

;

1933 - 4 ?

4.5 to adult

Cos t

Knox Cube Test (Arthur revision
Seguln Form Board
Arthur Stencil Design Test
Pcrteus Maze Test I
Healy Pictoral Completion Test II
Total Test

$ 3.60

22.00
3.00
11.50
22.50

$60.00

This is a non-verbal test of general
Intelligence

Desc ription
(T) Knox Cubes;
The examiner taps four cubes in a
specified sequence, and the subject must
reoroduce
tne sequence.
(2) Segiiin Form Board;
Ten geometric figures are to
be placed into the corresponding holes in the
board as rapidly as possible,
Two-figu. ^orm Board; Cut-up pieces are to be
( 3
fitted into a square and cross cut out of the
board.
Casuist Form Board;
( 4
Similar to the above, only
four figures.
(5) Manikin or Feature Profile (depending on level);
Cut-up figure of man or cut-up face is to be
assembled.
(6) Mare and Foal;
Picture has cut-outs that are to be
fitted into place.
(?) Keenly Picture Completion I & II;
Picture has square
cub-outs, cand subject must select the appropriate
block to make the most meaningful picture.
;

)

)

1

(

8)

S

:

:

P 0 Pt 6 IJ,S M 3.7 S'

5

f
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*

traced without retraoine^o^^'^ mazes are to be
(9) Kohs Block Design:
using colored cubicaloLlgns a^^rto“L^ ^“P^°<Juoed
bl^ks * ll^e those In
for children,
sets
(10) Arthur Stencil
Design

Seguin Form^Board*^\ealv
plot
teus Mazes, p?eseAtinfa
and Porset Of tasks^ro; f
®
different
1 ?™
In
the otner tests
however, it substi tni-f^o ?.
a
In thls’test! the sublecri%^^f,%^^ii Design ?Lt.’
colored cards Sd
slror
designs and colors. The
that can be nrod'jf'Pd ktt o suble't fa shown a design
certain ones of
the cards oroviler^o
^he right
cut-outs and background a^d
right order to^p^fd^cT
thT^^lf

^^^of

f

.^t a 1

s t i c al

Dat a

and
tsricblSd'Sfrf IfnglfsSS" ®“Pdized
^ large random
sanmle of middle oinco
*

a
mxQQie class Americans
was used^ in
dardizarion population,
t

:

t>tan-

The reliability data in
the manual is

adequate.

ZaliALt^J

Arthur relies for evidence of irATiH-'+®P^test af^
sSc'LfslM^agff
of ratings
obtained frof revilld fSrm’'^Il"wflh
form I and f?o^ the Bine? soale“''

pi?F™ce of eLrsJbtlst^ll°'the
thfLf^^f

f

Irthf^sf
thf lpe?d?Ith"!jf.oh

Of the solutlon.fr tf
graded
gf
tasks
fs? solved,
The point credits for the
subte=^
oS
are
summed
ur» to give
a total point score and
this is converted to a MA equiva-

-ftal^fe

Icafagf IqIs?
Lf tf
^

,

Binf 7

Kodall tv
(1)
(2)
(3)
(^+)

Visual
Visual
Visual
Visual

-

~
-

motor
motor
motor
motor

Thorndike and Hagen,

p.'

Lf
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,

f rf of og-

distribution as the

:
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(Continued)
Visual-motor
Visual -motor
Visual -motor
Visual-motor
Vi sual-motor
(10) Visual-motor
(5)
(6)
(?)
(8)
(9)

Process
1

)

:

Me’mory

2)
10)

Part-Whole perception
Part-V/hole perception
Part-Whole perception
perception
(6) Part-Whole perception
(7) Concept Formation
(8) Part- Whole perception
(9) Part- Whole perception
Part- Whole perception
(

(3)
(^)

(

Bannatyne Vi suo- Spatial Memory Test
(Experimental Edition)
Bannatyne, Alex

Purpose

A.

This was constructed to evaluate vlsuospatial memory for designs without
involving
motor activity.

stimulus designs is presented
in succession.
After the presentation
is turned.
This uncovers

a page^
page of Pifvlf
eight hdesigns from which the subject selects
the
one design considered to be identical
to the original
design. All
,'ept one of the eight designs are siign.
slight
s
variants of the stimulus design.
*

^£^£iSit2.5L_55t5!

Modalit y;
Process

;

Visual

Memory

No data are available presently for
this test.

1

:
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The Basic Concept Inventory

Aut^:

Siegfried Engelraann

^Hblish^:

Follett Publishing Co.

Date of Publication

Mes:

:

I

967

Designed for culturally
disadvantaged oreschoolers and kindergarten
children, slow
learners, emotionally disturbed
children and
mentally retarded children.
It shoul ? L? ^
actainisterea to children
oide“tSrlS

y^Ls!

Cost

;

Mainis t^tion Time

;

20 minutes

inventory is to evaluate
the ex-ent'^to^^h^^'^^
^
^
a child, or a groun of
developed certain academicallyrelated concepts.

Descrip tion

scriLrbe!ov^r
Part

I:

Basic Concepts

The subject is asked to follow
objects that are
described by the examiner.
Moda lity- - Aud i t o ry- v i sua
is a test of basic concepts
such
as object^ names and time and
space
relationships.
The subject must also
be able to sense relationships
between
concepts when full statements ar*e
presented.
Part II: Statement Repetition and
Comprehension - This
*es^.
ne subjects ability to repeat
and answer literal questions implied statements
by these
statements.
Modality - -Audi torv-vnp.al
Pfoce^-Auditory memory, ability to understand
simple concepts and sense relationships between the concepts,
^ art Hi:
Pattern Awareness - This section tests the
child s understanding of the kind of patterning
on which analogies are based.
There af*e thre*^
kinds of items:
1. An auditory sequencing test, involving
the
id ent if i cat i on of a pattern of cl.apping"
executed previously by the examiner.
.

-
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2.

involving the
^
digits presented by the
ill
xamlner and the recognition
of principles
governing tne expansion of
the nuraerioS
series.
The purpose of these items
is to
3-

identify the expansion principle.
3. An auditory blending
2test.
Modal it V -- Section 31 “— AuqI tory-motor
Section 2 Aud i t or y- VO c al
Section
“ AuditoryProcesses- Section 1 Auditory, vocal
memory,
sequencing.
Section
-Auditory memory and
ability to formulate
principles.
Section
“ Sequential memory
Statistical Information!
.

—

-.

This is an experimental edition.
Thus
data 9 ie available for this inventory.

no statistical

The Bender Motor Gestalt Test

Author

Bender

L,

;

The American Orthopsychiat Assoc.,
Inc.

Publicatio n
A ges

;

5" 10 years

Cost

;

$5.00

;

Time;

1946

Average time is

6

min. 30 sec.

This is a test of visual-motor perception.
It is also a projective test.

Description

;

The Bender Gestalt is composed of
9 figures which are
presented one at a time and v:hich the subject is
requested to copy on a blank piece of paper.
-Modal ity

Visual-motor

;

Processes

;

Part-whole perception

Statistical
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Dnt/Si

;

N££S.s:

The Koppltz scorlriia: svst^n
v.
study as this system was
efal^at^d
luated
through
research. 1
empirical
(1) Noimiatlve data were
derlvarl rr*r^m
in/i
public school
children reoresentlne:
ent sohools^IooaLffn
ru?al Lairr"
and Easte^r^Itef
2
i

(

)

different wajs:
D«’'®loP=>ental Bender
k'’®
System can be
compared with that of

1

2

ohronologLaJ a.e
0 ?he- enildren with
the
same
level Sr matu?
2??

3.

oeS:

S.I£»“;rH,S'Bar;„,;.
provided for ages

5_9|.

‘

ISlialilltx: Scorer reliability ranged from PR
or
Test-retest reliability with a
fol~ month
lit'
testing showed correlations
ranging'

can? a?

llT/ootiUk

are slgnlfl-

From a study of 77 school children
seven
identified by Koppitz’whicr
di?ferfn??a?frb:?
^ ^ ^ bet/7een high and
low achievers,
'^he sev°n
op+-i^
?
categories
are:
Distortion of shape, rotation suLtH
tution of circles or dashes for dots,
perserveratlL
the parts of a figure, subffutlon
of angles
of
inJles for curves, and extra or
missing angles.
Koppltz, The Bender Gestalt for Youne
Children
f’*’
(New YorK!
Gr'one & Stratton, Inc.,
1967) pp. 15-33.

d'ltle!

Berea Visual Motor Gestalt Test

Author

:

Publishe r;
A^es:

The test was developed at Berea College
Berea, Kentucky.

Children

8 or

above and young adults

’

:

Purpose
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:

developed for^^use wi
performed well on theth^chUdren'^a^
Bender
Showed some
Descrlot nn
i

adults who

»

l'°°
displayed L^LrS?'* He
beglns’^dr-f
card is displayed.
Howev^?

^-dng

designs

f

J'ijreUle"?
tashs, he -st^l;L\^Ji\°;?f

Statistical Data

;

feorSl^L^orrseLTi:

hTpresLl^'

ef

'

Pmally mean a defective
visual

memory.

pSfot\^SfE?^ih?S^
--

informed^%i“

Scori iig
^

^sinemoered figure cannot be rel

if
1

-

^r.

+-u«

exafiSfnrpofnt

If the remembered figure
can be related to the
“here are oflous
rrors
orr'infhefr
in tne figure, then one
point is criv^n

ef
'

each
Scfpar?”"f!r%J:'®"r
par.
ilar, then two

ii2^..^jJ:_^Z--jiy,^luated

Process Sva lu at ed

Title
'

iff

i'lMlor:

•

:

orlglnf-in
points are given.

Visual-motor
Memory

Subtest from Stanford Diagnostic Heading

Bjorn Karlsen, Richard Madden, Eric
Gardner

)

:

;
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Harcourt, Brace and
World
;

1954

Two forms at each levpi
Level II - Grades 4-8.

—

‘

r

n

-r

I

-.

Grades 2-4

auditory blending.

"*

Descrit)t l nn

’

?

word after
°f a
4he^word*^hls^been^divld'’d^"'*
elements and the sounfof
meaningful
each II e!f
mined.
The subject Is asVed ? slement nas been deter®
oirole next to thrsounf
ia the
word pronounced by
examiner,
the
_Stat 1 st i cal Data

^qrr^:

Norms are presented in
terms of -fo
and percentile norms
for this

^

Lbtest!®

fffeffM-^^r^^measuSLnf

r

presented in the manual
ranged from .79-. 95 and tho?he sniirSl
ment score points ranged

talent and

correlations

Information is orovided i-o
cernlng content, construct'
and ooLurren‘ validity.
Intercorrelations of the varloursoMf
JJttests range from
.59-. 8“;.
Generally
f
fact that eaoh'te^t’ls
^he
eyaiuat^L to
evaluating,
tt some extent,
different «
by the other°°sT4*eJts
in"?hrbI44S""
validity was assessed by
co4e?atKf
<qr.R subtests
® SDR
and
the Stanford Achievement Teit
r
^
*^°brelatlons
ranged
from .40-. 72.
Visual— auditory

Process

Title:

:

Blending

Closure Flexibility (Revision of
Gottschaldt Figures)

;4iithoi;

L.

L. Thurston, T. E. Jeffrey and
Measurement
Research Division, Industrial Re].ations
Center
( Manual

s;

I
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Publish:

Education-Industry Service
P£t^ of Publicat on
1963
i

•

For adult males
.^ost:

$5 per 20 tests

Tlme_reauiredj:
minutes

line.

The su eject places a
check ma-k

-^?Ly:Sjyx;al_pat^

Standard score norms based
on
presented.

_
-

Zg-li d i ty

:

Zpoe ess .^ aluat^
K.

(Nev;

Try^:

•

Figure-ground perception

Buros, 31lg-_ Sj-k’th Mental
Measurements Yearbook,
Jersey: Gryphon Press,
19^77 P~

;^hpr:

I'.

L.

Thurston, T.

Unlv!'o? Chlclgr*
P ublish er

:

£9.gt;
Admi irij.

t
people
are

Vi sual

Closure Speed (Adapted from Street

Mg s

in^;

Split-half coi relations of
.78 and .94 are
reported.
More evidence is needed
concerning what this
test measures
•*

0.

1

E.

:talt Completion)

Jeffrey, Measurement
Helations Center,

Ed u c a t i on- Indu s t r y S e rv ice.
1225 East 60th
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637

Adul t mal e
$J per 20 tests

str ati on^ Time

:

3"’-

minutes

:

:

:
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To evaluate subjects ability
to perceive a
disorganized whole.

Pigr-pos e

Descrip tion

Subject is required to identify
a picture
from incomplete material.

Statistical Data
Norms:

Standard score nojrns were presented.

R^abmtjx:

Reliability coefficients ranging from
• D/
to ,70 were reported,

Vaij^ij^:

No information is provided about
vjhat is
being measured.

Modality

visual- vocal

Proc ess

TTy^e;

;

Perceptual closure

;

Detroit Tests of Learning Aptitude
Harry J. Baker & Bernice Leland
5

Bobbs-Merrlll Co., Inc.

P^be of P u blicatio n;
Ag£s:

3 -

Cost

#10. 00/set

:

Form s

Revised I969

Adult year

One

:

Purpose

:

To provide information about the child’s general aptitude as well as specific information about strength
and vreakness in the follox^ring mental facilities:
1. Reasoning & Comprehension
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Practical Judgment
Verbal Ability (Pertains to good vocabulary)
Time & Space Relationship
Number Ability
Auditory Attentive Abil.ity
Visual Attentive Ability
Motor Ability

f

e

deLrSef Ll:.f

of th^
^

Which are evaluated.
•^i?-^i2£®:2vAbsurd i ties

--

-ill be
modalities and process

Tino

identify abs^IHItbs Ir
to him by the examiner plotf
Modalities: Visual - Vocal

aUenff s^Mlfyl^ef“nrof

Verba l Absurdities

3.

-

The

j.

,

-bloh are presented

"^-^l
t>eing evaluated.

Present to him orally by
the examiner.
Modality:
Auditory - Vocal
i-rocess:
Reasoning, comprehension
and ve-bal awmevalulf
Plctor ial offsl'f
several aTOH^iVis, Ihl
^'^om
concept which is just the picture which depicts a
presented in the stimulus opposite of the concept
Picture.
Modality:

f

visu'aj

Process: Conceutual
A.

Mof
Modalities:
Utle-^Tdf
Auditory

Vocal
This^test involves the ability
to formulate

recess:
5.

ilfli^lrlefof

cfel
in terms of accuracy and
time.

Modality:
6

Les

®
?s"scSrc-’^

Motor

.

subject repeals groups of
unrelateT“w^^Tr

the-exafn^f

f ^L^^d'ofy
Process: Memory
7 . £?:2i.Coraffiias^^ -

The subject must follow oral
coDimission in correct sequence
after they are presented by the examiner

Modalities: Auditory - Motor
Process:
The process involves sequential
memory

tuch-af^f:
8.

“
Modc^3-i tics

I

rn^this’act^^^"^^^^'

subject must answer ‘Id^-'^lons
questions
judgments.

^i'bd

^^uciitoj-y

’„alh,

—

voco,l

comprehension are involved

:

.
:
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-Visual At tent, inn

. The subject
must repeat from memory
and in sequence the
names
of objects represented
bv nictu-rp^r, of
that were nreviously disnlaved
objects
examiner.
Modality: Visual - vocaf ^
Process: Short term memory
10. 2i:i|nt^^;
The subject is asked to
answer
spatial and temporal
?eStion^h?"^"

anrten.;oSl ?e?aUonsh?ps ofttif
ccnJeptSsllevef
comprehension as well as
verSFabill^y?'’^"®
’

11

“Us
PaJts\^=^s

test.

In

geometric shapes. In
reproduce geometric

Shapes f?™ memory!
Modality: Visual — Motoi*
Process:
Part A - Part- whole perception
Part B — Short term memory
l^^rt C - Short term memory
12 . A
for Related Syllables - The
subject is asked to rep-iSb-'fT5i-5^7£^t^^^3^"®
nrences
presentee orally by the examiner.
Modality: Auditory - Vocal
Process: Auditory — Memory
13 .
” The subject responds
to
perta.ining to^ basic mathematical skills questions
such as
counting, adding and substracting.
Modalities: Auditory - Vocal
Process: Number abilities
14 .
The .subject responds to
questions pertaining to the und erstand insr
of basic
social concepts. (For example, V.Tiat is
a^jail, a
ilreman, money, a party, etc.?)
Modality: Auditory - Vocal
Process:
Concept Formation
15. V l_s_u_al Attention Snan For_ T^e_f-.f^c _
The subject
to repeat from memory, and in correct sequence. is
groups of letters v'hich were displayed by the
exam.iner

Modality
Process
16.

Visual - vocal
Short-term memory

Disarranged, Zi£$Ellgs. “ This test consists of a
se •ies of ten pictures.
Each picture is broken into
a number of disarranged sections.
The subject is asked to number the various sectlons to indicate which correct sequential arrangement of pieces v?ill produce the correct picture.""

Modality:
Visual - motor
Process:
Sensing relationship

b e t w e en concepts.

228

Questions

~

Thf=»

direTH^HT^-esented

*

bf^hf

exaatnL
ainei
A sample
question will follow:
"Draw a line under the
letter F, cross nnt
^
®
Moa
Modality: Auditory - Visual above th^r*'
Motor
18 .

.

rotation

specuTM

to

Modality: Auditory - Vocal
Process:
Conceptual

Statistical Data

:

Schools whose
tvofrpi of large metropolitan school population was
typical
citle'^ as measurpH --a
surveys by the use of standardl!;ed
tests of eduLwonaj
achievement and group intelligence
examination.
-ggrl ng !
Age norms have been developed
for the 19 sub|
«t three month intervals"
vals, a^d'f"'
and a general mental age is
derived from the

subtests^^,a:e^S:en

ad1lnL?f?Id!‘'

Test reliability was sampled first
on 48
oases wltn a correlation of
.959 + .01 after an Interval
of j months between 1st and 2nd
testing.
A second
correlation of .675 ± .01 was found for a
grourSf 792
chronological ages from ?-12 years.
tv!o
report was based on mentally retarded,
delinquent, and emotionally unstable
children.
'

When over 4,000 cases XArere compared with
a
similar ni^ber that had been examined a few
months
earlier with a >^11 knoTm individual
examination, there
was agreement within one point of I.Q.
in the first
median and the third quartile of the two
distributions.
This indicated that the Detroit Tests
of Learning Aptitude v^ere a sensitive
instrument for the
examination of mentally retarded as well as aversoe
pupils.

Developmental Examlriaticn Tests
Ct.,

F,

W. and Ames L. B.

:

:

:

:

:
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Publisher:

Gesell Institute of Ghnn
Harper Row Publishers

Date of Publicatio n:

5-10

*

I965

years

Cost
Pui*T)Ose

This is an evaluation
which provid^-s

develoLentai level
Of
of a school age child
and will indicate inmisplacement of the ohild'ln
sch'oor
.

Descripti on

The various subtests Kill
be described
below:

Questions about age

birth

Modalities: Auditory- vocal
Process: Conceptual and
relationship between conHonjci^^
Parer Tests:
a. Writing name or
letters and address*
Tf f'hn^
can't write his name he is asSd
t^'wrlLlitters
dictated to him.
b. Writing number 1-20.
c. Copying six basic forms:
fcirelP
triangle, divided rectangle,
diamond in*2^o^ierthree dimensional forms (cyliV
different orientations).^
d.
o,

facial expressJSn!®""

’’i"

Modalities
a. Auditory - motor
b. Auditory - motor
c. Visual - motor
d. Visual - motor
Processes
a. Memory
b. Memory
c. Part-v;hole perception
dc Closure
3.

High o and Left (Adaptation of Jacobson's
Right and
Left Tests)
a. Naming parts and sides of body
b. Carrying out single and double
commands
0. Responding to a series of pictures
of a pair of
hands in vmich two fingers are touching. Response

:
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is first verbal
and then motor
(age 8 and over).
Modalities:

childTs IsklTtl

b.

Auditory

Proceslesf^
a.

-

(when
right or left hand.)

motor

‘

motor

Memory for names of
body parts
rieht an^ieft

verbalii?ekroSs

“

7

of

rleht^'Lri^ft^oSentat^or
4 . Form^ Teats
(Prom Karion

Konroe.“^^;81ng Headiness

b.
c.

5.

VisuS Th?ei'''{SrL)

“^'''='’^’'‘5

f°™s

Proleotion into formi I
Th^f orms°Ler5®"®three are presented
visual
1
asked to desc?^be wha? L
is
reminds him of.
Modalities?
a. Visual
h. Visual
motor
c. Visual
vocal
Processes
a. Visual discrimination
b. Visual memory
c. Test of language
facility
to name animals for
60^600^8?^""^
Modality: Vocal
Process: Long term memory

m

'

6.

tH^bes?
7
.

.

home, lnL"Lfand'ou°tdoors?°"^
Examination wj.
of teeth
uceon

like w
“‘i- «

Material!
pla-txc pieces:
6 colors and
5 shaoes:
Publisher: Badg *^r Tests Co.
Ltd., Liverpnol^House,
1518 Eldon St., London E.C
.2
Price: I5.OO

m

"kite paper
"i'^kes.
IfLr
iinisning
??nChinfthf?e?f’'e?
the design, the subject is
asked
to ton
the examiner about what he has
made.
ThfoMe^
i® ikat there Is no generally
accented
system.
Examiner must evaliiate

“’^k
iilie
Ames
proved? data as to performance
IioVide
of children 5-10 years
ricdality.

Process:

Motor-visual (some auditory)
Conceptual relationships

:
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Based on data renre^’ent
age flow and the
direction^in^wM
examiner must determine

r,fr

hu

t

lo^iSitudinal or
changes, the

Ue^
battery

?f toriubj ec^f

tfaftrial

(

and
final examinations.
Validity
Predictive
Correlated with teacher ratings:
Kindergarten: 83^ agreement
1st Grade:
S 8%
2nd Grade:
59^
kindergarten predictions
and a°Sal'"schL^'’n''®S"
:

(20-30

:74!“‘=-' ""

“‘’^Idren

Tests Were Chosen*

Hov/

.a;

TiWe:

cWld?enrwL

ss

Embedded Figures Test

Author

Herman A, Witkin, Ph. D,

:

Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc.
Date of Pi^blicatlo n

!

I969

10 year old children up through geriatric
groups
'I'lnie

:

Approx.
5

^15

min.

This is a test of
•

f igure*-gound

perception

M^^terlals:
The test material consists of
three sets of cards: two sets of 12 cards
v^ith Complex Fig'ures, numbered consecutively in order of test presentation, and
a set of 6 cards viith Simple Forms, designated by letters A to K.

:

.

,
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The test is administered as follows;
1. Subject is asked to ^e^ribe
a complex colored
ues 1 gn
2. Next, the subject is shox^m a
Simple Form which
is contained in that larger design.
3. Finally, the examiner again presents
the
design and asks the subject to locate and first
trace
the Simple Form which is embedded in
the complex
colored design.

Statistical Data:

No^:

Age level norms are provided in the test manual.^

S£or^g:

The subject’s score for the test is the
of the solution times for all 12 items.

sura

Spearman Brovm reliability coefficients
for ages 10-13 ranged from .6l -.86.
V alid ity
1.
The author refers to five studies (correlational
and factor analytic) which ,provide evidence that
peiformance in the ilFT is related to performance
in a variety of other perceptual tests x^;hich
involve ability to overcome an embedding context
and to performance in a variety of intellectual
tasks which involve the same ability.
2.
The author Indicates that a number of studies
demonstrate that ability to overcome an embedding
context in the EFT, is asscciSited x\’'ith more
differentiated functioning in a variety of other
psychological areas. These include;
a. Studies relating EFT performance to social
behavior.
b. Studies relating EFT performance to nature
of body concept,
c. Studies relating EFT performance to nature
of defenses.
d. Studies relating EFT performance to forms
of pathology.
e. Studies relating EFT performance to differences in family and cultural experiences.
Modality
Visual - motor
;

Process

;

Figure ground perception

^For chijdren betx-reen the ages of 5
9» a special
children's version of the EFT (CEFT), developed by
Karp and Konstadt (1963), is recommended

:

;
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•

Examining for Aphasia
Jon Ei sens on

iHbUsher:
of

jig

The Psychologleal
Corporation

Publ i cat i on

:

1

95A
I

post

^6.50

;

ose

adults

^^os^lan^lgf aMUties^^
functioning

wSiatabSshed?°^“"^
Pgpo^j-Ption

:

Designed to test for levels
^ aKii-i-fability in receptive and
expressive spheres.
Spher es
a.
- simple recognition
without
<

Interoretatio,

l°ro:.Aten^Ll
Aphasi a^
1. Auditory Comprehension
2. Reading Comnrehension
Modality - 1. Auditory
2. Visual
relationshios
c
-Exp res sj. y e Snheres
" Inability to use
tools including na-f’ts
^
01 body and speech
mechanisms.
include
t» •

2

Kr:?ena\ract?o°n!
luolude reoetitl
numbers, and simple sentences.
b. Anhasias^^^""^*
1.

*

^utoma^_sneeoh

is tested through recitation
of days oi wee^s, letter of
alphabet, months
Of years, and through counting.
writing from dictation, naming, word
finding, arithmetic calculations, oral
readlru
and clock setting are tested.

Modalities
Automatic Speech
Vocal
Spelling and V/rlting - Auditory - motor (from
dictation)
Naming - Visual - Vocal
Word Finding - Auditory - vocal
-<

:
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Ending - Auditory
Arithmetic - Visuan

-

vocal
vocai

^°"S term memory
- Long term
memory
Naming - Long term memory
Word Finding - Conceptual
Arlonmetic - Long terra memory
(calculation^
conceptual (problems)
C-lon^^
lock Setting - Long terra
memory
Statistical Data
'

;

Scori ng

A plus ( + ) Is entered on
the soorlnp-'^J-ag sneet
sheei- ir
if answer
is correct.
A check mark (^) ic

2.

correoUra?fcf?h=

f
examiner

offered
some asslstanL.
minus (-) is entered on the
scoring
^ sheet^ if
response is incorrect.

3.

-t-Kp

.

jp-iSilSndJx\\-S?i„SS‘;;SL‘;f.sjr'«a'ss;„ss's;

Ti^]^:

sss.*'"*”'

•”

-

Figure- Ground Perception Test
A. A.

Publ i sher

Strauss & L. Lehtinen

Grune and Stratton

:

Date of Publicat ion
Cost

:

1

947

t

Time:

5 minutes

i^I£cse:

This is a test of figure ground perception

Descrintion
nis rest; consists of a series of a card with
black and
wnitc drawings of objects such as a hat, a teacup,
milk
bottles, a knife, a chicken, etc.
These pictures are
erp.bej.aed in clearly structural
homogeneous bacicground

:

,

;

,
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consisting of Jagged and wavy
lines, squares

crosses

Procedure

^seoondrand^tL'oSif ^faskeS

of

To make sure that the child
can perceive the°si-^^?'^"
exposure, each card is

presented\^Si^:^ln"^^,r--^,„.

Statistical Pa t a
Nor^s:

No data available

Soqrinsi

Four different reactions to
cards were

The four reactions
'•

.h ,

a.-re:

tf tL^SroLS!""^

'*

a"va^1'i,SlmprecLf:anL!l°'
described only the background, not
mentioning tne object. (Scoring in
terms
xuji> oi
of backoac,^ground resuonses)
•

background but

imprecisel?!”^^°""^
No data available.

A study was conducted with normal,
mentally
defeccive and brain injured retarded
children ranginp*^
in age from ?-ll years.
The percentage of
responses made by normal, familial retarded background
and brain
injured retarded were 9 %, 14^ and
75/^, respectively.
study seems to validate this test for
identifying
:ildren vxho were retar d e d
._.

Modalit y:

Visual

Pro ces s:

Figure-ground perception

Pull Range Picture Vocabulary Test
Robert B, Ammons and Helen
’

S.

Southern University Press

Ammons

i

cation

1 9/4.8

:

and over

2

M^istration
—

Timo.
-iiiiS*

in
id-15

.

minutes

A vocal test to
measiJT’c
factors underlying
^
^ Wise
Tests.
^^^^XliqtjLon:

^-u

factor or
Blnet Vocabulary

avnH

The testee is asked
or gesture which of
the^fni'^^"^
form pictures
best lllustra-hAcj
rates +-u
the meaning of a
Word.
given
^

at 1 s t i G a1

fa

;

Adequate.
Median odd-even reliablllt
for various age groups
>,as

lalMUx:

Concurrent Validity was
foil
in sample population)reported a- follows:
.’30

-Tr|j«°"

:;u\^

Vocab^ary

.98 with Wechsler
Vocabulary Subtest

SV a 1 u a t e d

Vi sual

;

Conceptual

:

lltle:

The Gates-McKUlop
Heading Diagnostic Tests
.^i}o.r-*
Gates, McKillop

labilsher:

^ bl

9.f

-

Ages

B™

°f Publications,
Teachers' College
Columbia University
i

Grades

;

c at

^n

1

:

96 2

1-8

£2^/’

$2.50/ specimen set

T^me:

6O-90 minutes for total
battery

IJ^r. 2.2 .§

9

-

To diagnose reading
disabilities

Descri-ntioni

Pr,n>^

-

•

:

;
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£ssorl£_y^:

(Continued)

^

le asked
by letters

printed In the te^I
Modality:
Visual rooess: Memory - aSdUorv

(Long term)

2.

Test VI-2 Initial t
a series of
Pronounces
19 words
the letter in the
to
tes t booklet
22
which represents
sound,.
the
‘

w.i

Modality;
Visual Process: Long Term auditory
Memorr
3.

Test VII - Auditory
Blendini?
nounces, by oarts,
each of^
must identify and

Mfallty:

MdUorr-

Process:

S

examiner prowords.
The sublect

Short Term Memory

^
same or different.
examiner are the
Modality: Auditory
Process: Perceptual
discrimination

^P'^tist i^aT

Morms:

(2^^

All the tests were standa,-s:, s
Psing tne same
population.
Grade equlval
vided for tests VII,
v-?
provided for test vhl-t.’ vi ?
,

'

No data available
In manual

Valldj^:

rH
•

No data available
In manual

Goldstein
Thinking

—

Scheerer

Te="f'c:
^

r>r
^

av.^+Abstract
and Concreti
i.

Mthor:

Goldstein, Kurt and Scheerer,
Martin
Pubmhej;: The Psychological
Corporati
ion

Pw-b licatio n

Ages

Adults

:

1

94 x« 5 j

:

,

:
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Cost

164.00 for coaiplete set
of material

Purpose and C escrlptl nn
Test

mo.of/slt^
^tio
-squares!

T^r^tf;

SSi2^E°a_Sort)n^

reoroduoed In one of fL«aoh
colors
Th
subject Is
asked to sort them
Into groSnr('n™^^«
and then to resort
^°"'>®Pt-color)
them
a
fway, (form a
second concept-f orm
ati
cases (emotionally
disturbed, brain damaor^d
=>
Modality:’ VisSal-mo?f; ’
Process;
Conceptual

L

)

"

-i-

S'o'SSSo^'SK S#aM=^4«-2!!s

=«?s
This

ble.

Process;

tes?

sSL

-

“Pf-.
as possl-

Conceptual
(Aporox. $17.)

This

^^ISbtaesrand sItSaSonf
The subjects are required
The^:°b,"®^^"®
to
groups according to different sort the sSns in?;
o-lnolple's

Modality; Visual— motor
Process;
Conceptual
- Modified Version
^^^ation consists of standard sets
of aides ccivpn
cannot complete the
designs fe /r
^ is given an opportunity
to
copy from a*fi-P ow
up, or from a model)!
\o objective scorlnrsystlm"^^^
authors.
This test tends to
damaged and normal subjects
w^!^^g^eat^doa^!^

Process;

Part-whole perception

|ilSil_Test - This test requires
with small plastic sticks
and tTit P^'^^uce t.iom from
memory.
No norms or scoring
'
Qvo-'-pm are
sy^uera
available. Little research has been done
to
soclate this task v/ith brain damage in a
specific
cortical area.
.
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Modality: Visual-motor
rooess: Part-whole
perception and memory
Statis tical Data;
Noinns

The authors indicate thaf

•.i

t

impairment.
Unless one
ta?ps into account
o
LaKes
the entire n>'ocedn-A
speciiic reasons for the
encounters, one cannot oxmu.
slraoly rearof?''fr“'"‘
read off i rom a
score which task
Soore
t«cv represents ^
a greater dlfficulty and which is lesser.
Anv sta^ist on^
evaluation has to be based
analysis of test results; upon a auaMt-p-^"
quaU
precede statistical analysis."! tativ^^a^Jr
I

_

1

'

^Kurt Goldstein and Martin
Scheer<=>'
" AhPh-r’:ao h
^ ^
siudy
wuh
special
Test^®trP°"'/-?

Dashieil.

F.

Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities
Kirk, Samuel A.
McCarthy, James
Winifred D,
Publisher
University of Illinois Press
5-9 years
•

J.

and Kirk,

;

£o^*

Approximately |40.00

:^lSillistr^i_on_Ti^^

Purpos e;
in:

(

a)

1

-

i| hours

These 12 tests are designed to isolate
defects
three processes of communication,
(b) two levels

language input and output.
lan^uafrfn
The purpose of the sub-tests is as
follows;

of

THE ^ECEPTWE PfiOCESS
Ability to comprehend visual and auditory
symbols.
Sub-test

Auditory Reception; ability to gain meaning
from verbally presented material.
Modality; auditory
Process; conceptual
1

Sub-test

Visual Reception- ablne„
visual symbols.
Moc^ality: visual
Process: conceptual
2

organizing process
Ability to relateT orarani
or auditory symbols
In a

^

meaning

:7f=

me^ntngfuT way^'^"®

Visual Sequential Memory;
I
abili-v h reproduce sequences
of nonmeanincrf-n‘^r^
^^^ningful
figures
Modality; visual
from memory.
Process: memory (short
term)

““»

“3:t

-

Modality: auditory- vocal
Process; conceptual

Sub-test

Auditory Sequential Memo>'v

5

Process: memory (short
term)

Sub-test 6 Visual-Motor
Association- Jollity
.
abnii-v to rexate
concepts presented visually
Modality: visual
Process: conceptual
t-

i.

'

Process; perceptual closure
Sub- test 9

Grammatic Closure- shiii+-ir
-o make use of the
redundancies of oral 1
acquiring
automatic
habits for handling: svn^fv f
Inflections.
Modality: audltory-flaS^voS^
Process:
long term memory
i

organizing process at the

autLatio'^levelV
Modality: auditory-vocal
Process; perceptual closure

organizing process at the
andltory-vocal channel,
Mod"l
modo-lity
audiuory-vocal
Process: short term memory
.

IL^Ol^.^ESSIV^
an Idea.

manual symbols to transmit

*

24l

Sub-test

Verh^T
veroai Expression*

8

^^oa^Xity-.^Tollr
Process; conceptual
Sub- test 10

—

Manual Expression:

-vhi

i ^

4-

ept“Joo°axS!

abllif

^
to
express

Modality: mo?or
Process; conceptual

££scrlp^ion:
t>

teot

1

Auditoi-y Heception*
Quesi-^
orally by the^examiriS

P^^^esented

‘
iespcnse picture.
Sub- test 3 Visual
Seouenfi-i m
sequence card in
the test booklet
Is^exbosec^

‘

»».»« .....
"SS.XKS^SS"‘?;i„r subject
to

supply the final

term.’

Sub- test 5 Auditory
Sequential
to repeat increasiniriMemo>'y*
v 't

Sublf-

digits presenferl?®a
® un?fff
uniform rate of
second.

Sub-test 6 Visual
Motor Asscoiatinr.
o
subject must point
to'^hi
one
Pheral pictures which
i- mol
ated Kith a central
plctu^l

0

^?

f

is asked
2

of
per

t'Orl-

assool-

labeled lyl’^rexamlnS"
^Then^a
a Picture
S®
is exposed and the
strip
^

h

an or the suecineroblLts
seconds.
There ai'e I, stilps.
Sub— test

8

VerViaT

3°

ttw-'/i /'

describe each of"4
objecto\'!uh
tion "Tell me an about
'this!"

the'l^''’^?
-h-'^truc-

;
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Sub- test 9 Grammatic
Closure* Ty^/^r^
presented verbally
tures Khicrportrav

t

statements
Pl'=-

-rbal

TL"uMeot°[ ^
supplj the missing
words,

Sub-test 10 Manual
Expression: The suhie^tdemonstrate the use of
the pictured ®obfects.
Sub-test 11 Auditory
i

Closure;

The

examir^t^r^

Sub-test 12 Sound Blending:
Auditorily presented -evd
^oids
and nonsense vrords dix'lr’pn^ ?va+-"
'

Statist! ca l Data;

i-^'rt-VSf"ihe°IsL4J°2

700 Of Which were
inclSd^d^ln'-the*^?!^;?

Coffiposite°RL”®s4lr“‘'fo"4hrter’'v'‘®/^
Scaled Sco^'fs wlth''a ne-n^oe^^A
of 6 are ais5 avsVioM^ Sf

^

Standard
deviation

subjects mean standard
scoreln.rthnuStLr^^li^d^^^
_Reliab m_tv
1

.

Internal consistency coefficients
for the ITPA bv
^
sge and test vrere comnuted,
Overall coefficients
ranged from ,89 - ,95.

stability coefficients for a restricted
age range with full range
estimates were provided
for each test ranged from .71
o . 96,
The total test full range estimate
was

i-

•

3.

y

r

•

Split-half Reliability coefficents were
computed for
each age group on each subtest.
Overall coefficients ranged from .90 - .99.
A co] lection of several studies on
the conpredictive, content, construct and diagnostic

cur.rent,

T
2^3

validities of thp> ttpa
McCarthy & Olson:
* report by
'>lt is^diff i
overall judgement about
the valldi
battery and subtests,
f or the
J
tive studies reported
he^ei!^^
slfple su^atlon?
Gene?anv
suggest the
concurrent, construct
and
be adequate, foljowed’bv
validities to
th^
The chief cautions to
cJiag-nostic.
the tes^^^ould be these:
1. Our data suggest
especially the Audltory-Voca^^ ^coding subtests and
deviate from the dec^ZUT
subtest, may
f'
It is particularly
® Manual,
critical that^^
a prescription for
reLdl^Uon ^

I™

b^ed'or

clinical observation be used t^ conn™ it"?"
^ oimance on
the three the VonaT p,,
them.
Of
a’<=o<ltng subtest appears
the mok ;ana.
to

L

dencJs.'pIr^lSiy d°ysl“enr®"ir^s
that aunuary tests
acLmpany the use

On^th^ni^nols
err Vf-

Ti_t;e!

“'^euistlc

or?hr?TPA.

Studies

Abi 1 1 tuvr-

John Hopkln’s Perceptual
Test (Experimental Edition)
Rosenberg, Leon A

£y>ll,§ber!

see ERIC 0l4?54 for reference

Ages

to 7-11

?

3-0

A^JiIlL^tr^ io n Time
i'miese:

20 minutes

A test of child's ability
to discriminate
betvjeen forms

Pe^crijtion:
1

;

^

^he test items Include photographs
depicting
figure on a white background.

4

onf?t^’tb'^
lit rxt
time
c,

rnatch one of the five are
presented
and placed upright on a stand.

i

1

display of^fiv^wMch
card
coriectly matches the in
correct]
stimulus figure.

statistical
N°S>§:

Dat-a

:

No norms have been
published

U

—

t;f

:

The test-ret'est reliahnie
^^i^y coefficient
for JHPT vras .90,

* validity coefficient
of .572
<:qo
Stanford Blnet Te^t^Lr®
JHP?
La??”®'’"
no™;i and Lsmu?? of Borderline, "dull

Modal ty

;

Visual

Perceptual Discrimination

Kuhlmann-Flnch Tests
•:^^y2.9jC

f'inch,

*

£HM-lsher:

Frank

American Guidance Service,
Inc.
1

A£^:

H,

on

:

1951-1957

Grades 1-12
| 2.95 per 25 tests
•

i.v«

Identical to the stimulus picture
Ir all
Modal
Processes; perceptual constancy

The subject is asked to cross
out the picture in a series of pictures
v;hich does no
belong.
Modality:
visual
Process; visual discrimination
•

.

.

Subtsst —*

stimulus figures
second being an
^^e
the first figu-e
^JP^'esentat ion
select from amoiigVIve
part Which complltes
the
^P-Lstes the second
figure.
stimulus
^ ^ ^
Modality:
visual
Process: closure

Su btest

II

Pi

•

must select
The subject
^froramong^?iv^
^
alternatives the
^^^^ted picture.
MndoTi 4
Modality:
visual
Process: conceptual
-

The subject is
asked to Identlfv

r-c

thTp?S?Sle
Modality: visual
Process: visual d

stimulus domino
picture

'

IscDmlnation

Sl^ti>‘^ticai Dgj^
Norms are T)rec.p>o+.c.r?
median mental
ages and deviatjL
quotients.
cantile ranks
Per.
ar^provraedf"'''"'
i

i.

£224abilltv: Spllt-half
within age
coefficients of .86 to range reliability
•

Valid it V

92 are reported'.

:

1°’"
sStes^^n?ercorreif''t^"*'"^
correlations
Thf s’-btests
s- Mestfi’’^^^*
show gains in
scores throuvh
®
e^'°«th is
expected

Title:

Letter Int.. ..atlcnal
Perforraan ce Scale

Piim^h_^:

Psychological Service Center
Press
i C a t i on

A^es:
Cost

:

1

936 -

ij -8

2-18
Three trays
par tray.

ai^e

available

The cost is |2?.50

The Loiter is a non-language
measure of general
intell gence
It tests the subject’s
abilities
to cope v/ith nev7
situations.
i

31

.

.

zk-e

Pescr.l t)t j on

Thp

;

fco+-

ranging from simple
r^f^tching,
oairing of
to more
colors and objects,
—
w
complex
objects
relationships
gies, etc.
Below iis a descrintinri i^""
arialc
arialor of tests
^
sted into the grid:
incorporricorpors.

i_jL?2^Lte sts

Genus Bictu'cpcj oc ^v^*
same genus are matched^^
Modality:
Visual-motor
Process;
Conceptual

1

^

:

^

^:'“P3;'esenting

the

yes.T te sj;^

VI -

Analogous Progression*
cr,**
place squares in ascending
ordev
^^anaio^
“
to the arrangement
^^^logous
of circles
Modality: Visual-motor
Process; Conceptual
^

*

dete^lne the

ccplelf
pa^t
Modality: visual motor
Process: Conceptual
VI-

^

^ ° ^

_

Matching on Basis of Use: The
subject is asked
objects Vnich'’have a
both rmeanforirk:;or?a?l'»"^''’
Modality: Visual-motor
Process: Conceptual

./'

year tests
^

preceeded by Vt_i) The
subiect^f'"^
subject
is presented with
Mocks containing
concentric olroi6
subject is asked to place
these
hTnoiro 1
^^bSlng
from
the
olocK Wxth
block
with the least number
'

of cir'^les to

iloaaiity:
Hidaiu“" Visual-motor

number of ci^clL

Process: Conceptua]

VIl -3 Circumference Series;
The subject js p'cesented
of incomplete
clrclco
ciiclei°dfcfrr®^b'"f
differing in terms of their degree
of
completion.
The subject must arrange thc'cirascending order ranging from the
laast
complete to the most completed
circles.
Modality*
Visual-motor
Process:
Closure and sensing part-whole
relationshins

s

24 ?
8

year tests
VIII- 4 (Must be
preceded by VIIWith^plrtuies of clr“
out from their
oIroumfIrencLTr'l
'
must arrange pictures
Subject
in no ' i'?'
tased on number of
?adu^ extending
expend,^n®' from each
circle,
Modality:
Visual-motor
Process:
Conceptual (must see
relationship)
year tests
‘

IX-

1

Dot Estimation*

fVTTT

of dots on each card.

o

-uj

esi:imated number

Modality: Visual-motor
Process:
Conceptual

6oS”feslgn:!^®""'

analo-

Moda3,ity: Visual-motor

Process: Conceptual
10

year tests

X-U Line Completion:
Subiect must place seven
blocks in ordered positions
to complete a
series of Ijn O
Modaljty: Visual-motor
Process:
Closure (perception)
VL^

12

*

Xear tests
XII-2 Similarity:

Subject must match 8 series of

almlla^ruel.
Process:

Conceptual

Modality: Visual-motor
Process: Conceptual
Ij^

year te st
XIV- 2 Analogous Designs;
Subject must match analogous designs.
Modality
Visual-motor
Process:
Conceptual
:

:

:

l

;

3

XIV- 3 Memory for «
<
»lth a series of
terms of their orientatlr^^[^
aoaoe.
a lapse of time he mn^'f a
arrangement from memory.
Modality; visual
Process:
Short-term memory
XIV-l; Form
Completion Test: Sublect

After

llv^fed"ln?o%®"°“""^-'° ft™ «hich"Lr
subject
must identify
a°picture”of
^
^
^
completed
geometric form.
Modality: Visual
Process: Part whole
and closure percep16 year test

XVI -3 Dot Estimation:

Similar to IX-

18 year tes t

VIII

2

Dot Estimation:

Similar to XVI -

XVIII -3 Form Completion
Test: Bloclcs must be
plc.ced in notches
where they wil]
complete a geometric forr-'
Modality:
Visual-motor
Process:
Closure

Norms

number of months of
ea^ned^' o®
Cumulative credit is recorded credit
af
luw”! ;
l®vel
to
level.
I o''
The subject must complete
^ 100»
the entire test item for
credit.

Reliabil itv

Validity

- v3ndard deviations,
in terms of MA
score made on four well
accepted
Intelligence scales, comuared
favorably with the Leiter.

Intercorplaticns between the Revised
the Arthur Point Scale

of the
rano-eH
ranged from .66

- Form
adaptations

-

^ased on IQ and MA,
.

81

.

1
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toadlng'^Dlf^tcSty
Durrell, Donald

AnillPZ:

fHMigher-:

Harcourt, Brace and
World

Date_o f Publ 1 cat i on

;

1955
»

Non-reader or child tatVi^
^ on ^1st grade
reading
level or anv child
suspected of not knowing
letters!
hlf
c.

To assess the subject's
s ahn
n-v to
t
anility
name
letters

-?HI£ese:

Descr lT^.loni
5

i

Child is pov-^
case lettefs^

cal Data

+.

:

by the middle o'- 1st
the names of
the capital ana lower
case letters,

gradf^^h

MLl^blU^

^1^2.?*

and

Vall^

data are not available.

The Marble Board Test

Author:

Werner, H. end Strauss, A.

Publication:

Date

In Strauss, A.

A., and Lehtlnen, Laura
Of
ThI
4ilg~gr£ln.XhJ.ured Chi ld. "iriFTofFT
Grune and Stratton, lo^?,
pp. 31 - 35 .

194?

;

fiitcose:

This is a test of vlsuo-motor
performance
Description:
consists of two identical cardboards
tin holes.
h^i^^^^ The cardboard containing ten rows of
ten
is light gray and the
‘^l^bence frL the center
OJ
of one
oL^'hoirr
hole to fr^'
the center of anothe-r- is on^^* in-h
rnarbles and some 30 red marbles
are
used ^ One
u-ed.
Oni'^'h^^
board xs the examiners board,
on
which
h
constructs the mosaic patterns.
The other Is
,.

250

subject's board on whirVi
by the examine?/®^

Patterns

not Observe
he canth^exa.l:er°^^^t!^ %°
constructs the first
examiner
la no time
'
^here
llmu^'^ls'^thf snb?e
pattern, the examiner
thereLrd
“°'^® In numerlcal sequence in the
aenrorj^ffe
paper record blank.'
n ^Puared
Se^t^f
copying the marble
h®® finished
board Is removed,
He Is then requestedpattern
to "s’
Pl®twe» of the
pattern on threxaflne?., b
!
The same procedure
is used fo?
~^^j^^^tical Data
;

than two patterns”g[?ef
"?ronT'
indication of a disturbed
vlsuo-Lto; ;erc2p-

“°^®h®h
Part

I:

ModaJ.ity:

Process!

Visual-motor
Part-whole perception

Part II:
Modality: Motor
Process:
Memory (short term)

ptrauss and Lehvlnen, Pa
y cho g aU^p fry and Educatinr.
^

—

" letcZllT^

Developmental Test of Visual

Marianne Frostig, Phyllis
Kaslow, D. Welty
Lefever, and John R. B.
Whittlesey
£Hbi5niieri

Consulting Psychologists Press,
Pal o Alto,
California
*

251

Revised 1966

Co^^;

Ages 3-8 and children
xxaren with Too
learning disabilities
llo.OO for examination
kit

Mslnlstr^o^TlMe:

Approximately 20 minutes

Purpose :

Accoidlng to the authors,
sure certain operationally this test
definoH

.«

.0

i

ho
'^^signed to mea-

q

i

;;;;r;.sr:iuas

£H?-ri2_Upji:

ssa?*

Developmental Test of Visual
Perception

,Eye--Motoi^

Coordi na-»- no
This is a
hand coordination,
In^Lyr^^f^^ ‘-^^wing of test of eyestraight, curved or anvi ed^i ?
continuous
boundaries of
various widths, or
VOj.n. to point without
lines.
guide
Modality: Measure of motor
co-ordination

piYception^'oF^rl^^

i

•

i

involves shifts in
complex
hh
Hidden"
geometric foinns

grounds.
Intersect in^7 and
are used.
Modality:
Visual
Process:
Figure-ground perception
'

^_Cpnstancy of

Thin

^

parallelograms are used!^""’ rectangles, ellipses, and
Modality:
Visual
Process:
Perceptual constancy

Modality: Visual
Process: Discriminat ion
involves the
and patterns
These
consist of
|W’pc.‘or
lengths and angles which the child
is
reoui-ed
points.
Modality:
Visual
Process:
Part-x-diole perception

Iff£-vfvryf£rf?^
forms

«

:

;

252

Statistical Data

Perceptual quotient can
be computed for threut^ri
in the’^manual?^ The
perceptual
is not a ratio
but is defined' in terms
^^nis oj.
constant oercentiles for
ppoVt Q (Tin
"

lov4
Who are aged 10 and over
a-e^expeo^ert^pasmum Perceptual Age Equivalent
fL
any

s°4lll

Pr°'^lde clear criteria for
scoring

iftfrlst
perceptuarquotlents!

®borss, age norms and

HeMabilitv
1

l-^S-t -retes t

Reliab ill ty
"study on a small sample was
made in

(1961).
Test-retest reliability
coefficients v:ere computed for
50 child-®n wi<-h
leai>ning difficulties.
The average intervai
administrations was anpi-oximatelv
administered individually
00
psychologist.
Based on the
PO the product-moment
coefficient of retest
reliability was .98 using the full
range in "ages
b.
conducted in the Sprtnf of
the Fiosrig test was administered
y
2 we<=>lcs
apart to 2 groups of 35 first grades
and 2 gfouns
graders.
The test-retest reliabilitv
esti.aate, a product-moment correlation
coefficient
^®;®®Ptual quotient for the entire sample,
Jas ’'ro
was
90
Subtlest scale score test-retest f'orre•'2 (Subtest II) to .80 (Sub-

L

f

.

c.

^

‘

.

test ill;.
To determine test-retest reliability
when the
Instrument is used by people trained in
giving
the Frostig test, but who are not
psychologists
or psycho'jietrlsts, a further reliability
study
was conducted in the Spring of 1962, The
Testretest product-moment coefficients were
.69 for
K. and 1st grade groups.

^liir]Hl£_Rel yibi 1 i ty
Split-half reliability coefficient s for various age
groups ’Win follow;

s

253
2 .-

S2li^ha]j_Rey^b^^

(Continued)

Total Score Split-Half

Ac:e

^^^^llli^L-^rrelatlon
6
7
8
9

5
6
7
8

Cof^ffin i en t

.89
.88
.82
.78

Val idity
^

_

:

^Q^iye lat on Stud i

•

ii

a.

Classroom adjustment
teaphPT’

on

tine

b.

^

->

The '-ucor-relaMnn
relation between

FrostiriLt^arrySr/f
soores on 'the Frostlg Test

Sd’^tie^r°"e

Kindepfjarten - .46
First Grade - .32
Second Grade - ,37
c. Factor analytic
Studies - The reader is ref.-red
to
conducted
fact'LfaSysls!
d.

School Study - One study with
th^st ch^ldrpn ww-v:
terun’^o read
une area of beginning
^
readinn:
’"^ “-^
a correlatr ^ n^of
perception and

-- iren ages 1 ?'‘'"^ft?
chlMr'en"Lo^
- 6^ ino.icared

o.

^Jio.ne.

Study

m

“'
rand 4
f.

g

Tltl e:

.

4

r-eS4"g ^oorel’-'
Clinical school sample - A large
proportion of
learning disability cases, age
9 or younger
referred to the Frostlg School
Lhlbf^e^poir
visual perception.
Neuiologlcaliy handicapped samples Authors
indicate that research in this*
area has pointed
correlations bet>-en perceptual
disabilities and neurological handicaps

Monroe Blending Test from the Monroe
Diagnostic
Reading Examination

Auth or

;

Monroe, Marion
C.

A^es

;

H,

Grades 1-6

Stoelting Co.

!

;
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Administration Tlmei
Purpose

45 minutes

To analyze defects in
auditory blending
Descri ption
This is a test of auditory
blending,
which is the ability to
fus e sounds
pronounced separately into a
Word
:

Statistical Data
Norms

Grade equivalent norms
are provided,

:

Scorin g
giver""'"'

""

correctly

No data are provided in
manual

No data are provided in
manual.

••

Aud i t ory

:

££2.2,^^^*

r.Ui5

!

Short term memo.rv

The Klmesota Poreepto-Dlagriostlo
Test
Fuller,

G.

and Laird, J.

Journal of Clinical Psychology,
16 (1963), 1-33 (Monograph
Supplement)
P^te;

1963

Measure of perceptual distortion
due to
emotional factors or organic disorders.
££§-52:i.P.tLqn:

'

Authors used Wertheimer’s gestalt
designs used in Bender. They used
2
of the designs in 3 different
contexts
emphasizing position of figure and the
framework into which figure is placed.

Puller et. al. conducted a three phase
study to
provlae new revised age norms on 4 OOO
5-20 vear
old subjects
Ag norms, I. Q, adjustment, and
taoles are provided.
This informati on was

:

;

255

located after the final battery
was
included in
was
Snallzed.’i"'^

Validity

One study showed that rotated
figures are
indicative of pathology.

;

£cor ing

Rotations are factors which are
scored

Modality

Visual-Motor
P3-rt-wfcole perception

ZH®S.x££*

£al Priohpj^,

2JW

{196?),

Neurological Test Battery
Antho r:
ll.\L^i£.ne I

P uhl

i

Halstead

C.

W.

:

Used at Indiana University Medical
Center

cat ion _D a^_e

:

1953

9-14 (Intermediate Battery)
Cost:

Listed with individual test when information
was available
This battery is used to evaluate b-^a^n
functions.

De scr ipt 1 on
1.

:

Halstead Category Test: (Cost $400.00)
Category Test utilizes a projection annaratus
for presentation of stimulus material.
The subiect
is required to "abstract" principles based
unon
variables such as size, shape, number, oosition,
bixghtness, and. color around which to organize his
responses.
Modality:
Visual
Process:
Conceptual

ps

;

.

:

"
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Tactual Performance Test:

2

Time

Memory, and LocalThe Tactual Perfor-nance
Test^^ ^°L
^
^ modification
Of the SeiTuin- Goddard
form board
subject is
blindfolded and is not
board or blocks at anv
^'^^s the
blocks into their nroL^^r*
spaces .<rith his preferred
hand, then ren'=‘ats
^
ham, anh finally nerforma
using both hands! A^ter
time
tha^L! a
been put out of sl^ht!^
d”!
oi
blindfold
is removed and
the subject is ^eoui rpd the^bllndf
^
blagram
of the
board reoresantin^
The sub.,o!ri-f sc®rlrfo!"?he
total
otal'lf
time needed to
place the blocks nn
v
Of this teft ?rbased
Component
oorreotly repimrnm i??he
d™"®or'’;h"'r'’"
and the localization
component
fa°m on
correctly locaUzed
Mmallty!”'^"'^
Part 1
Kinesthetic - motor
Part ? - Motor
Process
Part 1
Discrimination
Part 2
Memory
'

U

Phythm Test:
The Rhythm Test is a su.btest
of the Seashore
Musical Talent.
The subject iss required to Test of
differ-"
entiate between dn
l
on tape recorders which
are L,m;t?;es'’tf
un same and
sometimes different.
Modality: Auditory*
Process: Discriminat j on

3.

^

4 . Speech-sounds Perception
Test;
The Speech-sounds Percention
Test consists of 6o
spoken nonsense words which are
vananJfof thl^
"ee" sound presented in
multiple choe form! The
® played from a tape recorder
with the ln+-pn
of.
subject
•s c!efe!Li::
ine subject, s task is to
?hrsu°b,l:“s
select the sooken svllahlf^*
alternatives printed on the tesrfoS!
Mod^i!?'^
Modality;
Auditory - Visual

Process:

5.

Perception

-

Discrimination

Traj 1 Making Test
The^Trall Making Test consists of
two parts, A and B.
circles distributed over a
hi^e voneet oi naper and numbered
from 1 to 2 5
The
suojeot
required to connect the circles with a
Pc.ncil line as quickly as possible,
beginning with
•

p

r

25 ?

lettered fron, A to L.
‘
and
The l^hTi
connect the circles alter„«e?'
required
to
J
and letters as he
numbers
nroceed™!?"! 5®”'’*”^
The score Is obtained
sequence,
as tv,„ „
needed to finish each
®«°°bds
part'
The^te
for children by deleting
the
last if circles in
each section of the
test.
Modality: Visual - Motor
Process:
Sequential Memory
6.

Aphasia Examination:

(Reitan’s Modification
of
Halstead - Wepman Test
for

This aphasia exarninati
on
^.edification of the
Halstead-Wepman Anhas^ a
Wepman Test was modified
Halstead^
items for which posut^e bv
^"ere rarely found.
Several procedures v;er-p
firiger--tL mraberwr^
agnosia,
tactile.
auditory, and vlsual^upp^esf

?f f

“;‘Ey:.;sy;ss"
Modality:

Visual~B,otor

V,

Part--x^hole

M

nerception

Modality:
Visual > v^cal
Process: Concentual
-®-P|lUn5_words which named obleots
HiSSiS
Modality: VocSI
P^ftess: Memory (long terra)
j
o
a.
Read
ing
M^odallty: Visual - vocal
Process
Memory
:

pronounced bv

Modality:
r

Auditory

- vocal
perce-otion

sentence
uodallty.
Auditory ~ vocal
Process:
Sensing relationship between
concepts

Modality: Aunitory — motor
Process:
Memory (short & loiug terra)
h. ^-2^ i
aq^a r i tHi m 2
r qbl e^o n p an e
Modality;
Visual — motor
Process;
Conceptual or memory
'

,
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i.

J.

th« subis^.h.

Modality: Vocal
Process: Memory
Demons tratinc- Vinw

,

HbT^'s

,

use

.

s i_m_nle

Modality: Motor - auditory
Process:
Conceptual
k.

1

.

Jilljlt

t ne

p.

7

.

c t at i on

— ——

e xa.min e v

Modality: Auditory — motor
Process:
Sensing relat ionships between
concepts

m

o

^

Modality:
Vi*suaT - motor
Process:
Sensing the relationshio between
concepts
uresented
n-rai Vt
^
by

.f.or.S.e^Ser'tyal rtlstarbannes

Modality: Auditory “tSJtiTr-r-TTs'uaT
Process:
Sensory
- Subject must
identify
which finger has been touched by
the
examiner.
Subject is blindfolded.
Modality:
Tactile
Process: Long-term memory - (Must
know
names of fingers)
ZlriSglLXijlJivm ber Writing Tes t - The examiner
writes some numbers on the fingertips
of the subject who must Identify
t>>"ese
numbers
Modality: Tactile - vocal
Process: Memory - (Must knovr numeral
names)
- Subject must identify
a familiar object (coins) through
touch alone.
Modality; Tactile - vocal
Process: Memory

Tap; 1 11 e

.^j^m^Rgcogn^t on Test The subject is asked to place his right
hand into
tne hole of a box.
The examiner says, "I AM GOING
TO PL Ac E AN OBJECT IN YOUR HAND,
FEEL IT CAREFULLY
YOUR LEFT HAND TO THE FIGURE DRAWN
ON THE PAPER (examiner points to the row
of figures
drawn on a piece of paper) WHICH IS JUST LIKE
THE
ONE IN YOUR HAND." Examiner places the first
figure
(circle) in the subject’s right hand.
If the subject responds correctly, he removes that figure
from
the subject’s hand and places the next figure
(square)
the subject’s same hand.
The test continues in the
same manner V7ith the (triangle) and then the hexagon.
1

’

: ;
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fi^re

^-1

^^.Istl cal

the

Da t a

l9 P ^ 1 ^ ^...arid^^
.

..

.

-phe

children’s® norms
nn-r^o were
anavall-

able.

RellaMll^:

no information

Based on studies by Vegal
Reed
Re< ^
«eed,
fieitan
and
Klove2 and Reed3 the ?
^
iTipairment
index
xj. i erentiates
differentiate!
between no-r-ma'' anr^ braindamaged subieot-c:
a
o
.

4-

reading.

®

^

achievers in

j^ppai nae^it Ind e x

the^lO "d?sLnSLtlns"
and Is determined for an
counting the number of tests
terion level.

oattery
merely by
cri-

Validation

theTlIlfad!Hei?irTe^:s“'orEl'"^

oi

££--Lon5ullln>OS£cJiolosx, 31 (6f?^967?rf?9..6?j;--2r.

B.

ence of
manoes of

orSr Child?™

and H. Klove, "The influ
Test Perfor-

Psychologv , 2r( ?965) r^Pyif
DysfiinctloraAd lehlvlSa^DencfL^TS^?!??^^^
"
p-

J.

C,

Reed,
»

Reader's

"The Ability Der^dfo
..cits

Oi

.
-n
Good ano
Poor

Cr^r.r\

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
A^lthor:
ixiy„[.‘nber

Dunn, Llovd M.
;

American Guidance Service Inc.

-

26o

Ages: 2,5

.

jg

Approximately $10.00
for Manual , p.ate^
10- 15 minutes

^nVs!S°Z
bj measuring his
listening

^gcr rg^n;
S’batig'^^Q Ql

v^cSla^y!”

The examiner askc: +-v^
from among four al
te^nat
picture Khlch best
a word pronounced
by tSe
Date!

o?,

^xamLerr^"®

•

™

the number
I'^tell, gence
quotients and pe- ‘ ^
I'^telligence
quotients are bSs;^o‘^sEaE? ^
mean of 100 and standard
®
'rtef.irtlon°o'
Points,
Substantial numbers were
used
population at all afre levels -n tv, standard ization
limited because oniv white ehi 1
was
" •"
N^^hviUe,
Tennessee area weE? ino
f.
,d
J
l>^ol'"led
In
the final stanciardl-’
nation group.

J

s5’S%'*6iv?

r"^

« 3?“’“

^
of measurement vjas 7 .? 0
«'
fnI or
a five vaa r no-y.^
Pciloo is also reported in
the manual.

Research
nebt-circii

,

-

-

^
Item, congruent and content
validity were
reported in the manual.
An adequate samole oc words
that
illustrated were taken from Webste>-'E
SE
?f
N^w Collegiate Dictionary
(1953 ed
2 . ItCTL.yallfiity: Item
validity was established by
selecting the individual words
which tended to
discriminate
correlations with oth^, vocab^'^'^rllle'^'’ce tests are as follows:
•27
RiEEe mental age scores
;)/ Binet
ppVT mental af^-c
e
scores - .60 - .8?.
*60 Binet & PPVT - .6? op
^
y
V.fISC-F & PPVT
- .30 ~
8^1
V/ISG-V & PPVT
“ .^1 - .? A
WISC-P & PPVT
~ .19 - .82
•

)

^r.

'

•

€

C.

.

'

:

26 l

merit

ranged from .0^

©chieveraents? tests

~

.'qi°'

coefficients teachieve^^cholastic

*

ijc;ph

Sequential Te^-s
California Act^ltZeTTellr'-de Range Achievement
Tests

=

Teks

Gr^r-°Vot®"

Achievement Tests

Teacher Ratings
5.

;he?h"
predicted school achievement
scores
obtained some
time after th^
lations obtaineo’ j-i
3n thLf
ir.coe otUQxes
"tud"efwere .39 and ,?.2.
Modality: Visual
Process:

Iltgo:

Concept Formation

Perceptual Form Test

AHJ^21o 1'

Doveloped bv the

•

of the wint'er

PHblic^J^n:

6

Have^Lionrcii'r

Revision of Chil«ren-s
Perceptual Achievement rorms.
Winter Haver* I,ion«5 piv-k
W inter Haven Lions
Research Foundation, Inc.

i£p__Da

A£os:

Slp-ht

:

1955-60

-8.5
minutes
To jdentify those children
who are likely to
general school achieveperceptual difficulties^'^^^

De£cj^j^ion
®«be to copy 7 pictures on a
piece
Pictures are presentee! one at a
(3

tinP^

Modality!
Visual — motoi’
Process:
Part-whole perception

:

6

:

:
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Part B

Incomplete forms procedure

«

to comolete each
of 7 P-eometri r^ih
completed

the
^xandner.

share is distil? i i
Modality:
VlaLl ."^.^tor’^
Process: Perceptual
closure
Stat

Norms

D ata

:

:

indicating that if

^chnf
using the

motor problem.s.

and will

A Scoring Scale is
~
rrovided
ir, fv,
P^cvided in
the manual.
-2£2-Jilt ili^t V
No info rma t i on
:

Val id i tv

study showed a relationshin
^^^t and future
J^5choo]
L
achievement,
A.notv«er

faiTnr.^
0 +-

J

^

mij::

Predicting Heading Failure:
A Preliminary Study
JPlJ2£Is-‘
Katrina deHirsch Jeanet+-f. t t,
and
Wnu S. Langford
i

Harper & Row

^HtJlcn tj. on_
Ages

:

Da.t e

:

1

96

five to six

PlArp os e

deHii'soh et.

al, have d eveloped a battery
of tests for
identifying children wh o wi]]
experience
difficulty in
learning to read, write and
spell unless precaut ionai-y
and remedial measures a re
eraploycd early in their school
career.
They have comp lied the best
predictors of future
readj.ng success into an
instrument for identifying these
"High risk" youngsters,
The final insti-ument consists of
the f ol 1 owing t e s t s
^
Pencil use
2. Bender Vi suo ~ Not or
Gestalt Test
,

.
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Wepman Auditory Discrimination
Test
Number of Words Used In a
Story^
5« Categories
6. Horst Reversals
7. Gates Word Matching
Test
8. V/ord Recognition
I
9. Word Recognition II
10. Word Reproduction
3.
.

have been discussed
fenaLto?v®®?hr
separately,
they will be omitted from
the brief de
^'hloh will be
presents b^o»!

“hservlng the child as he uses
a pencil, the tester rates
the testee along a
from best to worst (0-2 scove
no?h"'i'°r
presented In the texh

KodaUty^Mo^or
Process:
2.

This Is a fine motor patterning task
The child is

Kl?yf®Vocil’"°'''''

constitutes The score.

Process:

3.

Conceptua.l relationship
child is asked to
names .or three groups of words. produce class
The tester asks
are these things: Red ~ Green The score is based on the number
of cats.

gcrles missed.
Modality: Auditory - Vocal
Process:
Conceptual
The test consists of 10
rows of two and three letter combinations,
presented in correct and reversed ordei
which have
to be matched to a model.
The score is based on
number of matching errors.
Modality: Visual
Process: Discrimination
5*
Substitute Tests
The subject
taught to recognize and say two words at
the
Initiation of the test session. Next he is asked
to write the words.
Half way through the session
the words are re-exposed and studied.
At the
termination of the session the child is asked to
do the following:
1. To say the vjords from memory
2. To read the words and
3» To xvrite the words from memory
Scoring is
based on number of errors.
Modality:
V/ord Recognition I
- Vocal
Word Recognition II - Visual - vocal
V/ord Reproduction
- Motor
,

:

p

:

:
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Process

^atlstlcal

V/ord

Recognition I
Word Recognition
II
Word Reproduction

Da-Ho

Long term memory
Long term memory
Long term memory

.

representing^?^
Provided in the text
l?we?t^rphiir^
represent Kindergarten
leve^ achleveL'n?!’
None reported
for
reading sooref if

coefficients
^ with

Bender:
,44
Wepman:
.26
Storytelling:
.28
Categories:
,24
Horst Reversals:
,35
Word Matching:
,35
Word Recognition I:
,1^.q
Word Recognition II;
.Zj-g
Word Reproduction:
,42

Commen t

A great deal of work
has to be done in
validating this test
battery

Title:

Raven Colored Progressive
Katrlees
^t!lo^; J. C. Haven
PuW.isji^;

£§te

1

Ages;

5-11

Psychological Corporation

956

Atolj:^^aol_Tira^
*

-*'t

•

60 nlnutes

tests, with
'f-t-yi a
a seiies
sei'lpo r--r
of ^increasin.Alv
P^^'^Lern completion problems
ftp
comparison ^nd

"eal^onTSial'Sy^

6

265

-S2H:iEtion:

Each matrix is a network
of logical

oomp?ervUual'’for^"
design, and each
matrirhas^a^^gfc"”"*'"'^''

l"«=atlng

o^?he‘’nrir?ed"
presented below the matrix.
Statistical Data
:

^121212

Percentile norms for the
total
^ ^
sented in the manual

5

fiSliSMlit£:

^

^

The reported reliability
coefficients
for ages six and below
^nd age nLif
respectively, are .65 and
’

.

werrrepo??e?fort'hf?o?l""?
UndL- 7 yeirs
Nine years
Modality

;

-!

80

.

Blnet
groups:

*

5<

Visual

ilPi^ess^: This is a series of tests
increasing in
the following
processes!
1
Visual discrimination
2
Spatial relationships
Position in space
3
4
Part-whole relationships
5 Analogies
.

.

.

.
.

Title:

The Revised Visual Retention
Test

Author:

Arthur L. Benton

Pubnsi^*:

The Psychological Corporation

Pub licati on Da te

;

1

9

3

Ages:

Adults, ages

Cost:

Approximately I5.OO per set containing
cards,
50 recoi'd blanks and manual

Children 8-l4

5 minutes for each drawing form

ZP2JL§*

C,

D,

E

•
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The Revised VI
to evaluate visual

rc+-

perceut?^
visuoconstructive abilitles?^^

forms\rthr?esL“‘’arn:

’

designed
visual memory

f

«®<=h design
Pi-°auotlon from memory
on the part of
the subject.
Modality; Visual motor
Process; Short term
memory

design
>nrtFlSmedil'fi^eproduot^cn°”^
^P^PdPct.cn ;rom memory on
the subject.
the part of
Modality; Visual - motor
Process; short term
memory

:>-lgn by the subject.

I^S-t?on

ItToTs^^-^o

Modality; visual -'motor
Process:
Short term memory

—

Statistical D ata

'

"

chUdrer
for AdmlnlEtratio^/ .^f,!

R^amitj;:

population of 600
Presented

reliability for Administration A,
’= 1
equivalent form procedures,
'

is

Valld.ltj;

Title;

Validity for Identifying brain
®
sters Is not well established. damaged young-

HoseBell-Chall Auditory Blending
Test

Ailtijoi*

Florence

-PimUHitien:

P ate

;

A6i®.§i

G.

Essay Press

3963

Grades

Roswell and Jeanne S. Chall

1

-

h

i

£2®ti

26 ?

$2.00 per 35 tests

Administrat-.i

r.v,

r

.

5

minutes or less

a: :LtTs:Iner into a total
word.
|ccrlng
sheero“o“^t:rnirS:1fiE°"°™^^
fractionalized into word
are
oarts^o
nounoed by the examiner
Pro^The iwf
subdlvided into
- - --'-uio
items are
thre^plrtr
pctius,
each containing
as follows:
ten words,
Part I
Words divided -nto
2 sounds--one
and one
consonant
Part II - Words vowel
composed of ^the'^lnltial^^'^"^®^’^
i®
or consonant comblna^ on anrt fv
composed of th^rest of
Is
^ the word.
Part III - Is
divided Into S
first
element Is a oonsonaS"'’^t '
second
vowel,. and
no tne
the thinrf
third iis a consonant.is a

—

-

-.

’

18

;

N O 27ID S 8 J*1Q

T5

pi^pr'eted 'as "InferlL”
first grade child4n
40
Who were retested
d
g
Of reading disability

’'®"’

can be

or'’"'*’'

4 4 4

t®®t to 62
children
^
a group

4
2

*

cases.

Based on the snl^t hflir
P2:'oceGure
bility coefficients we-rp'-i^o
reliatested in grades 1%
children
retarded
youngsters;
The coeff^'rif°f
ranged from .86grade
1-4
93 and thp^^
^""^^icient for the
retarded -o^p w^s^^^f
5

44 t 4 °°”>Pated
Metropolitan Reading 44
ranged from .26
.66

'toal

Readinf

-

t44u4ec\".*
Auditory
£rp,cc^:

-

vocal

Short term memory

between the Grav
the
correlations

'=°’'i'^^t

responses

:
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^"euasfDl^abnuy
iHthors

^^-"^Ifylng Children with
Specific

Beth K. Sllngerland

PubUsher:

Educators Publishing Service
Date

Grades

Aten istratlon

1

;

1964

through 4
TIttip

-

i

hour

Descrl ptjjpn
This is a test of copying

Modality: Visual - Eotor°“
Process:
Part - x\^hole perception

2^22Ln.,ij:isual_-^^^^

This Is a test of copying
Point.

Modality: Visual - motor^*^
Process: Part - whole
perception

visual

rlght^word^Loe^lV:- “-fkn^

—

^a^^f

Modality: Visual
Process
Memory
:

In this test words
matchea, requiring careful
dlscrlcilnation
wMch^i^
perception of symbo?
a^
With recognition of the too
- *'i‘’®-thetlc
associations
asoflt
u..crlMlnations.
Modillty: vtsia!
Process: Discrimination
:

'

TEST V

JLi£uaP_Memorj;: This test
occou, I'oquires
requires Visual
visual nerper^
..option
^ion memory in
ln association
c-t-n ^v,
with x.,. .

the kinesthetic
.

te^tee must be able to reproduce
v:hat was seen on
the card before the card ^^'as
withdrawn.
Modality:
Visual - motor
Process:
Memory

y

££s ^yi

-

Thi, ^
,
and recall wi?h
auditory
°°P^®sP°n<iinE
visual
associations
the
"'“h
their
suLessmi/"”a°'"
come from within
fssociations must
themselve^
inust reproduce
Basically,
the
letter^ I!;
"^t)erals and phrases child
to him.
which
-

d

i to
This te-t 1
r .
Of words or
number or Loun^ Ir ^^f^^^^-itory memory
association with the
^nd their
oovrZf- f

Processt Memorf

—^lolaM^;

"

®“<3“ory

this test tVo

Process;

-t-

^

Memory

^4|i^£J:he,Ji_^ht Word;

First
listen carefuntTTrlJ
to
to trvV"^
^ ^
remember the six
words that are to Wp
reads seme sentences
tester
that was
the
wa; Ji^st
words
Just pronouAced^
pronounced.
Tuf
The
^
testep must fin
testee
the missing
ng word.
Modality
Auditory rocess: Conceptual vocal
relaticnship
j

•^^^^^^IS^iLc-g tpry-tell j n;

Stati stical Data

;

The Spache Diagnostic
Reading Scales

Autnor

Spache, George

;

Puo jJ_sher
.

California Test Bureau

;

Date of Publication

A^:^:

1963

!

Grades 1-6 & retard-ed readers
in u
passages from 1.6-8. 5)

MT^lnis j^ation Time

Purop^:

^

(r
a ^
<°raded

45 minutes

t

To determine the subject's
instructional
indpendent 4 capacity levels, to
evaluate
word attack skills and to
evaluate sight

vocabulary.
Descrinti on

;

"""

deLr^SerLl::!'
Phonics Tests
a.

)

b.

)

-

-

The subject is asked to pronounce
sounds
ropresen^ed by initia,l consonants,
The examiner pronounces words and
the subject
must identify letters representing
sounds '"in
these v7ords.

O.)

Blending test - The subject blends
nonsense
syllable together.

Statistical Data

;

No staristical data is available for the
Phonics Tests
Scoring is based on the number correct.

Modality
Process
bPp

*

;

;

Auditory

-

Vocal

Long Term Memory

Test of Visual Motor Integration

Author

;

Keith

E,

Beery

Pollett Publishing Co,, Chicago
Date of Publication

s

1967

;

,;

:

)
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Ages;

2-15

Purpose

Tnis IS a measure of the child's
.unotional processes. The test integrative
provides Infov
nation about the child's
vlsual-Ltor iLevrr'
perception and motor
oo-ordlnStlon
Th^suK
The
autnor recommends that it be usp^
Trit-u
school children, primary
sc^^orchnLlr
educationally handlLp^r

chSr:n.°^

Descriotion
This test consists oT 24 geometric
by the subjecu v^ith pencil and pap shapes to be copied
sr
Remedial procedures are included in the manual.
•

S tatistlcal

Norms

Data

;

Age norms are presented for each
form

ity
The fcllouing are some of the
whicn uere reported in the manual betx\^sen correlations
the VNI and
age, tests of intelligence, and
tests of visual -mo tor
proficiency
a)
Chronological age and
- .89
b)
Nen cal age and VTil — ,59 1 st mrade
•37 4 th grade),
?th grade
3^
c)
Prostig and W-II - .80
d)
ITPA and Vlil - .55
;

(

.

(

)

’

(

.

Inter judge reliability uas .98 when two
4®
judges and a sample of 70 were utilized,
Test-retest
reliability (n= 171 was .83 for boys and .87 -ror
p*ir''s
Other correlations ranged from .80 - .90.
Internal
consistency relationships were .93.
:

^

)

Modality
Process
Titl^:

Visual-motor, tactile, kinesthetic

;

Part-whole perception

;

Nechsler Intelligence Scale for Children

Author

Wechsler, David

;

Publisher
Cost

;

Pur -QOS e

;

Psychological Corporation

322.00
;

This is a test of intellectual functioning.

.

:

;

2?2

Description

;

The Ve rbal Scal e;

memory,

ocess:
.

,

-u

de?eiopmLranrfinctionin
unctioning ^b
butt not rote

^dality;
2

There
qw verbal subtests;
mere ^re six

Auditory ~ -vocal
Memory and conceptual

interrelationship

Cpmprehensi on
This suht-pc,-^ +-^o+- ^
^
0^-dgment.
has beer called a test on
"rnmm"
!

•

It

and a general abllit
Ao-'e^a^ua^r^^erL-pe^Jenoe'^

Modality: Auditory - vocal
Process:
Conceptual relationship
3

those taught in the grade
school.
SuocSs in
ir this
suotest requires concentration
and attention.
Modality; Auditory - vocal
Process: Memory
This subtest relies on
lormation."
It tests the abil^:y to
oerAve
co^on elements of the terms he
astef
nis aoiiity to bring them
under a single concept.

L

Modality
Process
5»

Auditory

-

?^LmAe

vocal

Conceptual

Digit S'
aUAt^b
attention.

o_
of

primarily the function
It is a test of retentive mess

Modality; Auditory
Process
Memory
.

-

vocal

;

6

.

Voc^l^^: This test refelcts the range of ideas
memories, and relationships that the
subject has
picked up and organized into verbal
meanings.
Modality; Auditory ~ vocal
Process
Conceptual
;

The Performance Scale;
LL?_tj;iie_C pmpl e 1 1 o n
This test tests the subject's
basDc perceptual and conceptual abilities that
are
;

’

-

,

De^ription

2?3
;

(Continued)

Involved in the visual recognition
and identification
of familiar objects and
forms.
Modality:
Visual
Process:
Closure
2

.

vocal
perceptual

-

Block Design
It is a test of visual-motor
co-ordina
tion-spatial organization,
broken down by the subject Complex designs must be
into units equivalent to
the faces of the blocks
:

^

Modality:
Visual - motor
Process:
Part-whole perception
3.

piiyit Symbol
There is a learning factor
involved
and subjects learning the key
quickly can achieve
higher scores.
:

Modality:
Visual
Process:
Memory

motor

-

pict ure Arrangement
This is a test of anticipation
and visual organization,
It measures the subject's
ability to comprehend and size up a
total situation.
Modality:
Visual
Process:
Conceptual relationship
;

O pject Assembly
This test also involves visual
mocor co-ordination and adequate
anticipations since
tne subject is given no information of
what the enr^
product will be.
!

Modality:
Visual - motor
Process:
Part-whole perception

Statistical Data:
The data reported below by no means covers the
number
of studies conducted to validate this test.

gelpbilit^;
follow.

Test-retest reliability coefficients will

Verbal Scale

-

Age 7 1/2
Age 10 1/2
Age 13 1/2

-

.88
.96
.96

Performance Scale

-

Age 7 1/2
Age 10 1/2
Age 13 1/2

-

.86
.89
.90

.

.
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Correlation
Binet and WISC.

of'

.80 was found betvjeen
the

Scoring
Interpretation of the Wech^lPT'
upon an understanding of
standard scores
raw score on each of the
subtestq
;

^

'’ft
^lirsuhf
subject’s

Z

!

oasea on a standard score mpqn
rt-T
inn and a standard
of
100
deviation of I5,
±.

’

' 1

Norms
IQ s are reported in the
manual based on the
mean and standard deviation at
:

each age level

1 ^:

The Nide Range Achievement Test

Author:

J.

publi sher

Jastak, S. R. Jastak

Guidance Associates

;

of Publication

P5-te

Age

0.9 s.t

?.

;

5 “

:

Revised I965

Adulthood

-

Level
Level

1 2 -

Age 5 0 ‘* 11-11
Age 12-0 - Adult
,

$3.50 psr 50 tests

Mm lnistration
Puilpos_e;

Time

;

20 - 45 minutes

The Author lists eleven uses for the test.
Some of these uses include diagnosis of
spelling, math, reading disabilities, determinauion of ins tructional level, groupirip' and
research.
These tests do not measure corapreension, reasoning or generalization but rathe‘s
pr.-^Hde^ information about the sensory motor
involved in learning to read, write
spell, and figure.
*

Description

:

Level

1 -

Spelling
Subtest

1

Subtest

2

;

;

This test involves copying
18 marks presented on* the
first page of the test
blank

This test involves printing or vrriting the subject's
name

.

;
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Description

;

(Continued)
^31btest_i:

This test involves ;^ritin^?
^5 words to diction.

Modalities

SuDtest
Subtest
Subtest

1 2 3 -

Processes

Subtest

1

Visual
Motor
Motor

-

motor

-

Visual part-whole
perceptionSubtest 2 - Automatic long
term
_

^

miemorj'’

Suotest
Level

3 ~

Long term memory

Reading

1 -

The reading subtests consists
of the
following parts;

At the prereading level

Recognizing
naming
letters
Naming words

s-nd

At the reading level;

Modalities;
Processes;

Level

1

-

Visual - vocal
Long term memory

Arithmetic
Rational counting reproduction or
numoer of i ingers read.ing digits
identifying more or less, oral addition and substraction problems. A
it ten part consists of 43 computation problems.
,

,

Modalities;
Processes;
Level

2 -

Auditory - visual-motor
Rote memory

Spell ing
V/riting words which are dictated by
the examiner.

Modalities;
Processes;
Level

2

-

Same as in Spelling Level
Same as in Spelling Level

1.
1,

Reading

Reading vjords.
Modalities;
Processes;

Same as in Reading Level
Same as in Reading Level

J,
1.

;

^

;

2?6

Level

2

^

Arithmetic
Of COMPU-

Modalities
Processes

Same as in Computation
part
Level 1,

of'

Co^nputation part of

Level^l
Statistical Data

Norm s
The test was
__
standardized on laro-e ponulati
nn
pu.xation.
population.
Grade norms
)rms
4--^
nercenti 1 p.c: and ^standard
peroentliertrd“iht^°D'^®'P®®
scores are Included
In manual.
,
,

iiHfl?s'ig ‘leve^s!'''“"^ presented for each subtest at
correlation)
;06 I »yo~
‘il.Z vSpli t •" hal ve s correlai*' ovn
Arithmetic:
.94-. 97- (Split-halres

SpeliilL
A

^

cSSjon)

Val ici i t y

Pour techniques were used;

;

1

.

Copelatlon

vflth outside
.88.

betxreen .78 2

.

Correlation with other achievement
t--ts
from 7 ^ - 93
Factor analysis was reported to
determine
the factor loadings inherent
in each subtest
Correlations between WRAT scores and
Intel!
-Ligeree scores were from (.60 .77).
xvas

3.

criteria Has

.

.

,

Raw scores based on number of items
correctly
P^^o^ntlles
'and
stendard scores”?""^"®"

ntle:

Terman and Merrill Digit Memory Span Lists

Publish^:
Purpose:

Houghton Mifflin Company
To evaluate the testee’s ability to
remember
digits in their correct sequence. This is
a
test of auditory memory.

Descr i ption

:

The testee must repeat numbers which are
pronounced bv
the examiner.
There are two sections; di^rits forward
and digits reversed.

si

6

:

:

27 ?

Statistical Data

;

Norms are provided based on
1937 revised norms
Modality
Auditory - vocal
Kojins:

;

Process
Titl<

Memory

;

Syracise

Visual Figure

-

Background Test

Auttiors: W.K. Cruickshank, H.V.
Bioe, N.E. Wallen, and
-^s.^ Lynch in Perception & Ce rebral
Palsev:
"

(Rev^^M^^)'

Fnblisher

Syracuse

;

Date of Publication

U.

:

Background Relation'ihip,

Press

1 96

This is a test of figure-ground
perception.
According to the authors, persons with
brain
damage often experience difficulty
in -Derceivinpthe pgure rather than the baokgrAnd
Into which
the figure has been embedded.

Descr p M._qn
consists of a series of pictures which are
briefly flashed on a screen by micans of a
projector.
he
pictures consist of co.mmon objects which are
embedded
into a structured background.
The subject js asked to
identify the object after exposure,
'T'

S ta 1 1

t i cal

Pat a

Four judges separately scored the responses
of 55 cereoral palsied children and the percentagps
o^"
perfect agre-— ent ranged from ?3/^ to lOO/o agreement
among
the Pour judges,^ Split-half and test-retest
reliability
data for the numoer of correct identif ications were
,89

and

respectively.

,9'J-f

jfelidit y

Empirical data indicate that the test successfully identifies brain damaged individuals.

Scoping-

;

Each response is categorized by judges into one
of eight categories provided in the text.

T it le

;

:

SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test

Author

;

L.

L.

Thur stone and Thelma Gwinn Th/arstone

,

,

;

.
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^

bli s

^i

Science Research Associates

pate of Publication

^st;

-

I958

years to 11 years

0

'

1946

!

Approximately 514.00

^min i s tratioTLjrime
Purpose;

Tnis is a test of general intellignece

Descriotion
A,

60 - 80 minutes

;

!

Grades K
1

.

-

Space

2

(Ages 5 ~ 7

)

;

(a)

Subject is asked to identify the
figure
which completes a partially completed
square.

(b)

Subject is asked to com.plete a simple
line drawing to make it look like
another drawing.

subject is s-sked to choose a pic*"
ture corresponding to a word or
idea presented orally by the
examiner.
3.

Perceptual

Numoer

;

Subject is asked to find a
picture exactly like the first
picture

Subject is asked to mark pictures
to show an understanding of quantitati've rela.t i onships
i.e., Subject
is asked to mark the largest figure.

{

,

Subject is asketj. j-o draw as many
lines as possible within an alloted
time period.

;

B.

Grades 3
1

2

.

,

S pace

~

;

6

(Ages

7 ~ 11

Similar to
battery.

)

(1.

(a)) above in

.v

-2

Ve rba l
(a)
Simil.ar to numiber two above in K -2
(b)

battery
Printed synonyms test

,

:

3.

Perce^t^:
in

4

5

number three above
battery.

,

.

Reas on In.^

!

Nhloh word

doefn^ibe^onf
^o

•

Modal it y
1

te^j^Primary

.

intermediate 2

Sra^

.

3.

-

~

llQbor. -

6

Re g-Soa i no;

.

2

.

3.

.

(a)
(b)

Primary ~ Visual
Intermediate ~ Visual

-

-

~

motor

Intermediate

-

(a)
(b)

Auditory
Visual

;

ZenMl

-

-

Primary - Conceptual
Intermediate - Conceptual'
Primary - Closure
Intermediate - Closure

Lerc^tdial.

-

Primary - Perceptual discrimination
Intermediate ~ Perceptual discrimination

*^-giILtLt§,tLye, ~

5

visual (picture choosing)
/isual (synonyms)

Primary - Visual
Intermediate - Visual

Primary

5.

1

-

visual-auditory (picture

Visual
Visual - Motor
Intermediate - Visual

§u anu ita t i ve

Process

(a)
\D)

Primary

£^££^^1^1.

,

-

Primary ~ Conceptual
Intermediate - Conceptual

MQtpr_ ~ Primary - Basically motor facility

involved

II§®lS 0

nlr^

-

Intermediate

(a)
(b)

Conceptual
Conceptual

‘

:
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Statistical Data:
Norms

Norms are based on a large number
of cases.
^
than standard sco"= to*.s
With a mean and standard deviation
Pm-r-iioe o
vlded but they don’t suggest hov;
Nrge
a '^cvxctuion
^
devLtlonNr
is
meaningful,
:

^QPri ng

Raw scores based on number of
items correctlv

;

^
half

1 i 9-~b i

In the manual are reported
correlations for individua 1 subtests .77 to .96 spliton the S ~~7 yea"^
level and .79-. 95 correlations for
the 7-11 year group.
;

Valid ity
The correlations of the SRA with
Stanford Binet
and Kuhlraann Anderson are high,
In the 5-7 year level
tests, correlations of .75 and* ,50 were
found with Stanford Binet and readiness tests,
respectively.
In the 7-11
year level, correlation vjith IQ 's was
slightly lower,
However, high correlatioiis were found V7
ith arithmetic and
reading scores.
:

The Slosson Intelligence Test

Author

Richard

;

Publisher

Slosson Educational Publications

:

Date of Publication

Ages

:

Cost

:

Slosson

L.

:

I963

one month and over

33.75 per kit

Administration Time
Purp os e

:

:

10-20

minutes

This is an Individual scree^^ng instrument
designed to provide a brief assessment of a
person's mental ability.

Description
inis test consists of the following types of items presented intermittently from levels 2.0 - 27.0
1
Vocabulary
2
Number problems
Memory items
3.
A.
Drawing geometric figures
General information
5.
.

.

:
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Statistical

Da.ta

N^rms:^ Mental age norms are
presented and
determined by using the following
formula;
Hejr j-Q-'bllity

I

.Q, 's are
MA/CA X 100.

Using the test-retes t interval
within a
psriod of tX‘/o months techninue. a
reliability coefficient
of .97 was obtained. (N= 139
;

)

Concurrent correlations b( tween
Stanford-Binet
and SIT ranged from .90 ~ 98
depending on age
.

,

level.

Scor inc:
The testee rece ives cumulative
credit for each
age level test passed.
;

Modalj^;
_Pr oc_es_s

:

Visual

~

auditory-motor

Perceptual and conceptual

"

appendix b
IIJFORMAL TESTS

The informal tests included in
this appendix can be
sub-divided into two sections:
1) informal tests included
in the two-dimensional grid
system which was developed for
use in the
^Specific Lea rning

Disability Test Battery

and 2)

inform.al tests included in the
two-dimensional grid

system which were developed for use
during remedial therapy
to provide additional information
about areas of weakness
iaentified when the SLD
Battery was administered.

TESTS DEVELOPED FOR USE IN THE
SPECIFIC LEARNING DISABILITY TEST BATTERY

Il'TFORNAL

The tests presented below are in the form
that was developed for use in the field testing of the battery.

Informal Puzzle Test

Purpose

This is

;

a test of visual part— whole perception

Materials
Use the box of Puzzle Blocks which are in curriculum library.
(Due to expense I was unable to purchase a
large Quantity of puzzles. You can keep the Puzzle
Blocks for one week. There are 6 boxto of puzzles.
Therefore, I don't think you'll have difficulty obtaining the material.) In addition to the Puzzle
Blocks there are four pictures, each representing
a different puzzle design.
:

D irect ions
1)

;

Place each of the blocks so that side #1 is upright
Disarrange these blocks so that they are apart
and in no particular order.
Say Here are four pictures
If these blo c ks were
put toqet her in the right v/ay th ey wou l d 1 ook
l ike o ne of these pictures.
Vvhich picture
V70uld tliese blocks look like if they were put
together in the right v;ay ?
.

2)
5)

*'

.

)

;
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gcorincr
'

;

0

100

Check one

Remarks

identification

Test
(The subject is asked
to pronouncf
medial vowel sounds
.

fii££Hse:

Directions

This is a test of auditory-vocal
discrlminatic.u
;

1

"r^goinq

to say

a

th.e»

tj2e^ ddle sound

in thKTTTSrd

suDJ-ct
I|_i_say
pat you say /a /.«
rare aro some more wor ds, vou L^ttf
)

.

listed below:
1) mit
2

)

3

)

4)
5)

let

rag
mob
tub

Scoring
Percent Correct = #correct
;

=

Remarks

ITPA Modifications

General Directions;
Administer part A if child has failed the
ITPA Sound
Blending Subtest.
Administer part E if child has failed the
ITPA Auditory
Closure Subtest.
Listen to the record included in the ITPA test
material
Which provides a guide as to the proper
pronunciation of the items in these tests.

Materials:
Icems from the ITPA Sound Blending and Auditory
Closure tests with the modifications in directions.

.

A.

^

.

:
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IT^_Scmnd

E

lending Mod if icatiori!
®

Directions

auditory part-whole per-

;

"

thr^ord'-'T"^^^'"

g^ao whe n you hear

pCTlaitii^^^
ciAfTTTT

Tf:?

—rs

said the word

sd's'^rsS Es”S :H:Ks
--iner.

:u«

Proceed'af"

this is not a te

of memory)

:

c-u-p
sh-i-p
e-gg
4) b-a-b-ie~s
5) r— u-s-o-p
1)
2)
3)

a)
a)
a)
a)
a)

cat
ship
get

easy
7 u
rustop

b)
b)
b)
b)
b)

cup
push
egg
babe
U —
rusop

c)
c)
c)
c)
c)

cap
shop
beg
babies
soproo

Scorincr;

Percentage correct

=

Percentage correct =

Remarks
B.

ITPA ^Auditory Closure Modl^

Directions

;

Deirionstration - Pronounce *'Da/y»
(Daddy)

I_just_gad^a ^of

Then say,

.

^_ri nis_h
ished

v7ord

that word.
"

a

word.

Clap

.

Now

v;hen l

am acina
sav the fin-

i

—

Does Da / y say Date ?
Does Da / y say Dance ?
Does Da / y say Daddy ?
If the child has difficulty, repeat procedure
outlined above until the child understands
that he must select the completed form of the
1st word pronounced by the examiner.
Proceed
as outlined above using the following
test

items:

)

;
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tele/one
tricyc/
tricycle)
3) /uffalo
4) /ovie /tar
^- )

a)

television

b)

telephone

c)

tone

a)
a)
a)

triangle
buffalo
moving car

h)
b)
b)

tricky
ruffle
movie star

c)
c)
c)

bungalov/

a)

candy bar

b)

land bar

c)

end start

2)

(

(movie star)
(tell subject
there are two

tricycle
tea tart

v/ords)
5)

/andy /ar
(candy bar)
(tell subject
there are two
words

Scoring
Percentage correct
;

=

Percentage correct^

=

5

Remarks

xModif ication of
Tactual Performance Test
Tactual Form Recognition Test
from
The Neurological Test Battery
by
C. W. Halstead
1.

Tactual Performance Test

Material

A six-figure formboard, patterned after the
Seguin-Goddard form board was constructed out
of plywood.
A representation of this board is
presented below. _
;

Directions
Place tv;o gauze pads and blind fold, over
eyes of child before exposing test material.
;

)

Part A-1;

.

both hand s

pSce°3ubjict^

Mo?K3"and^°af

game board.

^T'"

place subjects hands on game
board.

Part A-2;
dominant
Repeat A except now child
uses only dominant hand.
Part B

' »'.ss

"“"V"

"""

ho?e!f?.."""

”
ss;r
the blocks

L'‘??t?ed"?"nto

Scor ing;
Part A-1
(

Find percentage correct
# of corre ct placements)

g—

—

Part A-2
(

Find percentage correct
# of correct placem ents^
6

B

Tliere are 2

-

(

Process

2.

;

g

^ of blocks correctly localized

2)

Modality

scores;

% of blocks correctly reproduced
(# reproduced)

1)

# repro duced
6

;

Tactual
A-1
A-2

perceptual discrimination

E-2

short term memory

Tactile Form Recognition Test

Material

4 geometric shapes - square, hexagon, triangle, circle (cnvelcpe A)
Mimeographed sheet containing pictures of
square, hexagon, triangle, circle.
(attached)
(The cross used in the Halstead test has been
replaced by a hexagon)
;

Directions

;

Have subject plac6) dominant hand into hole
"I am going to place an object in your

of box.

:

;

"

.

28 ?

carefully. Then
hand to the figure drawn on the point with your other
hand*to^?h^
paper." Examiner
points to the^row of figures drawn
on a piece of paper.
'Which IB jusc like the one in your
hand?" ExamiL?
places irst figure (circle) in the
subject's dominant
hand
^^J^jcct responds correctly, remove that
r
f igure from the^hand and
place the next figure (square)
in the
Continue in the same manner with
the (triangle) and then the (hexagon),
whenever the
s response is not correct,
remove figure from
indicate on form subject’s response, then
go on
^
to the next figure.
Proceed in order as indicated on form.
There is no time limit. The subject may
feel
the figure as long as necessary.
Place the fiaure
more on the finger tips than in the palm.
Do not allow subject to remove the hand being used
from the
board. Do not let the subject see the figure
being
'

X.

^ ^

•

Order of Presentati on;
Pls-Ce a check after incorrect responses
circle
square_
triangle
hexagon
Scoring
Percentage correctly identified:
:

# correctl y identified
4

Remarks;

Modified Sequin-Goddard Form Board Test
(Test of Visual Motor Discrimination)
(Administer after Tactual Performance Test)
Purpose

this is a test of visual-motor discrimination

;

Material

;

Use formboard

xA

Directions
Say,

board

"

Place the se shapes into the m.atching holes on this

.

Scoring
Percentage correctly placed
;

=

# correctly placed
6

Remarks

=

.

»

;
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buzzer tests

wentify which buzzer patterns
are the same and which
r®'^ buzzer
patterns are diSereS!
P urpose

This

;

Materl^:

is a test of auditory-short
time memory

Buzzer set and score sheet (attached)

Directions
Present the buzzer set.
;

';S°_ZS)jJS!^_ what this is? 'How does
(discuss dry cells, wire alg'b uzzer
"ith power coming from batS££S_a re some 'secr et agent' games von
~
C5n play wit li the jouzzgt

it_wor^?

Trial

'

1

"Bi^^ten while l tap out a m e.qp,^n>::.
^ (•••) Pattern7~pause^0 seconds
.

and then repeats the (...) once
aaain.
;^h e second message the
same as the firs
3~

ti m es.

Let*s try again,

--Jas

t?7TT
short buzzes
••

*'

Trial 2 -- Tap out (-.) and then (.-)
after a
10 second pause,
yJas the second messaae the
mess a cre? IsTq, the second mis,^iLl^^iffer ent. First I ta^ed
then a short buzz.
The second time I ta^ooed^
~ ~~
short and then a Iona buzz.**
**

Test Procedur e
Be sure the subject understands what is expected
of him.
Then begin the test. Use the followina
format:
1) Tap pattern presented in column one.
2) Pause 10 seconds.
3) Tap pattern presented in column two.
4) Ask, hvas the sec ond m.essaue the same
as the firs t?*'
Do
not repeat pattern as this is a mem5)
ory test.
Record errors belov;.
*

'

’

Test Patterns;
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)

—
—

...

pause
pause
pause
pause
pause

ten
ten
ten
ten
ten

seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds

•

••

.

)

:

"
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ScorincT

;

Find porcenta.gG correct
# correct = % age correct
5

Remarks;

Buzzer Test II - the subject is asked to
determine3 whether a
visual stimulus puttern is the same as an
auditory stimulus
P urpose

;

this is a test of visual-auditory perceptual
discrimination.

Directions

:

Say,

"

Look at this card ."
(show card with dotdash pattern printed on it (.-),)
"it has a
dot and _dash printed on it
l can t’ao" out the
^ot"dash pattern on the buzzer set. Listen.
.

Tap out a short and long buzz on buzzer set.
" Now

coinq to tap out another pattern on
(Show card with (.,) pattern
but tap out dot-dash .-) pattern instead.)
" Did
I tap out the dot-dot pattern?
No, l did
rio_t.
1 tried to fool you but I couldn't.
I~am
going to tap out 5 more pat terns v/hich are printed
on cards. You olay detective and tell^me whether
I have tapped out the card pattern correctly.
Ready? "
I *m

t he buzzer set ."

(

Test procedure
Show a card and then tap pattern. Repeat if
child has difficulty as this is not a memory
test. Record errors belo'w.
;

Card Pattern

Buzzer Pattern
(

sam.e

(different)
( same
( same
(different)

Scoring

;

Percentage correct

# correct
5

Remarks

;

:
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Buzzer Test .III

-

Subject taps messages on the
buzzer set.

perceptiL"
Katerial

""""

part-whol. visual-auditory

Buzzer set and cards In envelope
"E"

;

Directions
**

;

want you to tap some messa ges.
Present some cards and let
out messages.
Record errors below.
Nov7 I

••

Card Pattern

Scoring

;

Percentage correct = # correct =
"
5

Remarks

jre^_IV - Subject copies messages v/hich the examiner
taps on the buzzer set.

impose:

this is a test of part-whole auditory-visual
perception

Materials

Buzzer set

;

Directions

;

You* re doing a fine lob.
T his time 1*11 tap
out the pattern and yo u copy down the messaae.
Examiner taps out - “ ~ and
jgpt* s practice. "
asks ’'Tbject to copy dovm message,
if Subject
has no difficulty, proceed with test.
if Subject appears uncertain as to v;hat is expected
of him, provide another practice example. Then
begin test.
•'

)

(

Test Procedure
Examiner taps the following patterns and records
errors below. Examiner may repeat patterns as
this is not a test of memory.
;

;

. .; ,

;

n.

)
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1

2
3

Scoring

—
—
—

)
)
)

4

)

5

)

;

Percentage correct

=

# correct
=
~
5

Remarks

Buzze r Test v — (Buzzer test
V is similar to Buzzer Test
IV.
Hov/ever, this is a test of
memory so each stimulus pattern is presented only once
.

Purpose

iThis

;

memory

is a test of auditory-visual
short term

Buzzer set and white paper
Directions;
S ay ,

"

Let’s play this game aga i n

This t im.e
only once
hake believe you are a detective
and that you
are copying a~ secret code.'-

X

11 tap the dot and dash patte
r

Test Pro cedure
The dot and dasn patterns which the
presents will follow:

.

exauii ner

Present each pattern once.
1

2
3

)
)

)

4)

...

—
...—

5)

Scoring

;

Percentage correct - # correct =

Remarks

5

Buzzer Test VI - Subject is asked to reproduce on buzzer
set sound sequences that have been presented on
the
buzzer set by the examiner.

—
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£i>££2 sc:

auditory-motor short

Material

terra

memory

Buzzer set

;

Directions

:

——

*'You liave

tTTt

r

one more

eecret a crent*' aame

t-n

ni at/

Test Procedure
Present pattern once. This
is a test of =^horipatterns which examiner should
present
pSsent^on^the'^b^'
on the buzzer set will
follow:
'

;

1

)

2)
3)
4)
5)

—

Scor ing;
Percentap’G cori'ect = rr correct =
—
-

Remarks

t

INFORmL TESTS DEVELOPED FOR USE
IN REMEDI-^L THERAPY

Informal Test of
Auditory Long Term Memory

Purpose
to evaluate the subject's Iona term
recall of acoustically presented stimuli.
:

Description
The subject is instructed to listen carefully
as the
examiner pronounces each of five nonsense
syllables
ten times in succession. After an hour
has lapsed,
the same procedure is repeated once again,
one week
later, the examiner instructs the subject
to clap each
time a nonsense v;ord introduced the preceding
week is
presented. Three of the five original nonsense
words
should be used, accompanied by two additional
words
which are similar to the original stimuli in
terms of
length of v;ord but V7hich are not similar in terms of
sound presentation, (i.e. boz and poz would be an
inappropriate combination as recognition of these nonsense words requires highly developed discrimination
as v/ell as auditory memory)
:

.

:

:

293

Mater iajL

Modality
Process

seven three and four letter
nonsense words

Auditory

;

Long term memory

Informal Test of visual Long
Term
Memory

^^^Al^°pSsen?ed

^

Descri ption
The subject is shown a series
of
;

Lconds

^'"one''h'^^

f

iT7£i

pictur^f 0

^ 30 ^^
-

dlspJay^d ?n itrent?":?/^'" =f^'-f“°f°fP-tures
ject is instructed to study
the plctures'oncr'aga^L
one week later three of the
original five pictures are
displayed, accompanied by two
pictures not exhlblt-d
the previous week.
Material:

seven pictures having homogeneous
subject matter.
transportation) Nonsense words
Pictures.
(l.e., old, ip.

Modality

Visual

Proces s

;

;

Long term memory

Informal Test of
Auditory-Vocal Figure-ground Perception

~rpose;

to evaluate the subject’s ability to
pronounce
sounds against a background of ncise

D escription
The examiner pronounce three letter words of the
(CVC)
pattern and asks the subject to pronounce the medial
sound in each stimulus word. A recording of
discordant
sounds is played throughout his test. It is essential
that the noise from the recording does not Cciuse an
accoustical acuity problem.
;

Maberj^,:
Three letter v;ords, containing a medial vov;el surrounded by two consonants. A tape recording of discordant sounds.

29 ^

Modality;

Proce^:

Auditory-visual
Figure-ground perception

Informal Test of
Auditory Figure-ground Perception
P urpose

to evaluate the subject’s ability
to discr-’
J-scr^minate
minatfagainst a background of noise
;

Description

;

Dlscriralnation Test is

acSminlstered
recording is playing in the background.
The
examiner should make certain that the
subject
can
hear
before commencing the test.

—

•

Auditory Discrimination (See formal tests
for
description). Recording of discordant
sounds.

Modality
Proces s

;

Auditory
Part-whole perception

;

Informal Test of Tactile Closure
P u r po se

to evaluate the subject’s ability to identify
three-dimensional letters when parts of the letters
are m.issing
;

Description
The subject is blindfolded and is then presented with
i^^complete three-dimensional letters to identify.
;

Material
The incomplete stimulus letters are made of plastic and
are pasted on corregated cardboard. Reproductions of
the stimulus letters will be presented below;
;

^

a \

.

;

295

Informal Test of Tactile Constancy
Pur£os£:

To evaluate the subject's
ability to Identlfv

three-dlmLsLna^

sxigntiy
sliahtlv frS
in appearance.

ge'o-

have been altered

Description!
The subject is blindfolde.d and
then
dimensional form (i.e. a cube) and handed a thrfin
the form tactually.
The subject is then iLJruSd
cubes from among a
thrie^d^^
tl
ree-dimensional geometric shapes lying variety of
on the^ta
lying
?he"^ab^r
dilfer frof.f °^^<?^nal stimulus
cube in the followinf ways^

a“?o i^;

1

size:

the cubes range from h inch to
4
inches in size
2 ) context:
the cubes are imbedded
Ipng on felt, in a plastic bag inor clay
on
the bare table.
3
texture;
som.e cubes have smooth surfaces
whereas others have rough sandpapery
surfaces
After the subject has located the cubes,
three other
geometric shapes are introduced as test
tasks.
)

)

M aterial
Shapes such as cubes, spheres, pyramids, cylinders
and
cones are used. The test might be modified
by using
three-dimensional letters to replace the geometr'ic
forms.

Modality
Process

:

;

Tactile

Constancy

Informal Test of
Tactile Figure-ground Perception

Purpose
to evaluate the subject’s ability to identify threedimensional letters which are embedded in a structured
background
;

Description
The subject is blindfolded and is then handed three
three-dimensional letters which he is asked to identify. After the subject has identified the letters,
he is handed a formboard made of corregated cardboard.
:

J
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form^oaS'

anf

i^a’^SrScr^^d^h

s“uE;%1's
s:atoia”y?/.^r2a,!:-*.«^
letter^ embedded in

board.
xMaterial

the form-

;

corrogatad cardboard,
contlinlnra'letSrfsu"":
surrounded by n^ls
varying

^

heights.

O

Modality

Tactile

;

^

Process:

o

Figure-ground Perception

\

O

i

^

c

V ,C

(5

O'

o

0

o

5

i

o

C

-

C'

Informal Test of
Tactile Fart-Whole Perception

_^rDos0;
to evaluate the subie^rt-’Q
parts into a unifi^^d whole

Description
.

u.

to assemble

;

wSlf bi?n«oMel?

Material

=>aiin+-

^

;

constructed out of wood is
puzzles are produced coirmerpurchased from such suoplv nous..s
housT'L
,,'^f
‘
as
ohe Milton
Eradley Company.

Led“for
cihlv
Modality
Process

;

;

M

Tactile
Part-whole perception

Infcrmal Test of
Auditory-Motor Part-Whole Perception
•

subject's ability to write words
vhich are pronounced slowly, letter
by letter.

Descript ionThf., subject is asked
to v;rite vrords pronounc^jd by the
e.xaminer.
These words are presented bery slowly so
that
rnere is a long pause between each letter
which constitutes the word.
Words v;hich the subject can ordinarily
spGlX Sxiould Idg usoc3 in this tGst*

Material

Modality
Process

29 ?
;

;

Auditory-Motor
Part-v;hole perception'

;

Informal Test of
Visual-Vocal Part-Whole Perception

Purp^:

to evaluate the subject's ability
to sense relationconstitute the whole and to
verbalize an understanding of these
relationships.

Description
The subject is presented with a puzzle.
The puzzle
pieces are unassembled and disarranged.
The subiect
IS asked to name the object that
v/ould be depicted in
tne puzzle if the parts were assembled.
if the subject fails to identify the object represented
in
disassembled puzzle, a completed picture should the
be
presented for the subject to identify.
if the subject
can recognize and name the object when he
sees it in
the proper order, and if he fails to
recoqnize it when
It IS not in the proper order, then
there "is a strong
possibility that the subject is deficient in partwhole visual-auditory perception,
;

H^tera^l;

four simple puzzles v/hich represent various
animals

Modality

Visual-vocal

Process

;

;

Part— whole perception

.,

appendix

c

SAMPLE TEST BATTERIES
1

.

Hampden County Test Battery
a,
b,
c,

d,
e,
f,

g,
h,
i

X.
1

.

m.
n.
o.

P.
q.
r.
s
t

u.

2.

Children
Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Slosson Intelligence Test
Bender Visual- Motor Gestalt
Draw A Person
niinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities
^osoig Developmental Test of Visual
Perception
^^-^c.puion
Benton Visual Retention
Children's Apperception Test
Individual Reading Inventory
I^rrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty
V/epman Auditory Discrimination
Roswell Chall Auditory Blendinv
VanNa.gonen Reading Readiness
Riggs Physical Education
Wide Range Achievement Test
Arithmetic Achievement Test
Dominance
Detroit Test of Learning A*ptitudes
Telebinocular
Audiometer

Schiffman Test Battery^
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.
i.
j.

Social, familial, developmental, and school case
histories
Individual intelligence or capacity test
Personality evaluation including the Rorschach and
Draw-A-Pers on
A reading battery including standardized
achievement
tests. and informal reading skills analysis
Gates Associative Learning Test
Detroit Tests of Memory Span
^terality Tests to determine eye and hand dominance
Physical screening
Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Test
Eisenson Examination for Aphasia

^John Money, Reading Disab ility
Hopkins Press, 1962), p. 51
.

,

(Baltimore:

The Johns

299

3«

CruickshanK EattGiry
a..

h.
c.

d.
e.
f.

g.
h.

^

Social history questionnaire
General pediatric examination
Pediatric neurological exam.ination
Speech and hearing examination
Pediatric psychiatric examination
Pediatric clinical psychological examination 3
Stanford-Binet
Ammons Full-Range Picture Vocabulary Test
Goodenough Intelligence Test
Block Design and Coding from WISC
Eender-Gestalt Test
Syracuse Visual Figure-Background Test
Tactual -h.otor Test
Marble Board Test
Vineland Social Maturity Scale
Opthalmological and optometric examination
Educational evaluation

William M. Cruickshank, T he Brain-Injured Child i n
Home. School, Community (Syracuse:
Syracuse University
Press, 1967), p. 70.
^

'^Cruickshank, pp.

83-86.

appendix d
TEST BATTERY PROFILE
The profile was developed
by taking the standard
scoring
systems provided for each of
the tests In the battery and
placing them on a one dimensional
linear scale. Each test
scale meas^rred ten Inches
length and the appropriate score
nge for _ach test Is divided
Into equal segments on the ten
inch linear scale, l.e., if
there are ten items
the test,
there are ten spaces provided
and If there are 15 Items
the
test, there are 15 spaces.
Cut off points hove been established
on the basis of the age, grade
or standard score norms which
aie provided in the test manual,
in cases where tests did not
have norms, the cut off points were
more arbitrary and were

m

m

m

established by averaging the medians of
the high and low
reading achievement groups at each age
level.

When completed, the standardized scales adapt
nicely
to a profile technique in which the cut
off point, in terms of

the normal score for children in age group, is
plotted.

Then,

the actual testee*s performance is superimposed
on the scale.

Using this procedure, any marked deviation from the
given
test norms is visually identifiable.
The profile presented on the next page is a copy of an

original profile used in the study.
for each age level.
Tvjo

A

separate profile \ms used

The percentage data, presented in Section

of Chapter V, were based upon revised cut off points for
't^Gsts

V7

hich

\'iere

described in the text.

developed by averaging the techniques
•
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INTERNATIONAL READING ASSOCIATION

Memorandum to:
IRA Members Concerned with Research

COMMERCE BUSINESS
Issue

From:

No,

PSA-5013

Ralph Staiger,
Executive Secretary-Tresurer

DAILY

March

1970

2,

auupCES
«niicuT lor .J
SOUGHT
the targeted Research and
Deye opment RtiOGRAM ON READING.
.

The announcements on this page
are reprinted
from the Commerce Business Daily
and are of
great importance to reading researchers.
You can see that the March 2, 1970
announcement supercedes the February 25
request for
information from researchers and institutions
about their interest and qualifications
for
becoming involved in the first stages
of the
Targeted Research and Development Program
on
Reading." This program has evolved from
the
application of the "convergence technique"
to
reading

We have been assured by the Office
of Education personnel that the ten-day deadline
is
a government formality and that
information
mailed somewhat later will be honored.

The U.

s. Office of Education intends
to support a live phase prosram of
Research and D»velopmerst on Reading to reach
the (o'lowing obloo*, of all persons not
perma.-.ent
care institutions must pass; by
age 10 a -n

jective-

sougtit lor tne
as follows;

Pnase

I

activities of tn.s

program

Refinement of the program objective
A.
Define and describe tne
recognized subgroups of Subjects wno comprise
the target population of the program by
providing eiphcit inclusion-exclusion cr.leria and identifying
r-a,arneters and parameter values
which Oifferenl.ate
1.

the

sub-groups.

e.

Identify a set of adult criterion
reading tasks
adequately sampie tne tasks tor
wn.cn
highly favorable returns lo the
individual dnd to
society can be demonstrated.
Construct an assessment procedure to validate tne
chO‘-e of
those adult reading tasks as the
cerfo^ma-ce

which

dimension ol the program object.
ve
Determine resource ceilings w,th-n
.V7.cn
systems generated through tre ’argeted R&O Program on Reading must
oc**'--i-'
(V/hat IS society able and wuimg
to pay fcr":n^
siruction which produces the perforrrance
sceci
criterion
C.

instructional

m

fied

This memorandum is being sent to all IPji members who receive the Reading Resea rch Quarterly
as a membership service.

m

tenon-referenced test wh.cn .s predictive
of co"m.
Detent performance cn a set of
adult reaa.nK
'avorable returns to the
individual and to scrsiety m general.
Sources a*e

(B.)

above?)

Literature Search
Reading Process.
Learnmg-to-read Process, a.na
Language Development related to reading.
each of the phenorr.ena listed m 2A B

2.

A.

B.
C.

For

and

C:

Identify existing models or partial
models.
Describe and analyze the models identified.

1.

2.

Combine

3.

partial

models where

logically feasi-

ble.

4

Specify research efforts needed lo test and
develop the models further.
3.
Status Survey: Using Published Test and
survey data and other relevant scientific litera-

RCS/eac
3/4/70

.

ture:
A.

the

COMMERCE BUSINESS

Determine the extent and distribution
"Reading Problem.”

DAILY

procedures,

l«ue

No.

PSA-5014

March

materials,
ing instruction.

3,

of

National

B.
Determine the use frequency and use distribution of Instructional methods, approaches,

1970

C.

and equiprrent

for

read-

Describe the

nature and extent of current
practice in Teacher Training for (B) above.
Information submitted will include; The professional
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APPENDIX F

description of instructional sessions constituted
to
train the field researchers in the administration
4

OF the SLD test B/iTTERY
The topics covered during the instructional sessions
will be presented below.

Sessi o n One

During this session the subjects were briefed about
their respective roles in the research project. They were
presented with a brief description of the SLD Test Battery,
i^^l^ding the time that vrould be involved in administering
the battery.
Session

T;«ro

The purpose of this meeting v:as to present procedures
for selecting the study subjects. Written instructions
about selection procedures were distributed to each researcher.
Each item on the instruction sheet was explained thoroughly.
Techniques for administering the Slosson I.Q. and Reading
Tests, to be used as se3.ection criteria., were demonstrated.
The researchers were instructed to administer these tests on
a trial basis, and to record their questions pertaining to
administration or scoring procedures. These questions would
be ansvrered the following week,'^

Session Three

Instruction was provided in administration and
scoring procedures for several tests in the SLD Test

^e tails about selection procedures are -included in
Chapter Four,
9,

The researchers vrere instructed to practice administering the SLD tests during intersessions betvj'een each training
period, to record questions pertaining; to testing; procedures,
and to pose these questions at subsequent training sessions
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included the Eisenson Subtests,
the Modified

Segui„-GodSarfFo™b;a^%est°™he

.

^
and score, the researchers had
no diffi
rni^ y digesting the
material presented during this session^

Session Four
Tests introduced during this session
were the
«SC coding Sub?Lt. the
i'^chievemen-c Reading Subtest, the
Detroit Letter
nd Picture Subtests, the Gates Subtests,
the Ilo- and Ames
Subtests, and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Tes?. Lain
the researchers had no difficulty grasping
the administration
and scorin.g procedures for these tests as'
the individual
test instructions are not complex,
m

4.

^During this session procedures for selecting the
study
subjects were recapitulated and the researchers
were
Instructed to commence selecting the subjects who
would
participate in the study.

Session Five
Directions for administering and scoring the Buzzer
Tests and the Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception
were presented during session five. The number of tests
introduced duriiig this session v^as limited due to the complexity
of administering and/or scoring these measures.

Approximately one~half of this session dealt with
instructions concerning administration and scoring procedures
for the Frostig Tests. Each researcher vras given an
opportunity to score a Frostig Test under the supervision
of this writer.
The researchers practiced administering the Buzzer
Tests during the remaining half of this session.

Detailed printed instructions were distributed for
each test in the batterj''. Standardized test manuals were
provided. Detailed procedure sheets vj-ere provided for informal tests. These procedure sheets can be found in
Appendix B,
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Session Six
The Bender Gestalt Test and the Benton
introduced durim session six. The major
instruct?"'^
emphasis was on scorin? procedures for
each
of
these
thes^teS^
tests.
Each researcher practiced scoring two
Bender
tests under the direct supervision of
this
writer^

During this session, the researchers vrere
instructed
to commence administering the SID Test
Battery to the study
subjects after one trial administration of the
total battery.
Pi’inued general instructions for administerinp"
the
battery were presented and explained. These
general"
instructions vrill be presented belov;;
1.

The number of testing sessions for an individual
subject should depend upon several factors: the
fatigability of the subject, the amount of
successive failures, school schedules, and the
convenience of teachers, parents and others
involved with the child.

2.

Adhere to the printed standard procedures for
each test.

3.

Avoid giving help beyond repeating a question or
directions as they are stated in the test inanuale
It is never perraissable to state a question
after an incorrect response has been given or
when the directions in the manual state explicitly
that a question is to be presented only once.
The tests should be administered in the following
order:
1.
2.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Ilg and Ames
Wepman
Bender
VJide Range Achievement Test
Frostig
ITPA
I TPA Mod i f i ca t i ons
Strauss and Lehtinen Figure-Ground Perception Tests
Eisenson Aphasia-Auditory and Tactile Agnosia
Gol.dsbein Scheerer Color Form Sorting Test
Detroit Letter or Picture Naming Test

Benton
PMA Spatial Relatj ons
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14.
15 o
16 .
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .

Informal
Puzzle Test--Inf ormal
P.P.V.T.
Slingerland
Buzzer Tests
Wise Codling
Halstead Tactual Performance
Gates
Modified Seguin-Goddard Formboard
Test

5.

'establish rapport with the

administration of
The examiner must feel genuinelv
It is essentlSSSS
tS Sill
b^e
rapport will soon be
^
lo"t
PraSp Should be given
for effort rather
^ particular response.
Do
not^e-hib
3
^t^^?^t
ibit
distress vrhen a response is incorrect.
the
thf SLD
sm battery.

from
rom
have
high

anticipating incorrect responses

the low achievers and correct
respoLes
nigh achievers.
Score responses as they
been given. Do not drag out responses
by
or low achievers by additional

questioning.

7.

administered in surround irters
familiar to the child vdiich are free from
distracting stimuli. The child should be
provjded
working position and adequate
lightin^°^^^'^^^^^^

8.

The SLD Test Battery should not be
administered
in the presence of other people.

9*

The test material should be arranged in such
way that the examiner loses no time looking a
for
stimulus cards, stopvratch, scoring sheets, etc.

Sessions Eight and Nine
These meetings were held to provide the researchers
with an opportunity to discuss problems related to the
study.

At this time the researchers were instructed to contact
this writer immediately and report all questions and
uncerta.inties about the study procedures so that uniform
rulings could be made for all examiners to follow.

.

;

appendix g
PROCEDURE FOR IDENTIFYING TESTS WITH DIFFERENTIAL
Pi^iRCENTAGES AT THE 75^’^ AND 50^^ PERCENTILE
LEVELS
Procedure for finding 75 ^^' percentile and
50 ^^
percentile cutoff levels for analysis of data
presented
on pages 172-82.

The percentiles were determined as follov/s
A.

Translate the given percent of cases into number
of
cases (the nth case),

B.

Find the score corresponding to the nth case:
(1)

Locate by inspection of the (cum.f) column the
class interval in which the nth case lies.
This
is the interval containing the percentile,

(2)

Subtract from the nth case the (ciLm.f) of the
interval below the one which the nth case is
contained.
This tells us t’ne number of cases
we need from the interva.1,

(3)

Divide the value found in step 2 by the number of
cases (f) in the interval ^.containing the given
percentile

(4)

Multiply the quotient obtained in step

(5)

Add the number from step 4 to the lower real limit
of the class in which the percentile (the nth case)
is contained.
This score is equal to the desired
percentile.

^

3

by (i).

These steps can be summarized in the following formula
:

Score^lovrer real limit of int. +

.

.

.

(nth case)-(cura,f in int, below)

i*
I

no.

^

where:

of cases in int.

nth case=the number of cases corresponding to 75 percent
vjhen N=50 v/ould be (37).^

-|

^See Benton J. Underwood et. al
El ementary Statistics
York; Appleton- Century-Crofts
Inc.^ 1954, pp. 40-41.
,
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